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ABSTRACT

The present research is the study of the Igbo verbs in 
general, and the Achi dialect in particular. It concentrates 
on the forms and meanings of the verbs.

It, therefore, makes original contributions to the linguistic
study of the language from end to end, but especially in the areas
of lexical and syntactic differences between the Achi dialect and
the Onicha and Owere dialects, the semantic and serial classification * *
of the infinitives and their uses, the five auxiliaries (Most 
works on Igbo have hitherto recognised only jga and na as the 
auxiliaries of the language. It is only Professor Carnochan 
(1966) who added jji to ,ga and na), the lexical structure in 
which is studied the polysemic and homonymous nature of the verbs 
oh one hand, and the synonyms and antonyms on the other.

The study comprises an introduction and seven chapters.
The introduction sets out the peculiarities of the dialect 

from lexical, syntactic and semantic view points, and indicates 
that tone is a significant feature of the Igbo language.

Chapter I provides an insight into the morphology of the 
verb, roots and the affixes> and the serialisation of the suffixes.

Chapter II studies the finite and non-finite verb forms and 
meanings. It embodies the uses of the infinitives, the distributional 
convergence and divergence between the infinitives and the gerunds, and 
the tonal differences between them.



Chapter III studies the auxiliaries and their uses, and 
shows that t h e y  can be used as full verbs.

Chapter IV deals with the verbs in terms of mood, and tense 
in positive and negative sentences and paradigms.

Chapter V discusses the verb phrase in simple and complex 
sentences, and in special registers including idioms and 
ndepejorativization,t,

Chapter VI deals with the lexical structure of the verbs 
exemplified by polysemy and homonymy; and Chapter VII continues 
semantic relations in terms of synonymy and antonymy*
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INTRODUCTION

Verbal Piece, as used in the title of this thesis, is used 
in the same sense as Professor Carnochan (1970) used it in his 
Categories of the Verbal Piece in Bachama. It is intended to be 
a more comprehensive term than Verbal Phrase in that it makes 
allowance for the study of not only the verb word but also the 
"elements corresponding to terms in categories set up for" 
infinitival - and clause - types as on page 59 and in chapter 5 - 
The exponents in these and some other sections of the thesis, 
as one will see, extend beyond the verbal phrase.

The study of the Igbo verbal piece in some respects equally 
extends beyond the present work. Igbo has many dialects.
Although a standard Igbo dialect propped up by the Nigerian 
Broadcasting Corporation and the Anambra and Imo States* 
Broadcasting Services is in use in the townships and educational 
institutions throughout Igbo country, the description set out 
in this study is based mainly on the Achi dialect. This is so 
because Achi is the dialect of the author. Apart from the 
examples taken from books and from speakers of other dialects, 
the main body of this work concerns the Achi dialect.

There are, therefore, three sources of information for the
work:
a) Books written on the Igbo language;
b) Native speaker informants, and
c) The analyst himself.



Achi has similarities with the Onicha and the Owere
fc *  •

dialects which are spoken in areas adjacent to it (as can be 
seen from the map on page 6 ) and has also retained
characteristics peculiar to itself.

X am here drawing attention to those characteristics 
which are in terms of negation, certain lexical items and tone.

-Negation
In the Onicha and Owere dialects> the negative particles 

are: - ro/ - na, and -ghi/~ la respectively. In the AchiT  T " *
dialect, the respective negative particles are: -ha and -la. 
The following sentences exemplify the use of the negative 
particles in each of the dialects.

ACHI ONICHAC 6 OWERE
0 duho V f  \

0 diro \ / »
0 dighi * » »* * *

It is not
4 * i>

( available)
¥  behe \ z t

0 bero \ / '
0 beghi6 e * 0

It did not
cry
y i * k s tAbiala Abiana Abiala4
Do not come

Lexical Items
There are a few words used in the Achi dialect which are not 

met in the other dialects. Such words include:



ACHI OTHERS
\ XEe?
Who?
Kole?
Where?
\
Nji?
What?
/ \Nnu?
What?
Erele
Now
ji - husband

Qnye?
Who?
Ebee?
V/ here?
Kedu?   What?
Gini?
What?

Kit a a, ugbu a
Now
di - husband

Tone
Achi uses low-rising (LR) tone where other dialects use 

only high or low tone, and high-falling (HE) tone where other 
dialects use only high tone as exemplified by the sentences 
which follow:

LR L as in

LR 4 H as in

HF H as in

ACHI
0 duho* & c

It is not 
(available)

* \ >•E re ya mu bia? v . & »
If it is sold 
shall I come?
(= Shall I come 
when it is sold?)
„ / 

0 fuo 1
It has 
germinated!

OTHERS
% S \ \  s \
0 diro/ 0 dighi

E le / re ya mu bia

0 puo/fuo !



These peculiarities of the dialect indicate that despite 
the impact the Onicha and the Owere dialects have made on Achif 
the latter still retains features that constitute it as a separate 
dialect.

Tone Marking
There are five tone marks used in this study. They include:

1. The acute accent to indicate high tone.
2- The vertical mark to indicate a high tone in step down 

relation to a preceding high tone. The step down is not 
a tone, but a pitch relation between two successive high 
tones as opposed to a level pitch relation.

3. The grave accent to indicate low tone.
h. The circumflex accent to indicate falling tone.
3 . The inverted circumflex to indicate rising tone.

It has been borne in mind throughout the study hat ‘'The 
semantic analysis of a given language must explain how the 
sentences of this language are understood, interpreted, and 
related to states, processes and objects in the universe."
(Bierwisch in Lyons. J. (ed) (Types of Complementation): 1970;
New Horizons in Linguistics . )

The present study, therefore, embodies and accounts for the 
fact that
i verbal affixes enlarge the meanings, but narrow the

application, of verbs to which they are attached.
ii certain combinations of words have meanings different from

^ I y \the meanings of their components: ichi isi - to rule ^ ichi* 9 -  * 4

to collect and take, and isi - head.
v  t \  /iii a verb can be polysemic: igba mmonwu - to make a new masquerade;

igba ngu - to make a new bed with palm fronds.Ml



f  \ N,iv a verb can be homonymous: igba ose - to plant pepper seeds;*
*  \igba ose - to contain too much pepper.

* iv different verbs can have the same meaning: iku - to plant;
.* %idu — to plant.

vi the meanings of some verbs are included in the meanings of 
others:- hyponyray

vii some pairs of verbs are antonymics bia - come/ ga - go 
Although there are tree - diagrams here and there in the body

of the work, the study is not based on the transformational 
grammar model. The trees are used, in the absence of a better 
illustrative sketch, to clarify grammatical points raised in the 
sections where they occur. The theory developed involves 
taxonomic analysis whereby attention has been focussed on such 
general problems of meaning as the relation between meaning and 
reference, between meaning and context, and between literal and 
figurative meaning.



CHAPTER I 

The Structure of the Verbs

The structure of the Igbo verbs will be studied in two 
sections. Section (i) will discuss the broad categorization 
of the verbs into mono - and poly - syllabic components, and 
each component will be decomposed into constituents on the basis 
of its (a) grammatical status and (b) function. Section (ii) 
will treat of affixation in so far as it affects the verbs only.
It will be shown whether the affixes have a definable and 
isolatable meaning, or whether they are devoid of identical 
content in themselves and only serve to form, with the rest of 
the item, a complete inflected word unity with its totality of 
specified meaning.

(i) Classification of■the. Verbs
For the purposes of the present study, the verbs can be 

classified into (i) monosyllabic, and (ii) polysyllabic, verb 
stems.

Monosyllabic verb stems
The monosyllabic verb stems are of the structure CV, and

1can be subclassified into high and low tone verbs determined by 
the tone of their roots as exemplified by:

1. L.B. Swift, A. Ahaghotu and E.Ugorji (19&R) in their Foreign 
Service Institute, Washington D.C., observe that there are 
three classes of verbs tonally: High, Low and High-Low verbs.
Their classification reflects the-situation in certain dialects 

of the language.
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High Tone Verbs
s sigbu _ to kill
/ iicho • « - to want
■; \ ire - to sell
' iiza& - to answer

Low Tone Verbs
izu to meet
•* Nimuo a - to learn
ida - to fall '

isa* - to sweep

; verb stems
In this study, polysyllabic verb stems include verbs of two or 

more syllables. They can be analysed into
(a) verb + verb (V 4- V)
(b) verb + suffix (V + suff)

A polysyllabic verb of the structure V + V is derived from 
two known independent verbs which may or may not be semantically 
related. If the verbs so juxtaposed are semantically related, the 
sentence in which they combine to form a lexical unit is derived from 
a multi-sentential source as exemplified by the verb kuwa - break,which 
is composed of ku - hit and wa - break.

Given a polysyllabic verb like (a) kuwa (with the semantically 
related components of ku and wa) in (1), it can be shown that 
(1) is derived from two underlying sentences, one of which contains 
the verb ku and the other, the verb wa. The combination of (2) 
and (3) will give rise to (l).
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1. Eze kuwara i t e------- ^
4

Eze broke a pot
2. Eze kuruite (+instrumental) +* l

Eze hit a pot (with something)
\3- Ite wara«
A pot broke 

The combination of (2) and (3) will produce 
Eze kuru ite + Ite wara#■ c
Eze hit a pot A pot broke
1 2  3 ^ 5  —
1 2+5 3
Eze kuwara ite

the condition being: 3=^
Observe (i) that the subject NP's of (2) and (3) are not in

free variation, that is, whereas one can say
Eze kuiu ite (osisi)* «

Eze hit a pot (with a stick) 
one cannot say

*Ite kuru or
* P

*Eze wara ite.
(ii) that one cannot ku alone as ku is a verb which requires obligatorily 
a direct object and an instrumental object.

Other verbs that exhibit this semantic relationship include:
(b) Tuhu Eze tuhuru ego --------- •>

T~VT v
Eze lost some money
/ % s jEze turu ego +
Eze threw some money 
Ego huru
Some money got lost



In (b) the two independent verbs that make up the lexical
unit tuhu - throw away; cause to be lost, are: tu - throw,
and hu - be lost. As,in (a), the subject NP's cannot alternate.
However, whereas one cannot say *Eze wara in (a) above, one 

/ \can say both: Eze huru, and
Eze got lost 
Ego huru
Some money got lost*

Similarly, Eze can tu - throw as in (a) but Ego cannot tu.
•(c) Duhu > du - lead + hu - be lost

f ^Eze duhuru mu=------- •>
Eze misled me*
* %Eze duru m̂ i +
Eze led me
/ \Mu huru***

I got lost®
In (c) the subject WP's are in free variation as the 

polysyllabic verb duhu. is a verb that obligatorily requires a 
human subject and object.

In the above examples, it should be observed that the objects 
of the verbs in the output sentences occur as subjects in the input 
sentences, and that the meanings of the verbs in some sentences 
are -predictable from the components.



There are, however, cases where the components of the verbs 
in, the output sentences are not semantically related and where 
the meanings of the verbs in the output sentences are not 
predictable from the components and the output sentences cannot 
be derived from a multi-sentential source. Such verbs include:

/ % / 0* %Gbaghara -----------£ gba + ghara
forgive run go past,,

abandon
Meri -------------- - me + ri
win do eat
Meko — *------------  me + ko* *

unite do be scarce
Maku ------ ---- — —  ma + ku» *

embrace know gather wealth
It has been seen that in (a) - (c) the objects of the output 

sentences become in the input sentences subjects. There are cases 
where the subjects are the same in both-the output and input 
sentences. These result in what is referred to here as the same —  

subject interpretation, while (a) - (c) exemplify varied - subject 
interpretation. The following sentences illustrate the same - 
subject interpretation:
Kpoku
ask for patronage

/  \  / \Eze kpokuru mu — >—  ---- -

Eze asked for my patronage 
^ \Eze kporo mu +* » *
Eze called me 

 ̂ \Eze kuru mu %
Eze called me



Gbagbu
kill (by shooting)

Eze gbagburu alu ----------- •)
Eze shot dead an animal 
Eze gbara al^ +
Eze shot an animal*
Eze gburu alu
Eze killed an animal*

Other verbs that involve the same - subject interpretation 
include:
gbab’a (enter by running), 
gahe (go past) 
duzi (guide)
gbafu (go out by running)

Like (a) - (c), the meanings of the above verbs are predictable 
from the meanings of their components*

(ii-)- Affixations Prefixes and Suffixes
Affixation will be studied here in so far as it affects the

verbs only. It will be shown whether the affixes have a definite
and isolatable meaning, or whether they are.devoid of identical
content in themselves and only serve to form, with the rest of
the item, a complete inflected word unity with its totality of
specified meaning.

One of the characteristics of the language is the extensive
use of prefixes and suffixes with the verbs. Suffixes are used
to either enlarge or alter the meanings of verbs; they are more
numerous than prefixes.



Prefixes
The prefixes include the infinitival marker /i-/i-/ and 

/a-/ and /e-/* The infinitival marker /i-/i/-/ harmonizes with 
the vowel of the verb root as follows 
Infinitival Marker Vowel of the Verb Root

' t( u as in igbu - to slip 
V  ̂\i ---------------- )  ( o as in ibo - to cut into pieces

i .c as in if i« e - to twist
a as in / Niba► - to enter
u as in igbu - to kill
0 as * \in igbo - to part
I as in / tifi - to rub
e as in s * igbe - to crawl

The verbs may or may not occur with the prefixes /a-/ and /e-/
according to the syntactic environments into which they enter.
In the following example narrative sentences, for instance, it is 
only the introductory verb which occurs with a' prefix; the 
subsequent verbs occur without prefixes.
1. Anyi eruo. fu ndi obia kele ha.<i e c * t

We arrived, saw the visitors 'and . • ‘ , greeted them.
2 . Ugo abia kwe ji ya la aka.

Ugo came (and) shook hands with her husband.
3* Abia m, fu ya juo ya ihe o choro.

i  , + c t

I came, saw him (and) asked him what he wanted.



k. Ndu ahu arusia oru wee laba.• O i . » c

The people finished, the work (and) went home*
In the past tense, the verbs occur without prefixes except

with the 1st sg. and pi. personal pronouns as indicated in the
following paradigm:
1st sg. M ruru.

* %Eruru m.
I arrived.
/  \2nd sg I ruru.
You arrived.

3rd sg 0 ruru.
HE/she/it arrived.

1st pi. Anyi ruru*
We arrived.

2nd pi. Ulu ruru.
you arrived.

3rd pi. Ha ruru 6
* %Eruru ha.
They arrived.

Sometimes the verb without a prefix is repeated without a 
prefix in the added clause to increase the dramatic effect of a 
description by repetition.



N /
1st sg. M chuo, chuo.*■ I

f ;Achuo m chuo chuo.
u  e t  c f t

I chased, and chased.
* /

2nd sg. I chuo, chuo* C t (
You chased and chased.

3rd sg. 0 chuo, chuo.
He/she/it chased and chased.
N

1st pi.(a) Anyi chuo, chuo, chuo.
v o f  C 0 a v

(b) Anyi achuo, chuo, chuo.
* & o  0 0

We chased and chased.
(Observe that in (a) the tonal structure of the pronoun, anyi, is

*
LL and the verb is prefixless, whereas in (b) where the tonal 
structure is LH the first chuo is with a prefix.) The same tonal 
movements can be observed in 2nd pi.

(c) Ulu chuo, chuo, chuo.9 * C O ** C>
/ \ ^  ^(d) Ulu achuo, chuo, chuo.90 00 UCJ

You chased and chased, 
and 3rd pi. (e) Ha chuo, chuo, chuo.* * c ft « *» *

/ \ / % /(f) Ha achuo, chuo, chuo.
« i> a % (i

They chased and chased.
The vowel prefixes occur in the la-form constructions as 

can be seen in the paradigms which follow:
Affirmative la-form paradigm 

1st sg. M ma abia.
s s . ✓*Ala m abia. «
I am coming



2nd sg. I la abia.
You are coming.

3rd sg. 0 la abia.
He/she/it is coming.
\  ̂ \ X1st pi. Anyi la abia
We are coming.

■ '  » ✓2nd pi. Ulu la abia.t
You are coming.

3rd pi. Ha la abia.o
/ ̂  /Ala ha abia.

They are coming.

Negative la-form paradigm
^  N i1st sg. M ma abiaha.*
■v/- \ X ;Ala in abiaha.C
I am not coming.

2nd sg 1 la abiaha.
You are not coming.

V / \3rs sg. 0 la abiaha.
He/she/it is not coming.
S' S N / \1st pi. Anyi ala abiaha.

V/e are not coming.

2nd pi. Ulu. ala abiaha.

You are not coming.
z \ / i3rd pi. Ha ala abiaha.

* % / s sAla abiaha ha.%
They are not coming.
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Suffixes

A suffix can be a vowel alone, or a combination of consonants 

and vowels- The suffixes which are added to the verbs will be studied 

here in these two categories.

i) Vowel Suffixes

Vowel suffixes give rise to verb expansion. The expansion is a 

feature of certain tenses only, for certain verbs. The vowels 
/e/, /a/, /o/ and /o/ are used as verbal suffixes as follows:

A B

i + e as m  ji - e (endure)

i* + a as , h ✓ m  chi - a (laugh)
e + e as in be - 4 (cry)

a + a as m  ba - a (enter)

o + 0 as fm  so - o (hide)

o + o as in cho - o (want)• c
u» + oe> as m  fu - o * & (go out)

u + o as m  vu » o (grow fat)

The vowels in set (A) are verb root vowels, and those in (B) 

are the possible vowels which can be used with set (A) respectively, 

in verb expansion. It can be seen that /i/, /i/» /u/ and /u/ cannot 

be so used.
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The vowel suffixes cannot colligate with other suffixes of 

the structure cons + vowel or vowel + cons + vowel. For instance, 

whereas a structure such as: verb root + suff + suff + suff + suff

+ suff as exemplified by bra + ghachx + gwo + kwa + lu (has come 
back + politeness) exists, a structure of the type: verb root +

vowel + suff + suff + suff etc does not exist in the language. Thus, 

the following starred structures are unacceptable while the non

starred are acceptable:

. x i* 0 ju + o + kwa ajuju.
u * » * ■»,

ju + kwa ajuju.

He has asked a question.

* Fu + + kwa ezi.
* 6
S y '|Fu + kwa ezi.

Please go outside.
S' \* 0 be + e + debe akwa.

i i0 be + debe akwa.

She has stopped crying.

Verbs with vowel suffixes do not colligate directly with the 

auxiliaries; they are used with the auxiliaries only when the verb
S' \ s  \ibia or ije interpose between the auxiliaries and the expanded
verbs. (In the rest of this discussion, the verbs with vowel 

suffixes will be referred to as the expanded verbs.)



The odd man out here is the auxiliary jji_ which can be used
/ , /directly with an expanded verb or indirectly with bia or je. 

The occurrence of the verbs and the auxiliaries can be 

illustrated as follows:

Auxiliaries Colligation

ga

la

ka

cho

0 ga abia chia ochi.

He will come and laugh.
/  ^  r*0 ga achia ochi <•P c  v
.■* \ /• \ \0 la abia chia ochi.

He comes and laughs.
( The more natural construction is:

Ala o biaj o chia ochi - It is a habit 

with him that when he comes, he laughs)
y*\  ̂ N*0 la achia ochi.$ O i 11

^ I s-0 ka abia chia ochi.a * c P a

He would have come and laughed.
a  ̂ ^ \*0 ka achia ochi.* » d

\  -• %  /  1 *'>*0 ga la acho ibia chia ochi.t» *  ̂ * u c.

He will be wanting to come and laugh 

(-He will form the habit of coming 

and laughing).
*0 ga la acho achia ochi.

t V y v a

■V  ̂  ̂ N . s ^Maka ya ka mu ji chia ochi.6 w &

Because of him that I hold come and 

laugh (= It was because of him that I 
came and laughed).



It should be observed that in place of the expanded verbs 

used in the above constructions, the infinitives can be used. The 
expanded verbs indicate some presumption on the part of the speaker 
that what he says will certainly take place. The use of the 

infinitive will, on the other hand, merely express the wish of 

the speaker who does not take any responsibility for the occurrence 

of what he has said. The difference of meaning of the constructions

is illustrated by the following sentences:

Expanded verb (a) Anyi jere ruo oru.0* 6 t ft*

We went and worked.
 ̂ / iInfinitive: (b) Anyi iere iru oru.t. « * c

We went to work.

The (a) sentence implies that we went and that we certainly 

worked; in (b), however, it is not certain that we worked on 

arrival at the place; it requires further clarification as to

whether or not we worked apart from going there.

In (a) above, the !,pastness,f is indicated by .jere and remains 

unchanged. In some cases, the npastnessu is signalled by the 
repetition of the expanded verb as shown by the following sentences:

0 chia, chia, chia, chia.ft % fc. Q
He laughed, laughed, laughed, laughed.
(= He laughed and laughed).
0 kpoo, kpoo, kpoo, kpoo.
V to. O C

He called, called, called, called.

(= He called and called).



These verbs, when repeated, cannot be used to refer to 

any other tense except,the past. For this reason, the following 

constructions are semantically and syntactically deviant.

Present Tense: *0 chi, chi, chi.* * fr L
V,' ^ ^ ^  ̂ \ /Present Perfest Tense: *0 chigwo, chigwo, chigwo.

Present ’'la-form11 showing progressive or habitual action:
 ̂ \ ̂  ^ y N ■"**?0 la achi, la achi, la achi.t * 7 + 9 *k

N ^ f SPast Perfest Tense: *0 chigwori, chigwori, chigwori.
v * * * t» <? ♦
^ \  ̂  ̂ /• y NFuture Tense: *0 ga achi, ga achi, ga achi.

But, when they are not repeated, the expanded verbs imply
present perfect tense as in:

0 chia ochi:-.
•» » * «.•

He has (just) laughed. (Signs of laughter 

can still be seen on his face).
/  - . K0 bee (akwa).

She has (just) cried. (It is still possible 
to hear the cry).
0 bee.

It has (just) perched. (And it is still where 

it has perched).

Observe here that -the tone of the pronoun subject varies with 
the tone of the; verb' .root.

Some of the verbs even when expanded cannot be repeated. They 

are verbs which indicate some culmination of action or state.

Take for instance the verbs ru - reach, and _yi_ - resemble, both 

of which are expandable, but cannot be repeated to indicate a 

past situation. Thus,

*0 ruo, ruo, ruo, ruo.

*0 yie, yie, yie, yie.
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are unacceptable because when one reaches a destination one
would not be expected to go further* Similarly, resemblance is
a static state; for, when one resembles another, one is so
all the time. Other verbs that fall into this category include:

fu - see; zu(ike) - rest; bia - come; fu(l^anya) - love;« % *•' ,<* / s 'si - say; ju - refuse; lu - hear; lu - marry; - forget;V * ► «
bido - start; be_ - perch (on).

The expanded verbs occur in commands and conditional 

sentences*

Commands:
tn *Jee ngwa ngwa.

Go quickly.

Zuo ike.

Have a rest.
N  ^  *HChia ochi.*• * A

Laugh.

Conditional Sentences
N ^ SAnyi laa, o ga abia?

If we go, will he come?
r \  ■ X  10 zuo o n  o je nga.
If he steals (something) he will go to jail.

Vowel suffixes cannot occur more than once with the same

verb as is the case with some suffixes of the structure: cons +

vowel. Thus, whereas there exist in the language such constructions as: 
s :0 biakwakwa. .* t>

He has (really) come again.
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✓ i0 sukwakwakwakwa.

It has unexpectedly really started again.

Hd" biachachaehacha.*
Let all (+ emphasis) of them come.

there is no construction such as:

* 0 bee e.

* 0 fuoo.
‘ 11*

ii) Combined Suffixes

Under this heading are suffixes other than the vowel suffixes. 

They will be studied according to (a) vowel harmonization, and

(b) whether they are grammatical suffixes or (c) meaning - modifying 

suffixes.

(a) Vowel Harmony

The present study has shown that only a few of the suffixes 

harmonize with the vowel of the preceding syllable. The following 

table shows the harmonizing and non-harmonizing suffixes which are 

met in the language. The meanings of the suffixes are given in the 

section that deals with meaning - modifying suffixes.
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Harmonizing Non-harmoni zing

-ha/he/ho/hd* -fu
e

- l c f / i  4 -kwara
-raT(Benefactive) V -bele

-ta/-te" -kele
-ra (Time) V -ghachi

v  /-aga
, /-ka

-cha
-debe

-fute
/-riri• c

-loo
Cy

-ritaG

-kata

-gwodu
/-gwo

-kwuo/

-kwu
/-ruo

\, -lu
/-ru

Grammatical Suffixes

The grammatical suffixes are -gwo*, gv/dri, -duoru, -ra, -be/-bd,
9 ww*

-td/-ta, -la', -zila, -debe, -ruo', -bele and h£.

They are more widespread than meaning - modifying suffixes, and 

they occur regularly with the verbs. They give the verbs some grammatical 
meaning as can be seen in the examples which follow:
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(a) 0 vute mmiri (-te, motion).

He has brought some water (and one can see him bringing it).

(b) o' biaba (~ba, beginning).

He has started to come (and he is seen doing so).
Similarly,

(c) Eze achita nku (-ta, motion).

Eze has collected, and is bringing, some faggots.

(d) 0 chibe mkpu (-be, beginning).

She has started to shout (and is still shouting).

As these suffixes contain some semantic content in them other than 
grammatical as shown in the last paragraph, they will be discussed 
further under the rubric of meaning-modifying suffixes below.

(c) Meaning-Modifying Suffixes

"It is true that the suffixes are important modifiers of 

meaning" (Green (19^^)). The suffixes have special meanings.

They, therefore, not only fit the verbs into syntax, but also enlarge 

their meanings.

Suffixes and their Meanings 
\

i) The suffix -fu means ’out*.%
Akwukwo wu adafu.* 4 * *
Your book has fallen out.
-■* \ sVufu ihe a.*

Carry out this thing.
Gbufu isi ya.

v

Cut out (off) its head.



ii) If the action referred to by the speaker is motion 
towards him, the suffix -te/~ta is affixed to the verb.

0 la evute mmiri.

He is bringing water.

Eze choro iluta nwanyi.4 # *r-—  w <■

Eze wants to marry a wife.

Jee gbute afifia.

Go and cut grass, and bring it.

iii) -kata connotes unpleasant duration.
y  n f \ /0 yakata, wee nwuq.

He was ill, for a long time, and then died.
s s / v ̂  t0 bekata wee rahu.« — —  .

He cried for a long time, then slept.

iv) -be/-ba (commencement, continuity)
Jebe*
Go away! (=J5tart to go away).

Kwube.
Continue to talk.
\ 1 \ / V t'Okeke gwara ya ka o biaba.

Okeke told him to be coming.

v) -hu This implies involuntary action.

0 kahu(gwo)^^
He has grown old.

0 rehu(gwo).

It has decayed.

0 nwuhu(gwo).
9 o t.

It has died.

(2) The addition of gwo, the prefective marker, after hu is 
optional. When it is added, it reinforces the completeness 
of the action.



vi) -ko (together)

Kpoko ha olu.„  ̂ «
Gather them together.

Kuko ha olu.
Mix them together-
s / ** f \Biakolu olu.

Gome together.

vii) -he (across, in)

Vuhef ya .

Garry it across.

Duhe" ya .

Lead it across.
Kpuhef ya .
Lead it across by the rope.

viii) -ka (too much);

-gbu (too much)

0 la ejeka ozu.
He is always busy, doing something.
*'"x s \  * \0 la erika nri.

He eats too much food.

0 la ebegbu onwe ya la akwa.*
She cries too much.

iX) -cha (emphatic completion, all)
^ «0 gv/ucha.

It has finished completely.
Ha ducha mma.
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/ s /Ha biacha.k

Let all of them come.
/ i0 rucha ya.

c *

He has finished all the work.

x) -kwuo (again, also)
N tNyekwuo mu.

Give me more*
Biakwuo gunwa.
Come also, yourself.
Vutekwuo nke ahu.

Bring that one also.

xi) -gwodu (first)

Biagwodu.
Come here first.
/ \ / *x /* *.Achoro m ka mu nyegwodu nkele.b * G

1 want to give this first.

Ihe aga eraegwodu bu ije be ha.

The thing to do first is to go to their house.

xii) -gwori (already)

This suffix forms the past perfect tense as will be seen 
under Verb Forms in Chapter IV.

S'* S  NI biagwori I

You have already comeI
Ha emechagwori tufu anyi eruo.

They had already finished before we arrived,

xiii) -gwo" (completion)

This is the present perfect tense marker, which will 
be discussed in Chapter XV.



v / \ /Ude abiagwo.a 4 iW. ■■■■

Ude has come.
Anyi ejegwoft
We have been there and come back. 

0 rushigwo.

He has finished the work.

xiv) -kwa (emphasis)
^  tRikwa ya

Do, eat it.
'  n f i0 la arahukwa ura.

He is really sleeping.

0 la abiakwa.V V 11 1 “
He is really coming.

xv) -kwu (also, too)
S' X  /  \0 la ejekwu be ha.

He also goes to their house.

Eze, o la arukwu oru?t p. ■ ■■■»—

Does Eze also work?
xvi) -lu

This is the imperative plural marker, and will be dealt 

with under Imperative Forms in Chapter IV.

xvii) -lu ("after all, concession with respect to initial
(3)disaproval" ). This suffix is usually used with "ngwa11. 
Ngwa, jebelu.

Well, go now (as you insist on going in spite 

of my disapproval)

(3) Paul and Inge Meier and John Bendor-Samuel: 1975*



Ngwa, melu ere ndu wu mma.6 *
Well, do as you please. (I am, however, under 

constraint to concede).
xviii) -ru (benefactive, to do for someone)

Meru ya ebere.0
Have, mercy on him.

Vuteru ra ya.
Bring it to me.

Gbueru ra eghu.
9

Kill me a goat.

xix) ~duru (impatience)
Kedu ihe i meduru kaa?B it C
What did you (then) do there?
\  ̂ \ / N .» s / ;Kedu uru o ga abaduru ha?

& JU ■ ■— ■ mmmtfi v
What (on earth) will it profit them?

(Observe the change, of tone from low to high in the interrogative 
sentence).

The suffix implies that the questioner is superior to the 

person to whom the question is put. The questioner has the 

right and authority to know the answer, and can mete out 

punishment as a result of the answer he will get.

xx) -debe (stop doing)

0 gwara mu sidebe asi.

He told me to stop lying (=telling lies).

Kwudebe okwu.

Stop talking.
Ulu ga ejedebe la Enugwu.

You will stop at Enugwu.



xxi) -ruo (stop doing, tenatively)

The difference of meaning between -d4be and -ruo 

is that, in the case of the former, the final stage of the

action is reached; whereas -ruo suggests that a certain point

has been reached but not the final goal. In other words, -ruo 

implies an accidental point reached in the process,

Ha jeruo la elu ugwu ka ha nzuru ike.
They reached the top of the hill where they 

rested. (But the journey had to continue).

Mbe ejekata,. .jeruo la be agaji nwanyi.
The tortoise walked and walked, and reached
the house of an old woman. (That was not his

destination).

Ha ekwuede okwu, kwuruo ihe du ka

They talked and talked until five o 1 clock'3

at anu ise*

(They could have continued to talk, but for 

tiredness).

xxii) -la harmonizes

-zila does not harmonisea
These are suffixes used to form a negative imperative. 

-zila indicates that some activity has been going on, which the 

speaker wants to stop, -la, on the other hand, indicates that 

the action has not begun, and the speaker does not want it to 

begin.



/ t ;Compare Emezila ya.

Stop doing it.
* v ■with Emele ya.

Don*t do it.

And Ejezila kaa.
Don*t go there any more.
/ t ^with Ejele kaa.

Don*t go there.
xxiii) -kwara (refutation . of a previous statement) as in:

 ̂ iA: 0 nwere ee mbiara?«•
Did anyone come?
^  !B : 0 nwehe.

Nobody.
\C: 0 bukwa asi, o nwekwara.P C .  f *    -

It is a lie, there \\ras someone (who came).
t0 jukwara la nya ala agaha.0 e

(Don*t mind what he said) he refused to go (there

In questions, -kwara implies a previous question; the 

second one in which it occurs reinforces the dramatic effect of 

the first.

1 gwara ya la i ga abia?* *■ «
(Hesitation) Did you tell him you would come?

I gwakwara ya la i ga abia?fc 11 ™■ 1 ' * 4
Did you (in fact) tell him that you would come?
0 mutakwara ihe a kuziere ya?„  ̂ — ----  t.

Did he understand what he was taught?

(He didnH).



0 kvmkwara ezi okwu?

Did he tell the truth? (He didn't; consequently, 

the result),

-kwara in questions, therefore, implies that the questioner 

expects a negative answer, which he does not like.

xxiv) -bele;

-bekwala
These suffixes are used to construct negative imperatives

as in the following example sentences:

Agbabele egwu
Never dance.

Ekwubele nkele.

Never say this. 
f  t \Abiabekwala.

Never come, on any account. 
s \ sAsibekwala asi.
Never, on any account, tell a lie.

xxv) -ha

This negatives a habitual idea either in a main clause or 

in a subordinate clause referring to present or past situations.

(*f) For the use of this suffix in negative irony, see 
Chapter V.



S. / '»0 la abiaha kala.

He does not come here.

0 la abiagwoho kala.* c "■ 1

He usedn't to come here.
(Observe that - ha harmonizes with the vowel of the preceding 

syllable. This is treated further, in ChapterlV).

XXvi) ~aga (too much, too often); (skilful or bad taste).
\ /\ / V.0 la abiaaga kala.

He comes here too often.
' s s's S \0 la ekwuaga okwu.

He talks a lot (and, therefore, bores his 

hearers).
Eze la agbaaga mgba.
Eze is good at wrestling.
^  ,+ \ |Ugo amaaga akwukwo.

Ugo is well educated.

xxvii) -kele (please, so)
This suffix is used only in polite questions; it has a

friendly undertone as exemplified by the following sentences:

0 biagwokele?
1 * ■ ■J ■

(Please) has he come?
\
I ruchagwokele?

Have you (please) finished the work?
^ i iI mahakele mu?

So, you don't know me? (X.am pleasantly 

surprised that you don't know me).



When used with -ri, the question in which the suffixo
occurs, connotes some surprise.

0 biagwokeleri?

Has he already come? I am surprised.
1 ruchagwokele ri?

Have you finished the work?

What a surprise!

xxviii) -ghachi (back again)
0 ga alaghachi echi.

He will come back tomorrow.
/ ■' ^ s  ̂ \ >v /Aga m ezighachi ya azu.

1 shall send it back.
\  / ^ ■v, ^ \Ugo ga alaghachi la ulo akwukwo.

Ugo will go back to school.

xxix) -debe (near)
This suffix is highly restricted wich regard to the 

syntactic environments where it can occur. It is used with 

only two verbs: bia - come; and Kpu - pull. The adverb
i* t*

nscT - near, frequently co-occurs with it.
Kpuidebe" nso.
Come near(er).

Biadebe nso.

Come near(er).

xxx) -loo (uncertainty)
 ̂ * * 5 ^Niii(loo)onye mbiaraloo kala?it. V b * — '

Who on earth came here?

Njii(loo) onye mmereloo ihele?

Who must have done this?

v t.



The suffix can toe attached either to the interrogative 

word or to the verb (or to both in very careful speech).

xxxi) -riri (must)*■ o
/ /0 merin ya.

He actually did it!
\Anyi ga e.jeriri ka ahu.♦ f-
We will actually go there.

We must go there.
0 ga abu£ij^()bu raere(-ie) ya.
O' ■* * a

It must have been Obu who did it.

xxxii) -fute (ability)
f  S , 1Aga m emefute ya.

I shall be able to do it (s I can do it).
*' s ^ >0 la abiafute kala?« C ....

Can he come here? (He must have been sick 
or busy).

0 mefutere.

He satisfied everyone.
yxxxiii) -rita (reciprocity)%

N ^ SAnyi la akorita akuko.— ;—  . ,

We tell stories to each other.

Ha la ejerita be ibe ha.*
They visit each other.

Ulu la afurita onwe ulu?*> T~~“
Do you see each other?

xxiv) -duoru (used to)
This suffix is used to form the past tense of stative 

verbs. (Stative verbs are discussed in Chapter IV).



S' / 10 nwere ego.
He.has got- some money.
s ' / x---------- ^ 0 nweduoru ego.
He used to have money.
/  -S S  N---------- A Eze vuru ivu.
Eze is fat.
S  V  '  '-------- -— Eze vuduoru ivu.
Eze used to be fat.
S' ,  K0 mara mma.t
She is beautiful.

 ------   >- 0 raaduoru mma.
q ■■ ■ » in p mi ■

She used to be beautiful.

The Uses of Suffixes

It can be observed that suffixes play a big role in the
determination of the meanings of verbs where they occur. Each
suffix has a range of associated meanings assigned to it.
Their main semantic uses are:
1. To enlarge the meaning of a verb root as in

vu - carry vuaga - carry too much
/ •» ^bia - come biakata - come too often

nwe - has nwekwu - has also...
bia - come biakele - please come

(Observe that the inherent tone of bia which is high has become 
low in biakele).



2. To alter the meaning of a verb root. By this is meant 
that suffixes are used to negative verbs and also to form

antonyms•

Negation
/s0 biara. — ---- -----

V

He came. He did not come.
Bee. ------------------} Ebele*

Cry. Do not cry.
0 zugwo. ---- — ----
It is enough. It is not enough.

Antonyms

Verbs Antonyms

dute - lead in ✓ Ndufu - lead away
duzi - direct well dufio - mislead
srote - remember ro zo - forget
mezi - repair  ̂>■mebi - damage

Sequence of Suffixes

The following tables illustrate the order in which the 
suffixes occur in sentences. When a meaning-modifying suffix 
and a grammatical one occur in the same word, the meaning-modifying 
suffix precedes the grammatical one* The only exception to this 
rule is the suffix kwa.
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Since the order of occurrences differs in terms of tense, 
and whether a sentence is positive or negative, and because 
positive suffixes are different from negative ones, the tables 
will show the sequence in indicative and imperative sentences 
on one hand, and in present, past and future tenses on the other. 
The tense names used, which for the purposes of the present study 
have been adopted for the Igbo language, are discussed in great 
detail in Chapter IV under the rubric of Tense.

Positive Sequences

Name of Tense
- ' 
V-Root 1 2 5 k 5 English

PRESENT
La-form bia

biat-
/biafc

kwa
cha
cha

kwa
kwa lu£

coming really
coming'all really
coming all (+ Emphasis) 
really

Progressive 
without la bia

/bia0Xbia£r
bia
✓bia*

fu*

ba
ba
ba
cha
cha

/ta

kwa
gwo
ba
ba

cha

gwo
gwo

ba

kwa

kwa

coming
coming indeed
has begun coming
have all begun coming
have indeed all become 
coming
have all begun coming out

Present 
Perfect Tense bia

/biat

gwo
cha gwo kwa

has come
have all really come
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Past Tense

Name of Tense^ V-root 1 2 5 * 5 English

Simple 
Past Tense '■sbiat*

bia¥

ra
cha ra

came
all came

bia cha kwa ra all really came
%biaC cha kwa ra lu all really came 

(said with politene.ss)
y*bia* be re came once or so

bia
4

cha be re all came once or so
sbia N.cha be kwa ra all came once or soC really

Habitual (5)^
Past Tense -bia

-bia
gwo
gwo kwa

used to come 
really used to come

-bia& cha gwo kwa really all used to come
-bia duoru used to come
-biaOr cha du gworo^5) all used to come

Past Perfect NTense bia4 gwo ro had come
\biafc cha gwo ro had all come
\bia* cha gwo kwa ra had all really come

"Pluperfect" Xbia« gwo ro /ri*
M il 1»

\bia
.. „ _J

cha
L . J

gwo ro ri
y

(5) Where a dash occurs in the V-root position, it stands for the ga-a 
which precedes the root in. the future tense, eg, h^r ga abiagliachi 
(they will come back).

(6) Observe thect where duoru and gwo* co-occur, the rearrangement 
gives du gworu.
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Future Tense

Name of Tense V-root 1 2
I

3 k 5 English

Simple Future /-biaft
/-bia

% ^ ghachi
\ -fghachi te

will come back 
will come pack (eraph)

-bia&
N ""ghachi te kwa will come back really 

(emph)
-biaQf ghachi te cha kwa will all come back really 

(emph)

Future
Progressive
Tense

— bia 
— biac

kwa
cha kwa

will be really coming 
will all be really coming

/— bia ghachi te cha kwa will all indeed be coming 
back

Future Tense 
in the Past -biaCf cha kwa would all come

Future
Perfect Tense 
in the Past

-biaft
-biaft

gwo . 
cha

ri&
gwo riC>

would have come 
would all have come

-biaC cha gwo kwa s,ric would all have come really

Future 
Perfect 
Progressive 
Tense in the 
Past

— bia 
— biac

gwo
cha

Nri
gwo kwa %ric

would have been coming
would all have been 
coming really (+ emph)

Negat:Lve Sequences
Name of Tense V-root 1 2 5 b 5 English

La-form -bia ha does not come
-bia£ ha kwa does not come really
-bia4 kwu te he kwa does not come to 

(visit) really
-biaC. fu te he kwa is unable to come as 

a habit
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Name of Tense V-root 1 2 3 b \ 5 English

La-form la-abia* fu te cha ha kwa are all unable to 
come'as a habit

la-abia0
1kwu te fu. ho kwa is unable to come ^ 

as a habit (+ emph)

Present —
Perfect
Tense

ica bia" »

ica bia"r

ha
ha kwa

has not come
has not really come

ka bia
47

cha ha kwa have not all really come
tea bia4 be he has not yet come
ka bia" be he kwa has not yet really come
ka bia"C cha be he have not all yet come
ka bia cha be he kwa have not all yet really 

come

k̂ . bi/ ghachi che ha kwa have not all really 
come back

Present
Perfect
Progressive
Tense

lea bia 
-bia"

V

ba
ba

ha
be he

has not begun coming
has not started 
coming yet

lea bia c cha ha ha have not all started 
coming

bit̂ cha ba he he have not all yet 
finished coming

Simple Past 
Tense :.

bia
bia

ha
Kha kwa

did not come
did not really come

bia»• cha ha kwa did not all come really
bia be he never came
bia be ■ he kwa never indeed came
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Name of Tense V-root
■

1 2 3 k 5 English

Habitaual 
Past Tense

-bia . ; 
-biajd

gwo
gwo

ho
ho kwa

used not to come 
used not really to .come

-bia
P cha ha gwo used not all to come

-bia
C

cha be he gwo never used to come all

Future Tense
Name of Tense V-root 1 2 5 b- 5 English

Simple
Future Tense

(?) >

(la)bia ha • will not come

(luO (la)bia ha kwa will not certainly come
(la)bia

&
cha ha kwa will not all come really

Simple
Future Tense 

(Ha)

(la)abia£

(la)ab^.a

ghachi
•vghachi

hcf

te he"

they will not come back 

they will not come back
(HaO (la)ab^.a ghachi te be he they will never come
(Ha) (la)abi,a ghachi te cha ha they will not all come 

back
(Ha) (la)abia ghachi te cha be he* they will never all 

come back

Future 
Tense in 
the Past

-bia"*
-bia”0

ha
cha ha

would not (have) come
would not all (have) 
come

-bia0 cha cha ha would not all certainly 
(have) come

(7) Observe the high tone of the auxiliary which is used in the dialect 
to form the negative future tense. After ha it has a step down.
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Imperative Forms- Positive Imperative

V-root 1 2 5 k 5 English

bia9
sri* Please come

bia lu Please come (This is 
a more polite expression 
than with -ri)

bia
0

cha lu lu
*

Well, let all of you come
bia*

bia

cha

cha

kwa

cha

lu

kwa Nlu»

Come (+ emphasis) 
all of you
Come all of you without 
exception

Negative Imperative
Prefix 
+ V-root 1 2 3 k 5 English

abia
%

la * Don't come
abia la lu

«- Don't come, and see 
the consequence! 
(Mind you come!)

abia
O

la lu
«

Do not come (+ pi, 
and emphasis)

abia
&

cha la lu
s*

Do not all come 
(Some are to come)

abia
0

cha cha kwa la lu Do not all come 
(+ emphasis)

abia
£

cha be

1

kwa 

;------- -----------

la lu
V

Don't all of you come! 
(Some are to come)

.......... ..  .



CHAPTER II

The Non-Finite Forms of Verbs

The verb forms operate in finite and non-finite verb phrases. 
The non-finite verb forms in Igbo are the infinitive and the gerund.

The Igbo infinitive can be distinguished from the finite verb 
form in six ways:

i) The infinitive has the prefix i/i always attached to
s i s t iit. Thus igwa-gwa, ibia-bia; igo-go, etc. The first
to * o c.

of each pair is an infinitive, while the second is a 
finite verb form.

ii) The finite verb asserts, and consequently, contains
a truth - value; the infinitive cannot assert; it simply 
gives the idea of the activity (when used as a nominal) 
like an abstract noun without the relation required by 
a finite verb. The infinitive gives an idea not of an 
activity produced, but of an activity which can be 
produced. Thus, it is used to answer such questions as:
"Kedu ihe i ga ime?” (What are you going to do?)

v  •"* /  :Iko ji. (To make yam ridges); Isi ohe; (to cook soup).* V

The finite verb, on the other hand, indicates and 
situates the action according to the categories of 
person, mood and tense.



iii) The finite verb requires a grammatical subject, and may 
consist of one or more words - the infinitive is always 
one word with the prefix i/i - marker as exemplified by:

Infinitive English Finite Verb form English

Ije to go Je" Go
ga eje" will go
la eje" is going
ka eje would go
ga la eje will be going
aka la eje* would have been

iv) The finite verb form only is used with the negative
particle. The negative particle cannot be attached
to the infinitive. Thus jehe - go not (= not to go)

^ *is acceptable but not *i.jehe - to go not,

v) .The finite verb has tense distinction - past and present;
the Igbo infinitive has no such distinction.

vi) The finite verb can occur as the main verbal item of a
main clause; the infinitive cannot occur as the main 
verb of a main clause.

Thus the finite verb operates as the predicator in clause 
structure while the infinitive can be used as such word classes 
as a noun, a verb, an adjective, an adverb, an interjection or 
a conjunction as exemplified below.



A representative sample of infinitives which enter into
different syntactic positions is taken from three books written
in Igbo:

\  .OmenukcT - a novel;
Mbediogu - an anthology of Igbo folk tales; andt- t
* '* «• \ S sElelia Na Ihe 0 mere - a short story,v 1"

The examples used in this work do not include all the infinitives 
found in the three books used, because they are too many. It was 
discovered that the infinitives which function as nouns in their 
syntactic environments are 2 2 1, as adverbs, 218; as adjectives, 27 

and as conjunctions, 1. To include all these infinitives here 
would make the work unnecessarily bulky. Those included are 
intended to illustrate the points' raised in the sections in which 
they occur. The example will include infinitives from each of the 
three books used. I have followed the spelling used in the 
publications for these examples.

The first group of infinitives examined is seen in nominal 
function. This means that it can be the subject or object of a 
finite verb; the subject of an intransitive verb and the object 
of a preposition.

1. Infinitives used as subject:
i) Ndi ikwu ha no na akwa ma ikwa akwa apughi 

ime ka enweta ha oz.o.4 V
Their relatives were crying, but to cry 
(crying) could not cause them to be back again.



s / s /ii) Elelia wee jua raa o bu na igbu anu ndi a bu
* x / Iihe diri ndi ala ha na nso.
*  *  »

Elelia then asked them whether to kill those 
animals was an abomination to their people.

 ̂ N 'j-  ̂ !iii) Mbe lee olu ahu anya, kwe n*isi, si na ichiputa* * *  ̂ t *
ede abughi okuko ya.• I k » <-
The tortoise looked at the hole, nodded, and 
then said that to bring out cocoyams did not 
mean sowing all of them.

iv) Isite na ebe ukwu ya di ruo ebe isi ya ga ewe 
oje ije ihe di ka ubochi asaa.« 9 0 9

To go from its stand (where it had stood) to 
where its head lay would take a good walker about 
seven days.

v) Ihe oriri na izu onwe anyi na umuntakiri anyi’ 6 k *■ O <• *■I 1adighi.
Food and to sustain ourselves and our children 
is not. (There is no food to sustain ourselves 
and our children).

Infinitives used as objects of finite verbs:
They follow immediately the finite verbs of the sentences,
i) Nna ya ukwu wee nye ya ihe o ga eji malita izu* * *

ahia nice ya.
His master gave him something which he would use 
to begin to trade on his own.



/ ( V .I'*' ' t  ̂Vii) Mgbe otutu mmadu huru na o mutara izu na ire ahia ...« w 4 * « t . »   £ »
When many saw that he had learnt to buy and to sell 
things ...

iii) 0 wee si mbe na ya na acho iga ije na ama.
He told the tortoise that he wanted to go on a 
journey to some place.

iv) Gwa ya ka 6 ghara ijide ya n*aka.
Tell him so that he will leave to hold it by 
hand.

\ N  ■'* * Nv) 0 choghi igwa oha mmadu.
* 4 k. 4 ,t™' '' ' 4  4

He did not want to tell many people.

5* Infinitives used as objects of prepositions:
In the course of this study, it was discovered that a number

of infinitives are governed by prepositions just as nouns are
governed by prepositions. The majority of such usages occur in
Omenuko.

¥ *

(a) Tupu ha ekwuo ihe banyere ijekwuru District 
Commissioner.
Before they said anything concerning to go (going) 
to the District Commissioner.

(b) Ka anyi kwe na o ga erne ozi di n*ulo nna ya dika
igbanwe ulo atani na ikpuchi aja mbara.
*. * *
Let us agree that he will do domestic work like 
to change (changing) the thatched roof and to 
cover (covering) the compound wall.



(c) Ha nuo iyi ka onye obula ghara ila azu nime
okwu banyere Omenuko inyeghachi Obiefula "warrant". 
They took an oath so that nobody would fail to 
pursue the case concerning Omenuko*s to give 
(= giving) back the warrant to Obiefula.

(d; Ozo kwa o bu n*ihi ihu gi anya ka anyi ji wee sift £ t o t  * ft.
‘ \ \ ^ tka okwu aliu diwa echi.ft ♦
Again, it is because of to see (seeing) you that we
say that the discussion should be tomorrow.

k. Infinitives used predicatively:
The infinitives are also used predicatively. Some of the 

examples of such usage taken from the books used for this study 
include:

i) Ihe di m njo karisia bu ihu na Ohu Mba na Isii
ft C

liri onwu.* V # *
What pains me most is to see that the Ohu Mba na 
Isii people defied death.

/ \The above sentence shows that the infinitive, ihu, can take
/the syntactic environment of the subject ihe without in any way 

altering the meaning of the sentence. The sentence can be 
transposed thus:

Ihu na Ohu Mba na Isii liri onwu (bu ihe)0 k V * • c *
di ra njo karisia.* C t ft
To see that the Ohu Mba na Isii people defied death 
pains me most.



It is not pleasant to the ear to hear such a 
thing.

N •/ ■>> * t 5xii) 0 bu olu ndi na akuzi nkuzx xme ka umuaka mata/ a 
0 %
akuko obula banyere mbe.ft t v
It is the duty of the teachers to make the children 
know all the fables concerning the tortoise.

\ s * \  * x '''iv) Nani olu ha bu isa ezi.i t f *

Their only work was to sweep the compound.

v) 0 nweghi ike ime ihe obula ozo, ma o bughi inanwu
» Sr S & 0 0 *  t £ ' ' 0

-V "" v  ^  ^  sobi, obi, n’ihi obi mgbawa.
She was not able to do anything else than to live 
in sorrow, due to heart-breaks.

5* Infinitives used as determiners:
As a determiner, the infinitive can be used as part of a 

phrase to qualify a noun or pronoun. When so employed, it enlarges 
the meaning, but narrows-the application, of the noun or pronoun.

i) Kutere mu mmiri ikwo aka.
s   -

Bring me water to wash (for washing) hands.

ii) Aguu ila obodo ebe amuru ya na agu Omenuko.
-J V o i 4  4 .

The desire to return to the place where he was
born worries Omenuko. (= Omenuko longs to return
to his birthplace.)



■/ /  -V ^  1 N  tO si na ya ga emere ya ogwu inweta ego.• A fc c ■
He said he would make for him medicine to get 
money.

^ -X ( *» / \ /  ̂ /N*ikpeazu, o were tufuo echiche banyere ebeC.
imuta nwa di.» e 1
At last, he lost thought concerning where to get 
children was. (~ He stopped thinking about getting 
children.)

^ ^  i \ /Mgbe ike inu mmai gwuru ha ...c

V/hen the ability to drink wine finished them ...
(== When they could no longer drink .*.)

Some infinitives are so attached to the preposition na that 
it is not easy to subcategorize them. They are then never used as 
either subjects or objects of finite verbs. Functionally, they are 
equivalent to English gerunds preceded by prepositions such as: 
by doing in saying ... The Igbo examples taken from the books
include:

(a) Nwata na enyere ya aka nsizu na nfire ahia ya.
,l" i"  ,Ji — —— » 6

The child was helping him by to buy (by buying) 
and by to sell (by selling) his commodities.
(The child was helping him in his buying and selling.)

(b) 0 nwere uche n*ikwu okwu.
He had sense by to talk (in talking).

iii)

iv)



/ \ N /■ N / S / ( \ / \ *vc; Elelia si na ya raara uzo nke ya ga eji gbuo% *
\ s,na abughi n’igba egbe.

Elelia said that he knew a way he would follow 
to kill which was not by to shoot (by shooting) 
the gun ...

(d) 0 bu olu ndi ozizi itiwanye ajuju na nkowa site
n*iso nkpuru otu esi ju ndi ozo.. * I C. *
It is the duty of those who teach to increase the
questions and the answers by to follow (by following) 
the examples of the others which have been asked.

(e) N^igbochi anya ndi ozo ka o ghara inwe onye ozo

l v  S  , s  N. '  t \ga enwe amamihe otu ya onvre ya nwere.
By to prevent (by preventing) others so that nobody 
else would have as much wisdom as he had.

The infinitive can be used in an independent clause but, more 
often, in a dependent clause.
(1) In an exclamatory sentence expressing a strong denial or 

vehement protestation, surprise, anger or wish, the 
infinitive replaces the verb in the clause.

It is generally preceded by an interrogative word or an accentuated 
nominal.

•'I ^  J s. ✓ -N1. Gini? lie ebe ahu kita!
C ' W l" ' 0 t

What? To go there nowI
f 5 l '» s X

2. Gini? Ikwu ogu ego maka ofu akwa!* e 7--z » *
What? To pay £1 .0 0 (one pound) for a piece of cloth!
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, / N  ̂ ^4. Muiawa ibido izizi!t ■ 1

I, to begin first!

A man of his age to be so old!
/ N S 1 ^/ N  ̂ 1

Nyanwa ibuda onwe ya ime ihe di etu 'a!
Himself, to condescend so low as to do such a thing!

6.
We, to go to church!

In the last three examples, the notion of person is indispensable 
in the sentences and the infinitive, being unable to express person 
by itself, is preceded by a nominal phrase, which does- The nominal 
does not form a grammatical unit with the infinitive, and it is 
separated from it in writing by a comma, and in speech, is strongly 
accentuated.

In dependent clauses, the infinitive is subordinated to the 
following conditions:

i) The subject of the infinitive is the same as that 
of the principal verb. This is true of both 
transitive and intransitive verbs.

ii) The subject of the infinitive is the same person 
or thing as the object of the principal verb.

He agreed to come

The subject, (), of the principal verb, kwere, is also the subject
x  \of the infinitive, ibia. This can be illustrated in the following tree

diagram.



0 kwere
N

biat

0 nyere anyi ike ije be ya.
He permitted us to go to his house.

\ \ ^The object of the principal verb, nyere, which is anyi,a
s  \is also the subject of the infinitive, iie* This is illustratedv * ■ 11 J<l iii

in the tree which follows:

anyi ike (anyi)b X*nyere
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The majority of the infinitives were found to be used 
together with other verbs. When so used, they either modify the 
meanings of the. other verbs, or serve to indicate purpose, reason 
or result. The omission of the infinitives in such sentences 
renders the sentences meaningless. The example sentences follow:

(a) Ihe ahia m gara igwusi kpam kpam.* 6 « t>
All my articles of trade would have gone to 
perish (would have perished) completely.

\.o)  0 gara iru gi ahu.
It would have gone to touch 

(would have touched) you (= you would have felt it).

(c) Obioha na ahuri na okwu ha na acho inwe isi.* » , 0 — -»-
Obioha was rejoicing that their word was wanting to 
have a head. (= Obioha was rejoicing because their 
plans were coming to a head.)

s  VIt is not easy to assign the infinitive, inwe, to a functional
-'icategory. The verb, icho, is a transitive verb and, as such, must 

have an object which follows it. One is, therefore, tempted to infer
 ̂ ithat mwe in the sentence is the object of the verb. But, whatever

noun put in place of the infinitive in the sentence fails to make
the construction have sense. It seems that, in such a construction,
•''' t s ■mwe and isi are inseparable as an idiomatic expression. For that

/  (reason, it is reasonable to infer that inwe (isi) enlarges the 
meaning of, and narrows the application of, the verb acho. (See also

m

the use of icho as an auxiliary in Chapter III.)
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(d) Ndi ahu atughi egwu iga za oku.% * « 0 ' t 1-1
Those people did not fear fear to answer the 
call.

(e) 0 nweghi ike ile ya anya nfihu.
He had not ability (was not able) to look him 
in the face.

(f) Nani obara ya m ga egheri puru ime m ka m
ghoro kwa nwa ohu.a fc * •
His blood alone which I will fry is able to 
make me become a new-born baby.

Another set of infinitives is used as infinitives of purpose.
This set differs from the set that modifies a whole verbal phrase in 
that, whereas the verb phrase infinitival complement is essential to 
the understanding of the sentence as a whole, the infinitive of purpose 
can be deleted and yet the sense of the sentence will remain intact. 
Most of these infinitives tend to explain the why and wherefore of an 
action; for that reason, they have been subcategorized into infinitives 
of purpose. The following examples contain infinitives of purpose:

i) Ha wee* gawa ihu D.G.7 T
They then went to see the D.G.

< N / s \ / \ii) Mgbe ha jikere ilaghachi, Omenuko gwara ndi ahu ka
ha chere ndi ije ndi ozo.

6 &  Cl

When they got ready to return, Omenuko told those 
people that they should wait for the other travellers.
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iii) 0 kporo ha i.ju ha tna o nwere ihe ha nwere ikwu.«• » i. 'c * °
He called them to ask them if they had anything 
to say.

v N ^ * » tiv) 0 dighi mmadu obula biara inyere ya aka ilusi
* C G . 6 o 0 ®

ndi ahu ogu.O ® 6

There was nobody who came to help him to fight
those people.

* N s \ /•N  ̂ * Nv) Ngwere wee gbaba n*otu onu di n*akuku uzo ° ° % 9 * * , . «
izere mmiri.
The lizard scurried into a burrow beside the 
road to keep away from the rain.

An infinitive is used in a way that neither suggests a purpose
or reason of an action nor simply complements the verb phrase. In
one sense, it is an infinitive of reason; in another sense, it is an
infinitive of result.

Ka mbe ghara inwe ike iputa ozo idi ndu.a * c * "— T *
So that the tortoise will not have power to 
(cannot) come out again to live.

In this sentence, there is a tight relationship between purpose 
and result as manifested by the infinitive. It would appear that, if 
the coming out of the tortoise can be equated with his living, his 
surviving, the infinitive clearly shows the consequence of such coming 
out. If, on the other hand, the aim of the tortoise is to come out to 
live, then the infinitive is a purpose one. In this sense, the tortoise 
could as well be alive where he is before coming out; it is no longer 
a question of surviving on coming out.
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The only infinitival conjunction found is used in Omenuko 
in the following sentence:

/ \ x . 5 < V
0 di anyi mma karia anya anyi ihu nti anyi.
It is better for us than our eyes to see our ears.

This is an exceptional use of an infinitive, in Igbo, as a conjunction. 
The exception may be accounted for, by the fact that the expression in 
which it occurs is a proverb.

Some infinitives have been clothed so much with the characteristics 
of nouns that one hardly perceives their original nature of verbs.
Such are called substantivized infinitives, and they include:

S S  tije, (to travel  — ■ travelling); ide, (to write *— — - writing);
igbako, (to a d d------ addition); ichu, (to hunt hunting);* v I/ { / jiko, (to tell----- telling); ikpe, (to judge------ judging).
*> c

In their verbal function, the infinitives occupy positions
in sentences according to the type of the verb with which they are
used. Causative verbs, such as ime - to make - and verbs of volition -
< !icho - are followed by infinitives and non-infinitival clauses.
* t

Aga m eme ya ije ebe ahu.
I will make him go there.
* s >* t \ / sAga m enie ya ka o jee ebe ahu.D o

I will mak him that he go there.
y \  S \ iFa choro ifu onye isi.

* tr "o

They want to see the boss.
s 's  ̂ *Fa choro ka fa fu onye isi.

They want that they see the boss.



Similarly verbs of opinion - iche - to think, and verbs of movement
, S \  *' xannouncing the object of the movement (igba (oso); ije - (to go);I

ibia - (to come) are followed by both infinitives and non-infinitivalb o
f  \ S \clauses. But verbs of perception such as inu (to hear); ifu (to see)
U b 4 £

{imetu (to feel) are never followed by the infinitives in Igbo. Thus,
< N  ̂ >* , •sAga m afu na o bxara.

C c 4

I will see that he (must) come.
N  ̂ 'But *Aga ra afu ya ibia.0 A t*

I v/ill see him to come.
'a ^  ^ 1- ■ yAnyx nuru na o ga abxa.* «.  ̂ , «
We heard that he will come.
N /• ;But *Anyi nuru ya ibia.

* * * $ V

We heard him to corae.
/ N  V  N /Fa furu ka m na abia.

Of. <5
They saw when X was coming.

N S '  SBut *Fa furu m ibia.fc t Vi
They see me to come.



Gerunds
Formation

The gerund expresses activity by indicating such and such 
circumstance relative to another verb of the sentence. The basic 
meaning of the gerund is derived from the lexical meaning of the 
verb from which it is formed.

The formation of the gerund is dependent upon whether the verb 
is monosyllabic or polysyllabic. In the case of monosyllabic verbs, 
formation is by the process of partial reduplication, and, in ihe 
case of polysyllabic verbs, the formation is by prefixation.

Reduplication
Reduplication occurs as follows:
(a) i/i occurs where the vowel of the verb stem is *

front (i, i, e or a) as in
ri - oriri 

% ^
eating

si - *
>*■

sayingosisi q * «
\ fde - odxde writing

za - oziza ̂ ft answering

(b) u/u occurs where the vowel of the verb stem is backft
u, o or o) asft in
gbu - N /ogbugbu killing
hu -ft ohuhuo C ft seeing
to \otuto praising
ko* -ft

\ /okulco* *. t guessing



7^

(c) In addition, where the stem is rounded, the 
reduplication is also rounded, as in 

nwe - onwunwe having
gwa - ogwugwa telling

Prefixation
In the case of polysyllabic verbs, the gerund is formed by 

prefixation. By this is meant that either of the nasals /m/, /n/ 
is preattached to the root of the verb, and the resulting word is a 
gerund, /m/ is prefixed to labial consonantal roots, and /n/ is prefixed 
to the others. The following examples illustrate the process:

, < x ✓ *»a, - gbasa mgbasa, spreading, dismissal
i - bido mbido, beginning
f  ^ / \ /i - gbako mgbako, adding

. “> s ^i - bibi mbibi, destroying
i - sogbu nsogbu, worrying
'' t . si - kwadebe nkwadebe, preparing
i - kute nkute, bringing (a child)

In most cases, the gerund occupies the same position as the 
infinitive which is used nominally:

S' f \i) (a) "Ide akwukwo sir! ike."
To write a book is difficult.

(b) "Odide akwukwo siri ike."
Writing a book is difficult.

ii) (a) "Igbako onu ogu di ofele.”t”— ‘ t * t
To add figures is easy.

(b) "Mgbako onu ogu di ofele."
Adding figures is easy.
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iii) (a) ”Anyi achoro izo ani.”
We don’t want to dispute over land,

(b) nAnyi achoro ozizo ani.Mc ft t, t " a 1 i *
We don't want disputing over land.

When used with the expression site na, it expresses certain 
circumstances of an action marked by another verb of the sentence; 

’’Site na okwukwe di etu a ka o siri nwe ego.”
By believing like this, he got money.
’’Site na omume di etu a ka mmadu ncha .ii we fu ya na anya."....   i %.

By thus behaving, everybody loved him.

The infinitive could be used here instead of the gerund.

Although gerunds and infinitives occupy the same syntactic 
environments generally, there is a difference in content between them. 
Gerunds tend to refer to fait accompli, whereas infinitives almost all
the time refer to future activity, and hardly ever to past, eg.
1 . (a) Idu (infinitive) fa du mma.►

(To see them off is a good idea.)
It will be a good idea to see them off.

(b; Odudu ha du mma.<i

Showing them out was good.
(The fact that they were shown out was good.)
It was a good idea to see them off.

2. (a) Ikpo onye isi du mkpa.
To invite the boss is necessary.

, . \ s / s
\b ) Okpukpo onye isi du mkpa.ft <► c

Inviting the boss was necessary.
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3. (a) Ije ebe ahu ga aba uru.
To go there will be profitable.

(b) Ojije ebe ahu bara uru.
Going (the fact that someone went) there was 
profitable.

When, however, the gerunds are expressly used to refer to the
N /future, the action expressed by them is taken for granted. Okpukpo

onye isi du mkpa. Inviting the boss is necessary. By this sentence
is understood that there is a concensus that the boss should be invited. 
If an infinitive were substituted for the gerund, the sentence would 
mean a mere suggestion that the boss ought to be invited.

Apart from the difference in the linguistic organisation of the
gerund and the infinitive, there is yet the distributional distinction 
between them. The functional range of the infinitive covers the
functional range of the gerund, and more. The gerund only serves as
a nominal by naming a state or action, or occurrence of activity; 
the infinitive, on the other hand, is equatable with most word classes, 
that is, it can be used where a noun, verb, or verbal phrase, etc. could 
be used, but not instead of a preposition or a pronoun. And whereas 
the gerund can take the determiners - a_, ahu, nnunwa, nnii (this, that,
this here, that there (respectively)), the pure infinitive never
goes with a determiner. However, some infinitives, as already pointed 
out, have been so clothed with the semantic characteristics of nouns 
that they are used with the determiners. For example, it Is acceptable, 
to say:
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Ikpe a ajoka - this to judge (judging, judgment)
£

is very bad;
Ije ahu du loo mma - that to travel (that travel/f * I c

journey was very successful).

There is also a tonal difference between the infinitive and
the gerund. Tone has a semantic effect on gerunds in that, if a
gerund is low, low, high at one time, and at another low, high, high,.
it will have two different meanings, for example:

Omume*(behaviour) oraume (doing) onyinye^ (gift)
N /■onyinye (giving)

On the other hand, tone has a lexical effect on the infinitive.
With regard to high tone verbs, a high tone falls on the i ~ prefix 
of the infinitive, while the radical carries a tone which is high but 
not as high as the prefix. In other words, infinitives of high tone 
verbs exhibit the downstep tone system. If the tones are high, the 
heights are so graded that one tone must not be as high as the other.
In regard to low tone verbs, the tone on the i - prefix is high while 
that on the radical is low. Examples of high tone verbs are:

Ije (to go), Ibia (to come), iga (to go), ikwu (to say).C o  «

Low tone verbs are such verbs as:
Ibo (to cut meat into pieces), ipu (to go out),
ike (to share), iro (to dream), ize (to protect oneself),
iku (ume) (to breathe).

Thus, tone marks out these infinitives from the nouns in the language 
which have the same linguistic organisation as the infinitives. For

/• N ^ N \ \ ^ t ^ ̂example: ike, iku, iba, iga, ije and ibo are lexically distinct from
ike (strength), iku - anya (eyebrow), iba (a type of food), iga (chains* 0

for prisoners), ije (travelling) and ibo (two) respectively, only because
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y v
of the movement of the tones. Apart from ije (travelling),' the 
latter words have no semantic relationship with the infinitives

/ \ / sand, even though ike has the same shape and tones as ike (buttocks), 
it cannot be said that both have the same etymological history.

Therefore, since these words, which have the same shapes as
/  sinfinitives, have neither semantic bearing on, except for ije nor 

etymological connection with, the infinitives, it must be concluded 
that the only effect which tone has on them is lexical.

Green and Igwe, in their treatment of "verbal nouns", observe 
that there is a class of "verbal nouns" formed by using a special 
form of a verb (0 - /0  + root) with its cognate. The examples furnished 
by them include:

Agent 
Ovu

9gba

 ̂ /•Ota

What they omit to say as regards these expressions, which are numerous 
in the language, is that their formation is not confined to the combination 
of verbs and nouns onlyj they are also formed by using the verb forms 
with adverbs as in:

Cognate
^ jivu "to carry" 

igba "to divine" 

ita "to eat"

Genitive
y
ivu "load"

aja "oracle" 

ukwa "breadfruit"

Noun Agent
s /• *ovu xvu
"carrier of load"
ogba* aja
"diviner"
ota ukwa** 9

"breadfruit eater"
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ije 'to go1; 0-/9- + root---- 9 °Je: °je — N P /  Adv.
that is, dje* ngwa ngwa, one who walks fast.
ime 'to do*: 0-/0- 4- root ome: o m e --- 4 NP/ — —  Adv.
that is, ome osiso, one who does everything quickly.* c c

ije 'to go*: 0-/0- + root---- 4 oje: o j e--- N P / ----- Adv.
that is, *oje na nwayo, one who walks very slowly.
iri *to eat*: 0-/0- + root----- ori: o r i --- ■> N P / ---- Cl.*

that xs, ori ihe edebere onye ozo, one who eats what xs3
reserved for other people.

There are other similar expressions such as:
A ; £'Oje ebe akpoho ya,r.
One who goes to where one has not been invited.
"Qza oku akpoho ya".
One who answers a call that is not meant for one.

The expressions are not always used happily; more often than not, 
they connote sarcastic meaning. Nobody would like to be regarded as 
one who goes to where one is not needed, or to be an eater of 
others' food. On the other hand, one who eats the food kept for 
another person may be a pathetic fellow who, through ill-luck, has become 
a scapegoat of some sort. Similarly, a person who goes to where he is 
not wanted, will draw pity from us because, due to ignorance on his part, 
another person's ill-luck has befallen him.



However, there are similar expressions in which there is
no doubt at all as to what they mean. For instance, ogbu efi
(one who kills cows), ogbu agu (one who kills tigers), otu ugo
(one who wears the feather of the eagle), always show, the bravery or
achievement of those who go by these names. But these may not be
the real names of these people; they are additional names which
put in a nutshell the outstanding performances of the people.
*6gbu” agu1 suggests that the person, in the past, killed several
tigers and performed feats; in some cases, he can still do these
things. 'Ogbu efi' (killer of cows) shows that the person is rich,

\ *- \and 'Otu ugo* connotes an excellent dancer, one who leads others in 
dancing. These are, therefore, reminiscent of what achievements 
the individuals, who go by these titles, may have attained.



CHAPTER III

The Auxiliaries

The auxiliaries are verbal elements which, when present,
carry the grammatical meaning of the verb phrase, while the main
verbs carry the lexical meaning. Although "hardly any two grammars
agree on the total list of auxiliaries, or upon their detailed
classification", because they are "classified in connection with
a precise and detailed treatment of the structure of the verb

(1)phrase" , for the purposes of this study, the following have
been recognised as auxiliaries in Igbo: ~ will; la - be, will;
kst - would (have); jji - do, and ch6 - be about to.*

These verbs have been recognised as auxiliaries because
(a) They are used in conjunction with other verbs 

and show grammatical relation with them.
(b) They either mark the time or manner of action of 

another verb.

(1) Gleason, H.A. Jr. (1965) linguistics and English Grammar 
New York.



Forms of the auxiliaries

Finite Forms Non-Finite Forms

i) Ga ga, gara, aga iga, Oguga
* « i

ii) La la, lara (used to), ala ila, olula

iii) Ka ka, aka y  tiga
iv) di

y ^  ^ji, jiri, eji s l S ' 'iji, odiji
v) Cho0 cho, acho » 0

icho, ochucho» d c p  «

\ *  s-Ga, ,ji and cho are used not only as auxiliary verbs butrvTXTr' 0
also as full verbs as can be seen below. Ka/aka is the dialectal 
past form of ga.

\ / /The uses of jga. jir.snd choi as ..auxiliaries_and full verbs.

Auxilaries Full Verbs

/  s  ✓
1. 0 ga abia.«- C

A  /
0 gara afia.

He will come He went to market.
2. Nya mere mu 31 bxa. A  S

0 ji di.
It made me hold come. He holds yam.
( -  That is why X came) (= He is holding a yam.)
S  y  1 / \

3 * Mmxri la acho ijo. 0 la acho wu.t ( c

Rain is wanting to fall. He is wanting you.
( = Rain is going (is about) (= He wants you.)
to fall.)
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Cho is used in place of ga as an auxiliary of periphrasis<r (2)to "assist in expressing emphatic forms of speech". Compare 
for instance:

(a) Mmiri la aga ijo.
Rain is going to fall

with
(b) Mmiri la acho ijo.

Rain is wanting to fall.
(Rain is about to fall.)

Sentence (a) does not imply any degree of certainty that it is going 
to rain, while (b) indicates that the chances are that it is certainly 
going to rain.
Compare also:

(c) Anwu la aga imu.
Sun is going t'o shine.
(= The sun is going to shine.)

with
+ \  \(d) Anwu la acho imu.
Sun is wanting to shine.
(- The sun is about to shine.)

Chd" occurs as an auxiliary only in a positive sentence in
which lê  or ga can combine. The effect of cho is to render the* T~rrr"IT~*
sentence more dramatic. It is not an auxiliary in the same way as 
the others; it always requires an infinitive as complement and loses 
its lexical meaning of "to want" when used as an auxiliary.

(2) O.S.D. (I)



In the sentence:
/ i

0 choro isi alu.C. « O b

He wants/wanted to cook meat.
choro is not an auxiliary even though it is followed by the 

** *infinitive, isi because neither la nor j=£a combines with it in 
that sentence.

Similarly, in
b choho isi alu.* * i

He wants not to cook some meat.
(r= He does not want to cook any meat.) 

choho is not an auxiliary.• i

It follows that in order to use cho as an auxiliary verb 
the three conditions of

1. combination with la or ga;
2 . the presence of an infinitival complement; and 

the loss of lexical meaning of cho
c

must all be fulfilled.

As an auxiliary, always occurs in dependent clauses, 
it occurs otherwise, It is a full verb exemplified by

When
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(b) 0 ji ji la aka*
He holds a yam in hand.

(d) *0 ji uniu ito".
* • 0 0

She has three children.

(a) Gini ka o _ji_ bia?
What that he holds come.
(= Why did he come?)

, V ^  X(c) Eji m maka ya bia.
Hold I because of him 
come. (= I came because 
of him.)

(Observe that in deep structure, the main clause of (c) is "bt bia(ra) ' 1c
^  *V ^and the dependent clause is Heji m maka ya.)

Like cho and ga, ji can also combine with the auxiliary la, 
but unlike the former, it is never followed by an infinitive. 
Compare

(e) Gini mere ha la eji abia kala?
i C f

Why do they come here?
and

/ l N / s / x(f) Gini mere ha ji abia kala?
Why do they come here?

and it will be seen that (e) is more emphatic than (f). But
*Gini mere ha ji ibia kala? in which the auxiliary, ji, is followed 
by an infinitive, is not acceptable.

Distribution of the Negative Particle with the Auxiliaries 
The negators have two syntactic positions:
(a) Aux —  V — ■—  Neg.
(b) Aux — —  N e g    V.



They occur immediately after the main verb with the auxiliaries,
(3)la and ka as in the following sentences:

1. Eze ala abiaha. Ha aka biaha.
Eze is not coming They havenft come.

2. Eze ala abiaehe.
Eze is no longer coming.

With the other auxiliaries, the negators come between the auxiliary 
and the main verb.

\ ^ 1 s i
3. Mmiri agaha avu m ije be ha.

Rains will not stop me from going to their house.
I  ̂ \ X X4. Mmiri ala achoho izo.•

Rain is not wanting to fall. ( = It is not going to rain.)
X X  X 1 I

5 * mere o jiho bia?
What made he did not come? (= Why did he not come?)

There is a certain nuance between ga and ka. Ka suggests that 
the clause in which it occurs is negative because of an unfulfilled 
condition in the preceding or following conditional clause. Ga can 
be used in a simple independent sentence as in the case of a husband 
suggesting to his wife that it would be a good idea to go to Enugu 
the next day.

^  •'*’ X  i 1Anyi ga eje kwalu Enugu echi.
(I think) we shall go to Enugu tomorrow.

(3) In Inyi, which is a stone's throw from Achi, the negator occurs 
between the auxiliary, la and the main verb.
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The woman will react by asking either,
s \  ̂ 'Ime gini? Maka gini?

or
To do what? Why?

Ka cannot be so used- If the husband said,
"Anyi aka eje kwalu Enugu echi".
We would go to Enugu tomorrow, 

the wife, knowing that nothing provoked the statement and that 
it was incomplete, would react by asking,

/ ' s t"Gini wee me&ia?s o  *■

And what happened (to prevent our going)?
Then, the husband would complete it.

Ka, therefore, enables us to predict a negative result; 
it suggests that a move will not be made because it has been fore
stalled by circumstances beyond our control. The following sentences 
exemplify its uses:

1. Kedu ihe aka erne ma o buru la o biara?tt * f s * o

What would have happened if he had come? (He did not 
come; something forestalled him; and nothing was. done 
as a result.)

2. Anyi aka abiaha ma o buru la anyi mara la o la aloho la ulo.* o t o t s  c v « * »

We would not have come, had we known that he would not 
be at home. (Even though we have in fact come, our coming 
is of no avail because it has been rendered useless by his 
absence.)
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3- Ebe o bu la ulu afuho ya lu ulo, ulu akaa * C ° *» c i.

eie ebe o la aru oru icho ya.
*• b t - t i

Since you did not see him in the house, you should
have gone to his place of work to look for him.

k. Ha aka abia echi, ma o buru la i biaha.* a n. + j *
They would have come tomorrow if you had not come.
(They won't come tomorrow, because the visitor's 
visit has forestalled their coming.)

For the second and third singular, ka is used instead of aka, 
but there is no change in the semantic content as either enables us to 
predict that some intention has been negated.

aka   ka/2nd and 3rd pers. sg.
S'* S l \ / \ ̂  \ ^

5 - X ka enwe ego ma o buru la i la arusi oru ike.
*- ft %' £ v  (t a  c

You would have got money (= would have been rich)
if you had worked hard. 
y\ ka abia ma 0 4 0

He would have come if he had been told.

. y" | N / , \ /
6. 0 ka abia ma o buru la agwara ya.

On the other hand, Isa and gk enable us to predict positive 
assertion. La is partly used to show duration and partly to report 
activity.

7. Kedu ihe o la erae?
* .  c

What is he doing?
8 . 0 la agu akwukwo.6 ^ 4 1 4

He is reading a book.
9 . Eb/e ka i la eje?

Where are you going?
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 ̂'* y i10. Ala tn eje oru.° ■» *
I am going to work.

1 1. 0 la ako ji oge m furu ya.
He was making ridges for his yams when I saw him.

1 2. Ha. la ege hchi kita.
4  V

They are listening now.

These sentences show instances of duration of activity. In other 
words, one neither knows the beginning nor the end of the activity, 
but just that the activity is going on.

La reports about activity in the following sentences.

1 3. Udu mmiri la adu mma la ahu.6 *■
The rainy season refreshes the body.

14. 0 la afu mfu.i * 0

He foresees the future.
15. Ala m afu ya oge ncha.

I always see him.
16. Hila eche ulo akwukwo nche.

i i i t

They watch the school (against despoliation).
1 7* 0 la afu uzo.

* > « «

He sees.

But the use of la is not confined to expressing duration and 
reporting activity only; it is also used to show the future. This 
is dealt with under the rubric of:
The progressive is used to express future activity, etc. in Chapter IV.



Ga is mainly used to indicate the future, but, like la,
its use is not confined to implying the future as will be shown
later.

✓ S, / I ^18. 0 ga eje Enugu echi.
He will go to Enugu tomorrow.
 ̂ / l ■% / • \ ;19* Okeke ga alu Mgbafo la aho ozo.
Okeke will marry Mgbafo next year.

2 0. Nwa nr ga ebido akwukwo la aho ito ozo. ̂ * 0 i u fc
My child v;ill start school in three year*s time.

21. Ngozi ga afuta la nnukwu ulo akwukwo la aho "a.
« *  * * * » C i

Ngozi will leave university this year.
22. Onye obula ga atu utu ya la izu uka ozo.

*■ l °  * li C , * » *

Everybody will pay their contribution next week.

Other uses of ga
Ga shows likelihood in:
23* Nka a ga adu m mma.

This will suit me.
2H-. Nke ahu ga ezu.

That will do.
\ *" n  s  ; N> ✓  x23. Ka anyi jee la be anyi, i ga eso?4 C 9

Let us go to our house, will you follow (- come 
with us)?
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Ga shows compulsion in:
26. I ga eme ya.

You have to do it.
27. I ga eme ya.

You must do it. (On no account will you fail to do it).
2o. 0 ga abia.

* 0  *•

He must come.

combination ga egbu is used to refer to a continuing

' N / \Nzuzu ga egbu ya.
Foolishness will kill him. ( = He is very foolish.)
m  N  / s 'Ngara ga egbu ya.
He is very proud.
Ego ga egbu kwalu nwoke a.
He is awfully rich.

So it can be seen that ga conveys different messages depending 
upon its syntactic environment. Above, it has been used to indicate 
probable occurrence of activity, characteristic behaviour and immediate 
future as in sentence (25).

In summary, the auxiliaries are non~stative verbs which function
as margins in complex VPs. They emphasise what is stated in the main
verb. When followed by an infinitive, the auxiliary, ga, as in 
s >. f  , \
0 ga lbxa, presents a near future activity as a prolongation of the present.
£> (1 4

The
state;

29.

30. 

31-



It presents this activity from the point of view of the present
 ̂ N . /moment. It is opposed to 0 ga abia in which the future is remote
G «

and is presented as detached, independent of the present. The 
auxiliaries serve as props to the main verbs; In and jga help the 
latter

(a) to show tense;
(b) to express habitual action;
(c) to express continuity,

and cho and jjl assist the m a m  verbs,T
(d) to lay emphasis.



CHAPTER IV

Igbo Verb Forms

Nature of the Verb
The Igbo verb stem is primarily monosyllabic, consisting of 

a consonant plus a vowel. Stems which end in consonants are not 
found.. It is the first constituent of a verb phrase and occupies 
the position V in any given Igbo sentence.

Given that an Igbo sentence is represented by the symbol S, 
the position of an Igbo verb can be indicated by expanding S as 
f ollows:
1 . S -------- NP + (NP) + VP
2 . VP ------^ (Aux) + V + (NP) + (PP) + (ADV)

The two rules can be transformed into:
S — ----> NP + (NP) + Aux + V + (NP) + (PP) + (ADV)

1 2 3 *+ 5

Given that the two rules transformed describe a basic Igbo 
sentence, they define as a verb any element that occupies the 2nd 
position in the structure.. This proposition can be exemplified in 
the following sentences:

*1. Bzey bia.
1 2 

Eze come.
2. Eze nwere ego.

1 2  3
Eze has money.
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3 - Ege 0 latara ego la oge?
1 2  3 ^

Eze he received money in time.
(= Did Eze receive money in time?)

Observe that in (3) the "O' 1 is triggered as part of Q (question) 
in the deep structure.

In the above sentences, each item subscripted as 2 is a verb.
It can be seen that a verb follows immediately the NP in initial 
position, that is, whatever follows the subject NP is the first 
constituent of the verbal phrase.

The Igbo verb seems in general to have by itself some sense 
in the text, without a complementary word to assist it to bring out 
its meaning. There are, however, some verbs which are always 
accompanied by the same nominal to express a particular meaning.
In this study, such verbs are referred to as nominal-bound verbs.
The complementary nominals form part of the verbal expression which 
carries the sense. Thus, some Igbo verbs are susceptible to having 
complementary nominals to which the action which the verbs express 
is directly transmitted. Soma of the nominal-bound verbs are:

ichi
* C

(ochi),4 ft 7 to laugh (laugh)
igba (mgba), to wrestle (wrestling)
ibe (akwa), to cry (cry)
 ̂ \ ige / s.(nchi),c ?

to listen (ear)
igba (akpiri),t 4 to kick the throat (t= be greedy)



The verb does not indicate an action in a pure and simple 
way* but “situates” it according to certain categories of which the 
Igbo language possesses three:

1. Person

Carnochan (1966) states that the category of person in Igbo
applies ‘’only to pronoun --  verb structures”. So that person is
not expounded by the verb as there.is only one form of the verb to 
express the action for the three grammatical persons both in the 
singular and the plural. The subject indicates who or what is the 
author of the action as exemplified in the paradigm which follows:

sM bu/Abu m. \ ^ Anyi bu*
I am. We are.
I bu.• Ulu bu.»
You are. You are *
s

0t» bu. Ha bu/Abu ha.• 0

He/she/it is. They are.

There is no inflexional- change in the verb for it to agree 
with the subject in number* and* except for the 1st sg* and J>rd pi. 
where there are alternatives, the subject usually precedes the verb

2. Mood

Igbo has five personal moods and one impersonal mood, the 
infinitive mood. The personal moods are: the indicative* the
imperative, the subjunctive, the interrogative and the conditional.



The Indicative Hood

The indicative mood indicates that one executes a given 
action, either immediately or in the past or future. In a free 
clause, it is expounded by the structure sp(c)(a), in which 
s stands for subject, p for predicate, c for complement and a for

*  CDadjunct.

/ \ / \ V,spa: 0 biara ebe a.
He came here.
✓  s . ✓  *spc: 0 chiri mu ihe.
He beat me.
/ \ / sp: 0 ga abia.ft d

He will come.

In bound and linked clauses, the indicative mood is of the 
structure (a)(s)p(c)(a) as exemplified by the sentences which follow.

spa: 0 ga eje ma o rusia oru.* ° ° ft ft ft 0 .
He will go when he finishes his work, 

aspc: bia.m ga agwa-ya.* a '

If he comes, I shall tell him.
X  •N ■'-Is s ** s . „. *spapc: 0 3ere ulo ogwu, wee 3ee aiia.
He went to hospital, and then to market.

The Imperative Mood

The imperative mood is expounded by the structure, p(c)(a) 
in free clauses, and by (s)p(c) in bound and linked clauses.

CD Adjunct is used here as "any word or words expanding the subject 
predicate, etc., of a sentence". (The Shorter O.E.D.)
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p: Bia. Come.
.0
y' Ipa: Bia ebe a. Come here.

\  /  ‘ pc: Bute ji.
Bring yams.

/ v /sp: Chinwe, bia.
Chinwe, come.

 ̂ \ / 1spc: Chinwe, chita ji.
Chinwe, bring yams.

S N /  \ vspca: Chinwe, chita ji ebe a.
Chinwe, bring yams here,

These examples above have the feature <7“~ plural_/. If the 
subject of the sentence is plural, the suffix »lu/nu is attached to* V

the verb so that it agrees in concord with the plural subject. This 
is exemplified in the sentences that follow:

p: Bialu.
Come + plural, 

pa: Bialu ebe a.
Come + plural here.

>■ \  ̂N / \sp: Chinwe la Eze, bialu.
Chinwe and Eze, come + plural.

/■v /\ y sspc: Chinwe la Eze, chitalu ji.
Chinwe and Eze, bring yams + plural.



In bound and linked clauses, the mood is expounded by the 
structure, (s) ap/pa.

\ \ap: Oge i latara, bia.
When you return, come, 

pa: Bia oge i latara.0 t ft
Come, when you return.

S V. s \ S /sap: Chinwe, oge i latara, bia.
Chinwe, when you have returned, come..

In the progressive, the imperative mood is expounded by the 
structure, pc(c)(a) as in:

T ✓ \  ̂ ipc: La eme ya.
Keep doing it. 

pcc: La emere mu ya.
Keep doing me it.
(= Keep doing it for me.)

pcc: "Na enye anyi achicha nka a oge nine. ' 1

Keep giving us this bread always.

The negative imperative is expressed by the addition of the 
negative particle -la/-le to the verb, and prefixing the vowel to 
the radical to harmonize with that of the verb root.

< (-pi. Abiala.

pa
Don't come. 

. t.-pi. Abiala ebe a.
Don't come here,

* N ✓ tsp -pi* Chinwe, abiala.
Chinwe, don't come.
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S \ , I $spc -pi. Chinwe, achitala ji.
Chinwe, don*t bring yams.

spca -pi. Chinwe, achitala ji ebe a.
Chinwe, don't bring yams here.

In the negative plural, the subject of the verb (which is 
invariably, in the absence of proper nouns, ulu or ha) is always 
expressed.

The use of ulu or ha is obligatory when the plural subject is 
not named, but optional when the latter is named. It is then used 
in apposition to the noun.

* x s \sp +pl* ^ Ulu abiala.
You don't come.

spa +pl- Ulu abiala ebe a.
sp +pl. ^ Ha abiala.

Let them not come.
z' \ ' N / A  *sp +pl. Chinv/e la Eze, (ha) abiala.

Chinwe and Eze, let them not come.

\ ^If the subject of the verb is the first person plural, anyi, 
the auxiliary, ka, followed by the subject and the negative verb, 
ghara, is used.

kasp   --- )■ Ka anyi ghara ije.

Let us not go.

The verb in the imperative mood is unlike the verbs in the 
other moods of the language in two ways:
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(i) The negative post-verbal particle -ha may not occur.
(ii) It is the only mood in the language in which the 

number verb concord is operative.

The Subjunctive Mood

The subjunctive mood has the structure ^ g Wa^ sp(c)Ca), 
that is, it consists of a subject NP followed by a predicator which, 
in turn, may optionally be followed by either a complement NP, or an 
adjunct, or both, all of which are preceded by one of the lexemes, 
ka or ngwa.

The subjunctive, like the imperative, expresses the will of the 
person speaking, but it has not the same semantic force as the imperative. 
It may introduce an affectionate nuance into the action, thereby 
bringing a certain volition. In some sense, the subjunctive is a 
sort of command, but it adds to the command a certain amount of 
pliancy and reservation. The imperative, on the other hand, is the 
short and imperious formula of command. The subjunctive can be 
regarded as the mood of supplication in which its raison d*etre 
is expressed and understood.

In subjunctive constructions, the verb stem may occur with or 
without a vowel prefix, depending upon the semantic content of the 
sentence.

spc (expressing a wish or desire)
/  N /(1) Ngozi diri Ghukwu.*-* w 0 * *
Blessed be God (May God be blessed).
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(2) Chukwu nyere wu aka.
God give you a hand. (- May God help you.)

In agentless passive constructions, an impersonal pronoun 
precedes the verb.

kapc (3) "Ka e mee uche i na uwa."
"Thy will be done on earth."

(if) "Ka e gbuo ya kita."
"That it be killed now."
(= Let it be killed now.)

Y/hen an active positive construction in the subjunctive mood 
is preceded by k̂ . or ngwa, it marks consent, acquiescence or 
rarely request/2^

kasp (3) Ka anyi jee.
That we go.
(= Let us go) since you have asked for it.

(6) Ka anyi ruo oru.
That we work work.
(= Let us do the work) You suggested it some 
time ago, and I was unwilling to work, now I have 
consented that we should do the work.

(7) Nya jee.
Let him/her/it go.

(2) In most cases, a request occurs with 'biko*, please.
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In negative constructions, the subjunctive is of the structure
sp(c).

sp (8) Chukwu ekwelei
God not agree (= God forbid)J 

spc (9) Onwu egbule i.fr ft
Death not kill you. (= May death not kill you.)

In common parlance, the subjunctive construction is rendered 
negative by the use of the verb, ghara, followed by the infinitive.

kasp (10) Ka anyi ghara ije ebe ahu.
That we leave off to go there.
(= Let us not go there.)

/ \ S r \(11) Ka o ghara izu ike taa.
That he leaves off to rest today.
( = Let him not rest today.)

The Interrogative Mood

The interrogative mood is expounded by the structure, s(s)p(c)(a). 
The intonational features differ from those of examples concerning other 
moods.

If there is no interrogative word, one will have recourse to 
intonational features alone.

/ Nsp (12) 0 biara
* e '

He came.
\
0 biara?
* 4

Did he come?
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/ \ *  v  ̂spc (13) 0 chitara ji ------* I
He brought yams.
v x
0 chitara ji?* o
He brought yams? (= Did he bring yams?)

When an interrogative sentense occurs with a bound clausev the 
structure becomes asp/spa.

asp (14) Oge o mesiri, o biara?
9 » * • » *

When he finished, he came?
(= Did he come when he finished?) 

spa (13) Anyi ga eje ma e mesia?* e
We shall go when finished.
( = Shall we go afterwards?)

Interrogative Sentences introduced by the Interroga-tive Words 

The interrogative words in Igbo are:
\ (kedu) - how;
ko'lê ^be^ - where;
\ *ee (onye) - who;
nnu /• t (gini) * « - what;
makannu0 (maka gini) * « - why;
njiimgbe* t (kedu oge) - when.



Sentences in which an interrogative pronoun occurs

(16) Onye biara?
Who' came?

(17) Onye ka i furu?
Whom did you see?

interrogative adverbs of place:
(18) Ebee ka i la aga? .

Where that you are going?
(= Where are you going?)

an interrogative adjective:
(19) Kedu ebe i furu ya?

T'-“ i-1© 1 • r « ■

Which place you saw it.
(- Which place did you see it?)

(20) Kedu nwoke biara ebe a?   0

Which man came here?

interrogative pronouns of purpose or reason:
(21) Gini kpatara i ji jee ebe ahu?

What caused you hold go there?
(= Why did you go there?)

\  ̂ ^ 1 \ s s(22) Maka gini'ka o ji bia?* c *
Because of what that he hold come.
(= Why did he come?)

and an interrogative expression of time:
(23) Mgbe ole ka o biara?

When that he came.
(= When did he come?)
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So, (only) when introducing a question, is used to modify the 
subject NP as can be seen in the paradigm:

Singular Plural

1. ( 0 bu) So mu biara? ( 0 bu) So anyi biara?ft ft ► e * v 0 fi « *
Only I came? (It is - is it) only we came'
\ '' \ - \ / t \

2. So gi biara?♦ » 0 So1 ulu biara? »
Only you came? Only you came?
\ / N ✓ \3- So nya biara? * # So<k ha biara?to
Only he came? Only they came?

Without the interrogative word, the pronoun of the noun subject 
is mentioned in spite of the presence of the latter in the sentence.
It is obligatory to mention the pronoun which stands for the noun 
subject as it is impossible to ask a question in the language without 
using at the same time the corresponding pronoun. The interrogative 
system can be summarised as follows:

N PfiO AUX V

\ y
1 . Uche 0u ga abia? or

Uche he will come?
\ s

2 . -- 0 ga abia? or
He will come?
"» y \ /■Onye ga abia?
Who will come?

3. Esse du aho
Eze is years how many?

(= How old is Eze?)

(5) Observe that the pronoun is not mentioned in (5) above because 
of the occurrence of the interrogative word ole.
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The Conditional Mood,

The conditional mood indicates essentially the eventuality 
of an action; it is used when one wants to express not a certain 
reality, but the potential.

The notion of eventuality can be expressed as:
1 . The potential: The action is thought of as possible, and

realisable either in the present or in the future. The 
potential construction has the structure, sp(c)(a), eg.

spa Mu aka alo ebe ahu ifu gi ma o buru la i biara./•w la :
I would have been there to see you if you had come.
Mu aka arusigo oru eri oge, ma o buru la m choro.® t * * t e o t
I would have finished the work since, had I wanted
(to do so).

2. The unreal: The action is thought of as unrealisable.
This characteristic of impossibility is attached to the notion
of the past. It is because the occasion, or the condition of
its realisation, is definitively lost that the action is not 
produced, eg.

spec 0 ka aso m inwe ego, ma o buru la mu nwere umu.* * ® < « »
It would have pleased me to have money if I had children,

spa Mu aka emesigo(ri), ma o buru la i hafuru mu.* * ̂  # * # *  0 * * t

I would have finished, if you had left me. 
pa A ka ejide ya, ma o buru la o' nwere onye matara ya.O if c

One" would have arrested him if it was that there had been
who recognised him. (= He would have been arrested had
there been somebody who recognised him.)
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A nuance has been introduced into the unreal by the phrase: 
m/antinti (oge); the action is given as not produced, but it almostV 0

was produced, eg.
/ \ / i \aspc (a) Nwantiti, o fu m.«■ c . * *

A little he saw me. (= He almost saw me.) 
asp (b) Nwantiti (ka) m ghara ibia.

• f  c *■

A little that I left to come.
(= I almost failed to come.)

In sentence (b) what was not produced was failure to come,
not coming which, in fact, was effected.

The form of the conditional is distinguished from that of the 
affirmative indicative in two respects:

1. The conditional is more often than not preceded by the 
conditional elements, 0 buru, (if it was), which are absent 
in affirmative sentences.

2. The pitch pattern of the subject pronoun (where 0 buru is
* * *

not used) is high, and the radical of the verb in the protasis 
is spoken on a high tone if it is a high«-tone verb; the
radical is said on a low tone if it is a low-tone verb. If
the NP of the protasis is a noun, it retains its inherent 
tone, eg.

. y*1 S.Compare ‘sp 0 bia.
He comes (= See him coming)

in which the tones, although HH, are in step down pitch relation,
and sp r0 bia.e

If he comes
in which the tones are again HH, but in level pitch relation.
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Conditional Sentences

(i) True conditional: The hypothetical verb as well as the verb of
the apodasis is put in the future. Eg.

* N *  S ✓ 'aspc 0 buru la 1 ga abia, o ga adu mma.
* 4 Q 9 to ty '
If that you will come, it will be good.
(= If you come, it will be all right.)

In the future in the past, only the verb in the apodasis is put in 
the future as in:

0 ka abia ma o buru la i gwara ya.* * * c *
He would (have) come if you told him.

(ii) Simple supposition from which a logical conclusion may be 
drawn. Eg.

S * 'n / \ \aspc 0 zuo ori, o buho ezi mmadu.
«, *  S 0

He steals theft, he is not good person.
(= If he steals something, he is not a good person.) 

spca I bu ezigbo mmadu, ma o buru la i kwuo eziokwu.* *■ 0 C o *
You are a good person if you tell good word.

(= if you tell the truth.)

(iii) The action expressed by the principal clause is subordinated to 
an uncertain future event expressed by the protasis. Eg.

I choo i ga achota.* . t • 0

You want you will find
(= If you seek, you will find.)
/ I  ̂ S' ^I kuo aka, aga emeyere gi.
You knock hands, it will be opened to you.
(= If you knock, it will be opened for you.
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(iv) Counter-factual supposition in which supposition is contrary 
to reality. Eg.

asp 0 buru la eze echiho iwu^a, nwoke ahu aka anwuho.r  t o e  s «- * *
If the king had not made this law, the man would
not have died.
Mu aka emehe ya ma o buru la i biaha.* e $ f * »
I would not have done it had you*not come.

Tense
Tense is not the same "thing” as time. Time is a universal 

extra-linguistic concept which is divided into past, present and 
future. Tense is the correspondence between the form of the verb 
and the universal concept of time.

There are three tenses in Igbo which correspond to three 
extra-linguistic units of time: the present, the past and the future 
tenses. Each of the tenses diverges (as shown below) into "sub
tenses” to indicate precedence in time.

Given that T stands for tense, the three tenses and ”sub-tenses” 
in Igbo can be represented by expanding T as follows:

i) T

ii) Present

iii) Past

iv) Future

(Present)
^  (Past  ̂

(Future )
(Simple . 
("La-F orm'i 
(Perfect
[Simple ' 
.Perfect 
^Pluperfect,
(Simple Progressive )

^ (Perfect in the past )'
 ̂ (Future in the past )

(Pefect Progressive in the past)
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The Simple Present Tense

The simple present tense is expressed by only one verb, 
without an auxiliary. It is used to demonstrate activity or state.

i )  "ihcpo muya a s i.r— t £ 0*
I hate him. 

ii) Ekwuo m la o bu onye ome njo.
I declare that he is a sinner.

. . . \ ■£> f1 1 1 ; 0 vu  iv u .

carries a load. (= He is carrying a load.)
v) Ezi okwu bu ndu.

Truth is life.

It is used to indicate eternal truth as in;

Mmadu abuho n ku .* r o 4 «
Man is not firewood.
^ \ j \ /Uguru aduho mma la ahu.
t • O e c 0

The harmattan is not good on the body.
( - The harmattan disfigures the body.)
Chukwu d u .

God is. (= God exists.)

The present simple tense can be exemplified more fully in the 
following paradigm:

Simple Present Tense: Positive

1st sg. Mu enye ji.
TP '  ! • •Enye m 31.
I give a yam.

2nd sg. I nye ji.
You give a yam.
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/\ f
3rd. sg. 0 nye jx.

He/she/it gives a yam.
S'* / I3rd Indef. E nye ji.
A yam is given.
N  ̂x / '1st plur. Anyi enye ji.
We give a yam.
'  -V S  '2nd plur. Ulu enye jx.
You give a yam.

3rd plur. Ha enye ji.
Enye ha ji.
They give a yam.

The "La-Form" of the Verb

The "la~form" "as a finite verb showing some kind of habitual 
or progressive action (which may be in the present or past time according 
to a context, which in some way indicates the time)" is of the 
structure "La" + prefix (e/a) -h root. The "la-forms" do not. show any 
clear-cut distinctions of time; time is understood in them from the 
situations in which they are used, or indicated by such adverbial 
time-markers as kitaa, t.aa, oge - ahu as exemplified by:O r ,

/ , /
1 . 0 la abra.

0 9

He comes/He is coming.
/ s y \

2 . 0 la abia kitaa.Q tl «

He is coming now.

(if) Ward, 1.0. (1963)
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It should be noted that sentence (1) may imply that the person 
has formed the habit of coming and, therefore, may not be coming at 
the time the utterance was made. It is only the situation invhich

r  S.the statement was made and such time-markers as kitaa (used in (2)) 
that can indicate definitely whether it is a question of habitual 
or progressive action.

The function of the "la-form" tense is to express a simple 
judgment or opinion given as such. It can, by the proper sense of 
the verb, indicate a sentiment:

^  \  /  *s.Ala m atu egwu la ...
I am fearing that ...
'  ̂ S NAla ra acho ka ...0

I am wanting that ... (= I want that ...)

The tense marks properly the concomitance of the action or 
the state expressed and the word which expresses them:

s ^ ;Ala m agwa wu ya.
I am telling you it.
0 la egbu agwo.
He is killing a snake.

The present “la-form" of the verb can be considred as localised 
in an instant; it is rare, however, that the action thus expressed 
could be expressed in a manner so exact. In the sentence:

,lGe nchi, ala agba egbe".
Listen, guns are being fired, 

the concomitance is seen in the instantaneity of igba (to shoot,
b

fire a gun). But in the sentence:
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"Chere nwanchinchi, o la aru oruM.* e t * o

Wait a little, he is working,
the verb la aru (is working) shows an action of which the real
occurrence is extended far and beyond the present instant. The 
present "la-form" tense, therefore, marks either, as in this example, 
the duration of the action, or its non-temporal generality as in:

6bu du m ucho ebe o lo; o la arusi oru ike.
o Q Q  O t f O  t j ) £

I am proud of him, he works hard.

This relative imprecision of the notion of the present 
ula-formn tense makes it possible to use this tense to mark a future 
event, when an adverbial - or time-shifter fixes the sense and avoids 
all ambiguity as shown below in (v).

The "la-form11 tense is used to indicate "timelessness" as 
shown in the following illustrative sentences:

^ ^ I ^ / ISuga la ede la mmiri.
Sugar melts in water.
Anwu ala amuho la anyasi.* * # * ft
The sun does not shine at night.
Oyi la atu la uguru.* V ̂ ft
Cold catches in the harmattan.
(= It is cold in the harmattan.) J~

' V ^  i \Nkwu la enye anyi mmalu.& * »
The palm tree gives us oil.



It is used to show habitual action:

0 la ekwuka (okvm).&
He talks talk.
(= He talks a lot.)
f s , •„0 la agba asiri.
« tr  c.

She kicks gossip.
(= She gossips a lot.) .
0 la azu afia.* M Q
He buys market.
(= He is a trader.)
^  N  /0 la eje akwukwo.0 * 0
He goes to school.
(= He is a schoolboy.)

The Progressive nLa~Formu

The progressive "la-form" does not only indicate (in the case 
of the past progressive) that the action was produced in the past, 
but it expresses that the action is considered to be still going on
and as not terminated yet at the time in the past to which the
speaker refers.

The notion of continuity in the past progressive can be 
understood in several ways:

The action is considered as still going on, no matter the 
extent of its duration. It could be a state considered in its 
permanence, eg.

V /  ̂ sA la akpo ya Eze.
He is/was called Eze.
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The "la-form" can serve to indicate the simultaneity of two 
actions in the past, one of which intervenes at a time when the other 
is happening.

Ala m ege nchi oge o la ekwe ukwe.
I was listening while he was singing.

With certain verbs whose proper sense is to indicate an 
« * ^ ^instantaneous action - fu ~ go out; bâ  - enter - the progressive is&
used not to mark simultaneity but the immediate succession in the past.

\Ala m afu afu oge o batara.
* » * 6

I was going out when he entered.

The matrix sentence - ala m afu afu - is here used in the sense of 
/ \ / 1 \alo m lTelu ofufu, I was on the point of going out. The action ofo ft d
S' sifu - to go out, is seen and felt as some activity in which the* P
person is involved.

The nla-formM can still indicate, by the extension of the 
notion of continuity, the habit of repetition of a certain action 
in the past:

L*aho gara aga, ala m afu ya.ih $
The year which passed past, I was seeing him.
( -  I used to see him last year.)
0 la abia kala kwa Nkwo l ronwa gara aga.* ft t I
He was coming here every Nkwo in the month which passed past. 
( -  He used to come here every Nkwo (market day) last month.)
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The progressive operates in such a way that it evinces two 
parts semantically; the action is presented partly as accomplished 
and partly as non-accoraplished, eg,

Okeke la abia.9

Okeke (is) was coming.

The accomplished part or meaning of the sentence is that "Okeke 
is/was coming", that is "Okeke has started to come"; the non-accomplished 
is that he is still coming, he has not completed the action of coming.

(i) The Progressive with Results

(a) 0 nwere onye la ekpoghari akwukwo m.» fc *
There is someone scattering my books.
(The result of that is that the books are still scattered.)

(b) Kedu onye la agho oroma a?
Who is picking these oranges?
(The question suggests that some oranges are missing,)
f  "S ,  s ^(c) Ala m aru oru nza ututu.

& v o « o  o

I have been working since morning.
(The result of my having been working since morning 
is that I am tired noiv.)

(d) 0 la aza mbara nza ututu.% * *

He has been sweeping the compound since morning.
(Now, he is showing sings of being tired.)



(ii) Progressive showing Broken Activity

(a) M ma eie akwukwo.t» O
I go to school.

(b) Okeke la ede akwukwo.t it

Okeke is writing a book.

The two sentences (a) and (b) express an action which occurs
intermittently.

’(iii) Progressive showing Unfinished Activity
r \ \ v. / , >(a; 0 la esi ohe oge m biara.

She was cooking soup when I came.
Compare this sentence with:

X ^ . ✓ i \ / .x 0 siri ohe oge m biara.
She cooked soup when I. came.

(b) 0 la ebe akwa oge nne ya latara.
She was crying when her mother returned.

Again, compare this v/ith:
0 bere akwa oge nne ya latara.
She cried when her mother returned.

(iv) The "la" Progressive Form is used in a Habitual Sense
/* ^ |(a) 0 la azu afia.
He is a trader.

(b) 0 la eme ngwa ngwa.
He is doing (it) quickly.
(= He is quick at doing things.)
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Compare (a) with (c):
(c) 0 la azuta afia.a u »

He is buying something, 
and it will be seen that whereas (a) indicates a habit, (c) indicates 
a limited action.

(v) The Progressive is used to express future activity, or state,
or occurrence of activity
/ \ ^ ^  ̂ / '(a; Anyi la abia echi.

We are coming tomorrow.
^  ̂ vInformants agree that Anyi la abia echi is more certain than

* '
Anyi ga abia echi: We shall come tomorrow.* c

(b) Anyi la eri oriri bido echi wee,gaba.
We are celebrating a feast from tomorrow onwards.
>  ̂ Nw ✓ iBut * Anyi la eje akwukwo echi.

(c) Anyi la agba oso echi la ulo akwukwo.• ft ft ft ft . c
We are running a race tomorrow at the school.

But * Anyi la eme soih echi Id ulo akwukwo.
4 4 ‘ l? * i

We are doing arithmetic tomorrow at the school.

The unacceptability of the starred sentences indicates that, 
for the present progressive to refer to a future action, what is 
expressed by the verb must not be an everyday occurrence, eg.

N> N. /* ^* Anyi la eri ihe echi.
We are eating food tomorrow.
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We normally eat food every day; consequently, the present progressive
*cannot be used to refers to our eating tomorrow*

Anyi la eri oriri echi.
We are celebrating a feast tomorrow.

The feast comes round but once a year; therefore, the present "la-form11 
progressive can be used to refer to its future occurrence.

(vi) The Progressive shows sporadic action

Oge ncha ka o la akuwa afere.
He is always breaking plates.
0 la ebe akwa mgbe lile.
He*s crying all the time.

(vii) The Progressive indicates activity

(a) 0 la aru oru.* 4 £. s
He is working^-

(b) 0 la agu akwukwo.
He is reading a book.

(c) Ala m akpu ya isi.
I am giving him a hair-cut.

(c) Kedu ebe i la aga?» *
Where are you going?

(viii) Certain adverbials are also used to indicate duration with 
the nla~formn tense. They include:



kwada, everyday;
Kwa ubosi, everyday;

4) c *

oge lile/oge dum, every time;a *
eri ogologo oge, for some time;«
kwa anyasi, every night.

a

(a) Ha la eje" afia kwada.
They are going to market everyday.
(= They go to market everyday.)

(b) uNa enye anyi achicha nka oge nine.n^^* t ft
Keep giving us the bread all the time.

(c) La erne* osiso.•  ̂ a
Keep doing it quickly.

(d) La abia kala kwada.
Keep coming here everyday.

tlLa-Form,t Paradigm
s >Ala m abiait
\ /M la abia 0

I am coming 
I la abiaf* s
You are coming 
0 la abiaQ *

He/she/it is coming

Anyi la abia0 o
V/e are coming 
Ulu la abia 
You are coming

/ \ \ / Ha la abia/Ala ha abiao o

They are coming

(5) Nda Dinwne Anya, Holy Ghost Fathers, Onicha *193-?
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Progressive Meanings without the Auxiliary La

The above examples are instances where the progressive meaning
is expressed by using the auxiliary l|i followed by the main verb.
There are other cases in which progressive meaning is expressed in
Igbo without the auxiliary la. The following examples were all

(taken from Obi (1963)-

It is only the stem of the verb plus the tone that is used 
in the construction. In the example sentences which follow, -Vs- 
stands for verbal stem, and v pref stands for vowel prefix.

1. Ha bu (-Vs-) mkpuru nkwu ndia a eje (v pref-Vs) ahia taa.» u C- 0 «?

They are carrying these palm fruit and going to market today. 
(= They are carrying these palm fruit to market.)

2. Ada" kwo (Vs-) nwanne ha nwoke ahu n* azu.ft f t p
Ada is carrying their brother on her back.

3 . Nne ha no (-Vs-) n* ezi.
Their mother is outside.

k. Otutu umuntakiri ndikom na ndinyom gaje (-Vs-Vs-) ulo akwukwo.
Many boys and girls are going to school.

(The next sentence in the text used is of the la progressive 
form; it reinforces the continuity of (*0).

Ha na - agasi ike nfihi na atanu na ada.
0  fc.

They are walking fast because the bell is ringing.

(6) Obi, S.N.G. (Trans.) Okwu Igbo Nice Mbu
Official orthography edition, Longmans of Nigeria,
1963.



5. Ha ti (-Vs-) uwe ulo akwukwi.t k O p
They are wearing their school uniform.

6. Oii ji (-Vs-) akwukwo ohuru.
* p & a * c o

°0i is holding a new book.Q *
7- Site na ahu esighi ike, 0 dina nfakwa ya ogologo ubochi.* $ Q O

Through her body not being strong, she is lying on her bed 
all day long. ( as a result of her sickness.)

8. Nne ha guzo n'akuku ubi na egbuii alaka osisi kporo nku.00 i* F
Their mother is standing beside the farm cutting down dead 
tree branches.

The Present Perfect Tense

This tense, formed with the aid of the suffix -gwdZ-g^ is 
expounded by the structure V + gwo/go. The action implied by the 
verb has been accomplished, but the portion of time when it was 
produced still runs its course. The following sentences illustrate 
the point.

0 biagwo.b *

He has come (and is still here).
Anyi erxgwo.
We have eaten (and are no longer hungry).
x -s ^ tEze ebidogwo akwukwo.9 *
Eze has started school (and he is still a schoolboy).



The past action can be thought of as being in some measure 
the logical cause of a present state:

0 burugwo oru m ifu la o biara.
t c - C * -  t o

It has become my duty to see that he comes.
( =  ........ that he should come.)

The perfect marks completion of an actiont that is, the action 
is given not as situated at a given time in the past, but as being 
completed there in relation to the present instant.

/‘v‘  ̂ \0 chogwo ogo.
It has grown up.
0 sigwo ike.
It has become strong.
N ^ s > iAnyi edegwo akwukwo.
We have written a letter.

Thus, it can be seen that the present perfect tense can be 
(a) retrospective, which looks upon the present as a result of what 
has happened in the past; and (b) inclusive, which is concerned with 
a state that is continued from the past into the present time. The 
sentences that follow illustrate the two present perfect tense 
distinctions.

. \ \  ^  \  y'(a; Oko abiagwo.
t

Oko has come.
(b) Oko* ebugwo kala onwa ilo.

e * 4

Oko has lived here (for) four months.



(a) suggests that the action of coming has been completed in 
not too distant past; and (b) implies that the period of residence of 
Oko has not come to an end yet. (a) is the perfect tense in the sense 
of "indefinite past" which generally refers to the recent past. The 
"recentness" implied by (a) can be illustrated in the questions and 
answers which follow:

Q1. Oko^ o biagwo?
Has Oko come?
Eyi.
Tes.

Q2 îgbe Ole?
When?
Erele.
Just now.

It would be ridiculous to answer Q2 with Nnyaa ~ Yesterday.

Similarly, (b) is the present perfect tense which indicates 
that the result of an event is still in force.

The non~inclusive perfect tense can emphasise either the present 
or the past references associated with it. In (a), it is the present 
result that is emphasised, whereas in (c) below, it is the "pastness" 
of the event expressed by the verb that gets the emphasis.

(c) Okcf ejegwo fu Enugiu
Oko has visited Enugu-
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The "pastness" is partly determined by the inherent properties of 
the verb, but it can be emphasised by the occurrence of an adverbial 
as in:

(d) bk6 ejegwo fu nne ya nnyaa.
Oko has visited his mother yesterday.
(= Oko visited his mother yesterday.)

(d) indicates that in some respects “perfects tend to become 
simple pasts". . And this is borne out by the fact that a restricted 
set of adverbials can be used with both the perfect tense, and the 
simple past tense.

Perfect Tense Simple Past Tense
J,Afugwoft m ya ’la iitutu a Afuru m ya" ( la ututua.'3* ? to*'

I have seen him .this morning .( this morning 
( la aho a*LLa" aho a> ft

Cthis year ( this year
Lla onwa a/ ft I la onwa af ^
(this month ( this month

The tendency of the "perfect to become simple pasts" ends in the use 
of these "past-referring point-of-time" adverbials which are compatible 
with both.

With regard to the establishment of reference points, the 
simple past tense is different from the perfect tense. Compare for 
instance:
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(e) Oko" buru kala aho aboo.I + *

Oko lived here two years, 
in which the period of residence has come to an end, with

■ (f) Oko ‘bbugwo kala aho aboo.* t »
Oko has lived here (for) two years, 

in which is denoted that Oko still lives here.

The connotation of "complete event" in the remote past is 
inherent to the simple past tense while the completeness of 
event which the perfect tense can convey is most of the time 
associated with a recent past.

Present Perfect.' Tense Paradigm

Abiagwo m.
I have come.
/X biagwo.
You have come.
0 biagwo.6 »
He/she/it has come. 

Reference to a Past Situation:

\  ^  \  /Anyi abiagwo.* *
We have come.
Ulu abiagwo.
You have come.

V. /  SHa abiagwo/Abiagwo ha. 
They have come.

The Simple Past Tense

The verbal forms of this tense are of the structure V-rv, where 
V- stands for the verb stem syllable, and rv for the inflexional time 
suffix. The vowel of the suffix is the same as that of the root vowel.
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The past tense indicates that an action was produced at a 
certain determined time in the past, and has no longer any direct 
relation with the present moment. It situates the action in time 
without any indication of duration. It gives past events simply an 
abstract mention without effect on the present. The speaker plunges 
the events concerned into the past and the "linguistic sentiment" does 
not envisage them to have living consequences, eg.

(a) Ese jere afia.
Ese went to market.
6  roro la ha la acho ya.
He thought that they were looking for him.
Ike gwuru ya la uzo.* *■ * *
Energy finished him on the way.
(= He got tired on the journey.)

The above examples show the.use of this tense in main clauses.
In the following sections, examples are given of its use in various 
types of subordinate clauses.

(b) In subordinate clauses introduced by verbs of "saying",
"thinking", etc.
0 siri la ya furu ya.
B 0 43. * O

He said that he saw it.
/ N /  S /Ese kwuru ihe were mmadu ncha anya.
Ese said something which everybody understood.
/ \ N0 roro la anyi biara.< *
He thought that we came.
S N S N ✓ \0 furu la anyi kwuru esiokwu.e * ¥ v

He saw that we had spoken the truth.



Clauses introduced by the conjunction oge - when-
*/ N / -s, / v / }Oge ha furu anyi ha gbaba oso.• * V t> . i2

When they saw us, they began to run away.
f v> ( N. M \ t\Oge o r i r i  ugwo, o b ia r a .
<J o C * *

When he got his pay, he came.
<5ge a n y i ch o ro  y ^ ,  o b r a r a .
f *  C *  ** 0

When we wanted him, he came.

Clauses introduced by o buru.
/ y C> «

0 b u ru  l a  i  je r e ,  i  ka  a fu  ya.
o «J <s * ■

If you went, you would see him.
0 buru la ruru 6ru, ‘o’ ka enwe ego. ̂ •■'<1 *
If he worked hard, he would get money.
0 buru la o jere akwukwo, o ka ama ihe nnukwu.
p * * o ° p

If he went to school, he would know a lot of things.

Clauses containing the relative nominal nke.
Nwata (like) biara bu esigbo nnwata.9 <r

The child who came is a good child.
Ulo akwukwo rike 6  jere du mma.
a  j  5 e e q

The school (which) he went to is good.
TJwe (nke) mu zutara amaka.

o ft

The garment (which) I bought is very nice.
Nwoke nke biara choro ogologo.
The man who came is tall.
Ebe (like) i juru ase ya tere aka.* « «
The place (where) you asked about is far.
0 juru nwata (nke) biara ihe o la acho.
* •. V fc <L B

He asked the boy who came what he wanted.
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Continuity and repetition can be expressed in the sentence 
by an adverb or a complement, but the verb by itself does not suggest 
any of these nuances.

A \Aloro m ogologo odu.
I stayed a long time.
? buru kala aho gara aga.
He lived here last year.
Anyi chere raaka wu nnyaa lule.
We thought of you throughout yesterday.

Simple Past Tense: Paradigm
S  N  /  nM biara/Abiara m.
I came.
I biara.
You came.
s s 0 biara.
He/she/it came.

x -XAnyi biara.o o

We came.
Ulu biara.t
You came.

\ y ^Ha" biara/Abiara ha. 
They came.

The Past Perfect Tense

This tense is expounded by the structure V~gw<£ri, where gwori is*
a tense suffix. The tense, the value of which is to mark the anteriority, 
in the past, of an action in relation to another, indicates the rapidity 
with which a certain action was accomplished, eg.

1. La ntabu anya, o meyegwori uzo.
In the twinkling of an eye, he had opened the door.

2. Tupu anyi abata, o meyegwori uzo.
Before we came in, he had opened the door. (It was not expected

that he would be able, within a given time, to open the door.)
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3- Tupu o kwusia okwu, Eze afugwori.
Before he finished talking, Eze had gone out.

h. Ha agbachagwori egwu tupu anyi erute.
They had finished dancing before we arrived.

It should be noted that -gwo can be substituted for gwdri in 
each of the above sentences without rendering them unacceptable. But, 
when the substitution takes place, there is a subtle difference of

, s  ,meaning between a sentence with -gwori, and one with -gwd as exemplifiedfa
in:

(a) Tupu anyi abata, o meyegwo uzo.• » t o

Before we came in, he had opened the door.
(b) Tupu anyi abata, o meyegwori uzo.0 % fr C> 4

Before we came in, he had opened the door.

(a) simply states a fact objectively. In (b), the implication in Igbo 
is that X opened the door whereas he should not; consequently he should 
be reprimanded. On the other hand, it could be that one of the things 
X had to do was to open the door, but none expected that he could do 
so at the time he opened it. In other words, he opened it much 
quicker than was expected of him. In this latter sense, the sentence 
implies some praise for him.

In some cases, the past perfect indicates notions of duration, 
simultaneity and repetition as the progressive tense.
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Duration:
(i) rahugwori &ra rinne, ihu ya gosiri ya.

He had slept a lot, his face indicates it*

Simultaneity:    —
. . /\ ^ N i ̂  / 'v / s  /(ii) Arusigwo ra ri ord mgbe 0 la abata.

I had finished the work when (as) he was coining in.

Repetition:
/ . . . \ / N ^ \ ,*S. / \(in) 0 la emegwori ihe .:du ere ahu tupu mu amara ya.

He had been doing such a thing before I knew him.

Past Perfect Tense Paradigm

Z' / NAbiagwo m ri.jy ft

I had already come.
/ \  r. *VI biagwori.
You had already come.
0 biagwori.a ft ^ a

He/she/it had already come.
*

ghe Pluperfect

In general usage, "pluperfect11 is another word for "past perfect". 
In this work, however, "pluperfect" is used to refer to a tense in Igbo 
which is related to, but not identical with, the past perfect. The 
pluperfect is of the structure V-buru, where -buru is a verbal root 
suffix. The tense indicates with force the anteriority of one action 
in relation to another. The posterior action is implied by a verb

Anyi abiagwori.
We had already come.
Ulu abiagwori.
You had already come.

J \  /  N A ; /*Ha abiagwori/Abiagwo ha ri.st a p «

They had already come.
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the structure of which is V-gwo-lu, where -lu is an emphatic suffix 
by which the speaker reinforces the truth of what he had said before.

1. I dagwolu, agwaburu m wu.
You have failed, I (had) told you (that you would fail 
(if you did not v/ork hard?))

In the above sentence, if one said "... agwagwo m wu", the anteriority 
(of telling in relation to failure) would be lost, and the opposition
suggested by the "pluperfect'1 tense would be diminished.

2. 0 yabagwolu oya, a gwaburu ya erile nyabu nri.
He has now become sick, he had been warned not to eat 
the food.

It should be observed that such expressions as la ntabu anya, 
la ntumadu, (in a twinkling), .nwanchinchi oge, (a little while), whicht* C * £ V
indicate instant occurrences in the past perfect cannot be used with
the "pluperfect". These expressions show the rapidity with which the 
action was accomplished.

"Pluperfect" Tense Paradigm

/ | N \ /Abiagwolu ml Anyi abiagwolu.c c *

I had (then) come. We had (then) come.
IN biagwolul Ulu abiagwolu.
You had (then) come. You had (then) come.
O’ biagwolu. Ha abiagwolu/Abiagwolu ha.
He/she/it had then come. They had then come.
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Habitual Past Tense

The habitual past tense is expounded by the structure la-V-gwo. 
The structure is a combination of that for the nla~formn and the 
present perfect tense. The habitual past indicates that an action was 
accomplished several times in the past.

i) 0 la abiagwo be anyi akaa.
He used to come to our house last year, 

ii) Ala m afugwo ya.
I used to see him. 

iii) Eze la arugv/o oru kala.* * c
Eze used to work here, 

iv) Eze la ejegwo be ha.
Eze used to go to their house.

The Future Tense

The future tense has the structure ga/la~V. This form indicates 
properly that the action will take place at a moment ahead of that v/hen 
one is speaking.

(a) Ka nf gwa kwa wii, o ga abia.* « P

Let me tell you, he will come.
(b) Anyi ga eje Enugu echi.

We shall go to Enugu tomorrow.

Sometimes the future tense is used to indicate a probable event, 
a conjecture made at the present moment, but which can be revealed 
exactly in the future.
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(c) OnyeTla aku aka?
Who is knocking?
S  \  / \0 _gâ abu Eze.«- ©
He will (may) be Eze.

(d) Onye" nwe ihe a?
Who has this thing?
s \ ^ \0 ga abu Ugo.c> . *
It will (may) be Ugo (who has it).

s \This construction is met especially with the verbs ibu (to be) and
• V

inwe (to possess).

The future can take the value of the imperative£
\ ^Compare I ga abia? You v/ill come? (- Will you come?)
s  \  s'with I ga abia? You will come?
P C

where the tone on 2nd is high* Therefore, the sentence, I ga abia* w
is susceptible of two nuances according to the pitch with which it 
is said. It could be a very discrete invitation or a suggestion 
weaker than the imperative. In the latter case, the particle -lu- 
is often attached to the verb as a suffix.

1 ga abia (lu)?* * *
(You will (then) come?)

But, whether the sentence means a discrete invitation or a suggestion 
the future indicates that one is not expected to take account of the 
volition of the interlocutor; the latter is either considered to 
accept without answer the authority of the speaker, or that one counts 
on his amicable sentiments.



The forms of the future tense occur in main clauses, either 
by standing by themselves or preceded by some sort of conditional 
clause.

Aga m abia.
I shall come.
0 buru la o bia, aga m agwâ  ya.
*  * * * <■

If he comes, I shall tell him- 
The use of this tense in such cases seems to imply certainty or 
necessity.

Future meaning can also be implied by verbal forms which occur 
in conditional or temporal clauses referring to the future. Such 
clauses are generally introduced by the elements:

/0 buru,
*» * *
Oge and *
\Mgbe or without them, when tone alone is used, eg.

Chi______gbaa, gwa ra.
V/hen the sun reaches overhead, tell me.
6  buru la o bia" echi, ekwukwalara ya okwu.
If he comes tomorrow, do not talk to him.
 ̂ s \  / j \ /  \  f )Mgbe 0 kwuru okwu, amara ihe aga asi ya.
When he talked (= talks), it will be known the answer 
that will be given to him.
0 bxa anyi enee.t t *
He comes we shall go. (= If he comes, we shall go.)
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In some cases, future meaning is implied by the combination 
3-n sentences such as:

Ghere wee ganye la o bia.
Wait until he conies.
x t \  ̂ /Ekwule okwu, wee ganye la o kwuo.
Donft talk, until he speaks.

Simple Future Tense Paradigm

V y / \ y \ ✓ V, /Mu ga abia/Aga m abia. Anyi ga abia.
I shall come. We shall come.
/ \ ^ \ \ ^I ga abia. Ulu ga abia.«• w ' o #

You will come. You will come.
f  \  j*  ̂  ̂ ^ *V /0 ga abia. Ha ga abia/Aga ha abia. ̂ * * o

He/she/it will come. They will come.

Future in the Past

The future In the past in the language indicates that two actions 
were to take place in the past, the accomplishment of one depending 
upon that of the other. The failure to carry out one action resulted 
in the failure to carry out the other. It is constructed with the 
auxiliary ka followed by the main verb. It occurs regularly in main 
clauses.

/*\0 ka abia nnyaa ma o buru la i gwara ya.
He would have come yesterday if you had told him.
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\ -T V n-, V  ̂ x V. / |Anyi aka eje Enugu nnyaa ma o buru la i nwere ego.
• » . #

He would have gone to Enugu yesterday, if you had had 
money.

Future in the Past Paradigm

Mu aka abia/Aka m abia. Anyi aka abia.
X would come. We would come.
I ka abia. Ulu aka abia.0 <* o

You would come. You would come.
0 ka^ abia. Ha aka abia/Aka" ha abia.f t p  b *

He/she/it would come. They would come.

The Future Perfect in the Past

\ / ^ \This tense, of the structure ka-V-gwori, v;here ka, which has two*>
phonetic forms ka/aka, stands for the auxiliary, ~V~ for the main verb, 

z' vand -gwori for the time suffix, indicates that at a certain momentd *
in the past an action would have been performed. It, however, was not 
performed due to the intervention of another action. That is why 
this tense is also designated as counter-factual.

O'ka abiagwori, ma o buru la o luru ya.* * * ■* e> .
He would have come had he heard it.
Anyi aka emesigwori, ma o buru la anyi bidoro la oge.* *■ r * -l C * fc
He would have finished if v/e had started in time.
Mmiri aka ejogwori, ma o buru la anwu. chiri.* * & * *■
Rain would have fallen, if the sun had shone.
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Future Perfect in the Past Paradigm

l aka abiagwori.)
^ i . > ((Aka mu abiagwori.) 

I would have come.
I ka abiagwori. » » °

Anyi aka abiagwori.¥ * *
We would have come. 
Ulu aka abiagwori. 
You would have come.

T<n * / \

You would have come. 
A / s0 ka abiagwori.0 ft ft

LHa 'aka abiagwori. 
.Aka ha abiagwori.ft

He/she/it would have come. They would have come.

Future Progressive

The future progressive is constructed with the two auxiliaries: 
Ga + la, 

followed by the main verb:

We shall be coming to your house.
Like the present progressive, the future progressive indicates:

Duration:

ga-la-V.
A ga la aga la ihu.
We shall be moving forward (.- We shall be making progress.)
N \ s' \ / \ y \Anyi ga la abia la be ulu.

They will be resting next year.
/  ̂  ̂ / i0 ga la amu akwukwo.ft 4> ft ft
He will be learning.

Simultaneity:
0 ga la ezu xke oge anyi ga abia.
He will be resting when v/e shall arrive.

✓  s  ^  "T i \  ^  s  /Ha ga la ezu ike oge anyi la aru oru.* ft ft o

They will be resting while we shall be working!
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Eepetition:
0 ga la abia^ ebe a kwada.* a

He will be coming here everyday. 
Ha ga 1^ amu akwukwo kwa ubochi. 
They will be studying everyday.

Future Progressive Paradigm

M ga la abia/Aga m la abia. Anyi ga la abia.
X shall be coming. We shall be coming.
I ga la" abia. Ulu ga la" abia.
You will be coming. You will be coming.
0 ga lsf abî i. Heuga la abia/Aga ha la abia.
He/she/it will be coming. They will be coming.

Future Perfect Progressive in the Past

This tense is formed with the auxiliary (a) ka followed by 
\the auxiliary la which, m  turn, is followed by the main verb.

It is similar in meaning to the future in the past but for the 
absence of continuity which the latter manifests.

0 ka la abia ebe a, ma o buru la i bu ezigbo mmadu.
He would have been coming here, if you were a good person.
Anyi aka" la eme ihe ndi a ma o buru la o nwere onye 
kuziere anyi ha.v *
We would have been doing all this if there was someone 
who taught us them.
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Future Perfect Progressive Paradigm

I
Mu aka la abiagwori, 
CAka m la abiagwori.
I would have been coming.
^  z \ ^I ka la abiagwori.V *

You would have been coming.
a  7 \ ^0 ka la abiagwori.& ^ >

He/she/it would have been coming.

 ̂  ̂\ / s. / ^Anyi aka la abiagwori.
* * «

We would have been coming. 
Ulu aka la abiagwori.
You would have been coming. 
(Ha aka la abiagwori.)
X' / S, / \CAka ha la abiagwori.)
They would have been comirg.

Negative Verb Forms

The negative is expounded by the addition of one of the negative 
post-verbal particles to the verb stem.

The particles comprise:

(a) -la, -ha (not), which harmonise with the vowel of the preceding 
syllable as exemplified in the table which follows:

-ha

bia-ha
P

dd̂ -he si-ho /si-ho zu-ho /bu-ho
ft £»

bo"-ho bo-ho 
•* *-

za-ha b'fe-he rx -h o
schi-ho
t %>

\bu-ho chu-ho cho-ho gb<4~ho
ga-ha re-he /chi-ho mi-ho gbu-ho

*■* *f

du-ho
* i;

do-ho cho-ho
•  v»

la-ha 1^-he /bi-ho /pi-ho chu-ho fu-ho gô -ho do^ho
ta-ha te-he \li-ho si-ho /du-ho gu-ho mo-ho ho-ho
d̂ t-ha kwe-he hi-ho /ri-ho fu-ho /ghu-ho lo~ho gho-ho
ba-ha b^-he /ji-ho wi-ho gwu-ho vu-ho

C  if
so-ho vo-ho

p

gb^-ha se-he /zi-ho yi-ho zu-ho zo-jo 
<• *

\nyo-ho j/~ho
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“la

ba~la be-le /chi-le /chi-la £ bu-le bo-la bo-le bu-la
chk-la de'-le di-le /ghi-la gbu-le gbcf-la gbo-le gbu-la
da-1 a che-le ji-le sji-la ghu-le cho-la cho-le chu-la13
gaf-la ghe-le li-le Nnyi-la gwu-le do-la do-le ghu-laC

gha-la nye-le /mi~le \rai-la nwu-le kwo-la jo-le Anwd-la4?
gwâ -la j^-le s-si-le Nli-la kwu-le jo-la nyo-le nyu-laC

nwa-la ne-le
S'

ri-le ssi-la vu-le sô -laa wo-le vu-la
ya-la le-le szi-le /ri-la& zif-le zô -la* so-le zil=la<

(b) -zila, -idebe (not to continue);o

-kwala (not to do);
-bele (never); arid
-behe (not yet, never)

all of which are invariable as they do not harmonise with the vowel 
of the preceding syllable like --la and -ha.

In a compound VP, the negative particle is attached to the 
main verb, never to the auxiliary. Compare the positive sentence:

1. 0 la abia.
NP AUX MV (Main verb)
He is coming.

with the negative transformation of the same sentence:
\ /2. 0 la abiaha.« c-

NP AUX MV Neg.P. (negative particle)



The negative particles occur as follows:

(a) -la, -debe, -bele and -lcwala are used in imperative sentences.

-behe is used in questions and in answers to questions in 
which it occurs.

(c) -ghara (which is a verb that can have its own negative forms) 
occurs in purpose clauses, and in negative main clauses which 
are used to emphasise the unpleasant consequences which may 
follow a non-performance of an action. In the latter sense, 
ghara occurs initially in the sentence

\  /  i \ / iGhara ime ya ka i fu.
DonH do it, and see what will happen.

Classification of Negative Forms

The negative forms are classified in (a) sentences showing 
the occurrence and meaning of each negative particle; and (b) 
a complete paradigm of each tense.

Reference to the Present 

0 auho.
It is not enough.
0 siho ike.
It is not hard.
^ *  \ / ;Anyi ala abiaha.* <
We are not coming.
Anyi aka lsf abiaha.
We are not coming yet.
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*■ \ f s>Ha aka biabehe.
They have never (or not yet) come. 
Ha abiadebegwo*
They have stopped coming.

When the meaning of a construction is "no longer", "no more", 
"not again", its structure becomes;

<f la abiaehe.
He no longer comes.
w  \ f0 la eriehe.
He is not eating any more.

Simple Present Tense 
v  •1st sg. ^Ekwehe m. )
(Mu ekwehe.)
I do not agree.

2nd sg. I kwehe.
You do not agree.

3rd sg. 0 kwehe.
He/she/it does not agree.
' * i1st plur. Anyi ekwehe.
We do not agree.

2nd plur. Ulu ekwehe.
You do not agree. 

3rd plur. (Ha
(Ekwehe ha.)
They do not agree.

a ekwehe.) 
f *■ t



"La-Form"
\/ \ /1st sg. M la abiaha.«•

I am not coming.
*' * \ /2nd sg. I la abiaha.w o l

You are not coming.
v/ V /3rd sg. 0 la abiaha.6 O
He/she/it is not coming.

s s /1st plur. Anyi ala abiaha.
We are not coming.
'  ̂   ̂N /2nd plur. Ulu ala abiaha.
You are not coming.

3rd plur. Ha ala abiaha.
They are not coming.

Present Perfect Tense
 ̂S \ /1st sg. Aka m biaha.
I have not come, 
v /  -N /2nd sg. I ka biaha.
a o '

You have not come.
3rd sg. cf ka biaha.

He/she/it has not come.
1st plur. Anyi aka biaha.

We have not come.
2nd plur. Ulu aka biaha.

You have not come.
3rd plur. Ha aka biaha/Aka biaha ha.

They have not come.
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Present Perfect Progressive Tense
^  v ✓Aka m biabaha.t
I have not set off coming.

V /I ka biabaha.o.

You have not set off coming.
\ /0 ka biabaha.

He/she/it has not set off coming.
\ >■ v /Anyi aka biabaha.ft
We have not set off coming.
* ̂  z' ̂  /Ulu aka biabaha.
You have not set off coming.
Ha aka biabaha/Aka ha biabaha.
They have not set off coming.

to the Future

The future meaning is expounded by the same structure as the 
"la-form11 which does duty for the present progressive tense, the addition 
of the negative apart:

Aux - V - Neg. M.
\ ^  j \Anyi ala abiaha echi.
We are. not coming tomorrow.
0 la abiaha kwa.
He will not (emphasis) come.

, JĤ f ala aruho oru nwanne echi.• 4 ft «
They will not work the day after tomorrow.

1st sg.9

2nd sg.

3rd sg.

1st plur.

2nd plur.

3rd plur.

Reference



With 1st sg. the auxiliary la > ma, which is explicable
by the process of regressive assimilation.

M ma abiaha echi.
I shall not come tomorrow.

y iM ma ejehe Enugu la aho ojo.
I shall not go to Enugu next year.

Simple Future Tense
s/" \ ^M ma abiaha echi.b
I shall not come tomorrow, 

t \X Xci abiaha echi.* D
You will not come tomorrow.
N/ i 10 la abiaha echi.
He/she/it will not come tomorrow.
"s t 'Anyi ala abiaha echi.ft P

We shall not come tomorrow.
s  s \ ^Ulu ala abiaha echi.P
You will not come tomorrow.
Ha ala abiaha echi.©
They will not come tomorrow.

Future Progressive Tense
S' ; »1st sg. M ma abiabaha echi.&
1 shall not be coming tomorrow.
\S j *2nd sg. I la abiabaha echi.
You will not be coming tomorrow.

3rd sg. 0 la abiabaha echi.^ 0 0
He/she/it will not be coming tomorrow.

1st sg.

2nd sg.

3rd sg.

1st plur.

2nd plur.

3rd plur.



V  ̂ i t1st plur. Anyi ala abiabaha echi.» G

We shall not be coming tomorrow.
i l2nd plur. Ulu ala abiabaha echi.

You will not be coming tomorrow.
/  i I3rd plur. Ha ala abiabaha echi.

They v/ill not be coming tomorrow.

Future (Perfect) in the Past

1st sg. Mu aka abiaha.• G
s ;Aka mu abiaha.

I would not (have) come.
*'N' / t2nd sg. I ka abiaha.
You would not (have) come.

/ i3rd sg. 0 ka abiaha.
He/she/it would not (have) come,
\ ^ \ / (1st plur. Anyi aka abiaha.
We would not (have) come.
/ v v / \2nd plur. Ulu aka abiaha.
You would not (have) come.

3rd plur. Ha aka abiaha,
They would not (have) come.

Future Perfect Progressive in the Past

1st sg. (Mu aka la abiaha.
,Aka* mu la abiaha.)* G
I would not have been coming.

2nd sg. I ka la abiaha.
You would not have been coming.
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3rd sg. 0 ka la abiaha.
He/she/it would not have been coming.
'S>  ̂N / \ /  \1st plur. Anyi aka la abiaha.
We would not have been coming.

2nd plur. Ulu *aka la abiaha.
You would not have been coining.

3rd plur. Ha aka la abiaha.
They would not have been coming.

Reference to the Past

Reference to a past situation is realised by simply attaching 
the appropriate negative particle to the suffix of the verb (in the 
case of a verb with a suffix) or to the verb stem as can be seen in 
the following sentences:

C( vutehe ya.
He did not bring it.

i iAnyi emecha-ha ya.
We did not finish it.
Ha arucha-ha ya.
They did not finish (the work).
itnyi agbaru-ho.
We did not (run) reach (there).
0 siri la ya afu-behe ihe :du erele.e s o t r " *
He said that he had never seen such a thing.



Simple Past Tense

1st sg. Abiaha m nnyaa.
M biaha nnyaa.0
I did not come yesterday.

i N2nd sg. I biaha nnyaa.
You did not come yesterday.

3rd sg. ^ biaha nnyaa.
He/she/it did not come yesterday.

1st plur. Anyi abiaha nnyaa.* 0
We did not come yesterday.

2nd plur. Ulu abiaha nnyaa.
You did not come yesterday.

3rd plur. Ha abiaha nnyaa.
Abiaha ha nnyaa.9

They did not come yesterday.

Past Perfect Tense

1st sg. (M\jf aka abiaha.
[ilka 1mu abiaha.
I would not have come.
a  . i2nd sg. I ka abiaha.
You would not have come.
/ \  ̂j3rd sg. 0 ka abiaha.
He/she/it would not have come. 

1st plur. Anyi aka abiaha.
We would not have come.



2nd plur. Ulu aka abiaha.
You would not have come.

3rd plur. (Ĥ i aka abiaha.)
C&ka abiaha ha.)o

They would not have come.

Past Progressive Tense

1st sg. Mu aka la abiaha.* *
A  s j jAka m la abiaha.
I would not have been coming.
a ,  t2nd sg. I ka la abiaha.
You would not have been coining.
a  . .3rd sg. 0 ka la abiaha.
He/she/it would not have been coming.
\ ^ \ / i1st plur. Anyi aka la abiaha.
We v/ould not have been coming.

2nd plur. Ulu aka la abiaha.
You would not have been coming.

3rd plur. (Hd* aka la abiaha. )

(Aka la abiaha ha.)
They would not have been coming.

Past Habitual Tense

1st sg- M ma abiagwoho.
I usednlt to come.

2nd sg. I la abiagwoho.
You usedn*t to come.

s. /3rd sg. 0 la abiagwoho.
He/she/it usedn*t to come.
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1st plur. Anyi ala abiagwoho.
We usedn*t to come.
^ \ /«* \ y2nd plur. Ulu ala abiagwoho.

t?

You usednft to come.
3rd plur. (Ha* ala abiagwoho.)

y n \CAla abiagwoho ha.^
They usedn*t to come.

Verbal Forms in Negative Purpose Sentences

x /The negative verb used to express negative purpose is ghara
which precedes the infinitive form of the verb. The construction is

x(7)headed by ka followed by the subject NP-

i)  --- ka o ghara ibia.

that he may not come.
ii) ---  ka m ghara ije.

that X may not go.

The purpose clause is the dependent clause of the sentence; 
the independent clause which has been omitted in (i) and (ii) always 
precedes the purpose clause.

Verb Forms of the Negative Imperative

As already said above, the negative particles which occur 
in imperative sentences consist of:

(?) The meaning of constructions with ghara in which ka does not 
precede ghard' has been given earlier in the chapter.



-(b)ele,
-debe,

/-zila, and
-kwala.

The imperative is the only mood in the language in which number 
is expounded by the addition of a suffix to the negative marker 
of the verb.

s \ s  '-pi Abiala/Abialalu.
e ■" o «

Don’t come.
s t v+pl Abialalu.
Don’t (you + pi) come,

-pi Emebele ajo ihe.
Never do a wicked thing.
/ i \ \+pl Emebelelu ajo ihe.e »

Never (you + pi) do a wicked thing.
-pi / Eme-ele ajo ihe.

Stop doing a wicked thing. 
+pl (Ulu) eme-'elelu ajo ihe.

Don’t (you + pi) any more do a v/icked thing.
-pl Medebe ajo ihe.

Stop doing a wicked thing.
(You have done enough of it.)
. / » . \ ,  N / t+pl (Ulu) medebelu ajo ihe.

* «

(You + pl) stop doing a wicked thing.
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Compare -pl

with

or

with

+pl

-pl

+pl

Jebelu p
Go (then) (If that is the case, go then.)

Jebeiulu.*> O
(You + pl) Go, then.
Jebelu.
Go, then. 
Jebelu.

in which it can be observed that' the singular or plural meaning is 
determined by whether the tone on -lu is high or low.

Verb Forms in the Reduced Negative(8)

The linguistic phenomenon of negative reduction is characterised
by the absence of the negative marker -ha in certain expressions. It
occurs in names and proverbs, as well as in negative compound sentences
linked by la as will be shown below. ’’The lexical meaning changes to

(9)a general timeless truth in the reduced negative."

The negative reduction is exemplified in the following names 
and proverbs:

(8) This term was first used by Paul and Inge Meier, and
John Bendor-Samuel (1975) in their A Grammar of Iz.i, An Igbo Language, 
Summer Institute of Linguistics of the University of Oklahoma,
Norman.

(9) Ibid.
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Names

AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE REDUCED NEGATIVE

i X  \  ̂N1. Onwu raa eze. * * Onwu amaha eze. *■ « Onwuamaeze.
Death knows kings. Death does not know Death does not know

kings. kings.
(Death does not spare (Death kills everybody
kings.) including kings.)

 ̂i \ /2. Onu la egbu«o <*
s \ \  s Onu ala egbuho. » *

 ̂ iOnuegbu.
Mouth kills. Mouth does not kill. Mouth does not kill.

(Worcls do not kill.) (Words do not kill.)

^ i \ / ^3- Ikpe la ama eze. Ikpe ala amaha eze. Ikpeamaeze.
Judgment goes■ Judgment does not go Judgment does not go
against kings. against kings. against kings*

. /  . [ -N *Tif. Ok̂ >u isi la eri \ ] \  sOk̂ ju isi ala eriho N / *.Okpuisieringo.
ngo! ngo.
A shaver of hair A shaver of hair does A shaver of hair does
( -  barber) receives not receive pay. not receive pay (for
- -' pay. so doing).

Proverbs

AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE • REDUCED NEGATIVE

5- Inyi la agba" oku.1 «
 ̂ \Inyi ala agbaha oku.i s Inyi agba oku.+ #

nInyiu (a tree) can 
burn.

nInyiu cannot burn. "Inyi" never burns.

. / i / \o. Onvm la atu egwu. * * &
Death fears.

/  \  /  NOnwu ala atuho egwu.fc o * *
Death does not fear.

dnwu atu egwu*
Death does not fear.

7- lyi la eri oba %
s' f S. s xlyi- ala eriho oba. s * Slyi eri oba. 0

A gourd-plate can 
sink.

A gourd~plate does 
not sink

A gourd-plate can 
never sink.
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Proverbs (cont)

AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE REDUCED NEGATIVE

o  „  <  l Vk x- s. •; Va. Nwoke la ezu ike. Nwoke ala ezuho ike ✓ S'"*Nwoke ezu ike.
A man can have a 
rest.

A man does.not have a 
rest.

There is no rest for 
a man.

It should be observed that the reduced negative expression has 
the stem low for a low tone verb as in (8), and a step down for a 
high tone verb as in (1), (2 ), (3), (4), (5), (6) and (7).

Reduced Negative in Compound Sentences

The traditional definition of a compound sentence as a sentence 
which consists of two or more clauses of equal rank holds here. In 
other words, a compound sentence comprises two or more independent 
clauses. Negative compound sentences in Igbo, in which reduced 
negation is exemplified, are constructed v/ith the conjunction la. 
Examples of negative compound sentences of the language will be 
given here by joining . two or more simple negative sentences as follows:

. N/’ V  ^ ;
1 . (a) 0 la ebehe akwa.

She does not cry.
/  \ V ' I ^  s(b) 0 la achiho ochi.

* ft * ft*ft ft ft* t
She does not laugh.

When (a) and (b) are combined, the result will be (l)(c) below:
/  \  V /  f N  /  ^  aCc; 0 be akwa la o chi ochi.

She does not cry, and she does not laugh
(= She neither cries nor laughs.)
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2. (.a; 0 la eriho ji.
*

He does not eat yam.
(b) o' la eriho ede.

He does not eat cocoyam.
Cc) 0 la eriho *osikapa.

He does not eat rice.

The combination of 2(a), 2(b) and 2(c) will give 2(d):
(d) 0 ri ji, o ri ede la o ri osikapa.

He neither eats yam, nor cocoyam nor rice.

3* (a) 'o biaha la aho labu gara aga.* « •• 6

He did not come the last two years.
(b) v  biaha aka a.♦ *

He did not come last year.
(c) Q/biaha la aho a.♦ * P

He did not come this year.

3(a)i 3(b) and 3(c), when combined, will result in 3(d):
t \ 1 N S 1(d) 0 biaha la aho labu gara

<? o o o

He did not come last two years,
aga.o^biaha la aho gara aga, la o bia la aho a.€ t* * t> C- *
he did not come last year, and he did not come this year. 
(= He neither came last two years, nor last year, nor this 
year.)
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The System of Transitivity

Transitivity in Igbo entails three classes of verbs:
1. Verbs which are unambiguously transitive. The contextual entry

for such verbs is ----- NPJ7 and this is exemplified in the
sentences that follow:

✓ ^ N /gbu, kill: Uche gburu oke •
Uche killed a rat.
/ ■  \*Uche gburu.

s *'■ Isi, cook: Ugo la esi nri.
Ugo is cooking food.
*Ugo la esi.

Transitive verbs can be sub-classified according to the number
of objects which they govern;

i) taking only one object, eg. fu, see:
Afuru m ya.

* «

Saw I him. (I saw him.) .
ii) • taking more than one object, eg. nata, receive:

L '  ' * ■Nata ya ego m .
Receive him shillings ten.
(Receive ten shillings from him.)

*  ^  s \  ssi, say: 0 siri la ya ga abia.* t ♦ *.
He said that he will come.

Other verbs that take more than one object are:
kwu, say;

snye, give;
\biri, borrow;
N
binye, lend.
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/ /In the case of si and kwu, which often have as object ¥

or complement a sentence, the pronoun it_ is always 
understood as being used appositionally in the deep 
structure to the sentence object. This is illustrated 
in the following tree:

0 sin na ya ga abia.* e o ♦

NP

past

0 + past + si + (ya) na ya ga abia.
He + past + say (it) that he will come.

iii) taking optionally one or two > objects:i
Compare me, do, make: 0 mere mu ya.

He did me it.
(= He did it for me.)

with 0 mere ya.
He did it.

nye", give: Uzoamaka nyere m akwukwo.* 6 * *"
Uzoamaka gave me a book.ti
Uzoamaka nyere onyiny/*. 
Uzoamaka gave an offering.V Q



V  ■' ^  ^  ^  Vbiri, borrow: Eze biri m ego.
Eze borrowed me money.
(Eze borrowed money from me.
s N /Eze biri akwukwo.I ft
Eze borrowed a book.

2. Verbs which are unambiguously intransitive, and which have the 
.feature: /_+    eS’

gwu, to be finished: 0̂  gwugwo.
It is finished.
*0 ,,'gwugwo ose.C 0
It is finished pepper.
^ ̂ / idu, be: 0 du mma.
It is good.
*0 du nwanyi.

' » B B

It is woman.

The starred sentences are ungrammatical because the verbs are 
. made to "govern" objects; therefore, unambiguously intransitive 
verbs can never govern objects in the language. All the :
meteorological verbs fall into this category, eg.

jo, fall (rain): ilmiri la ejo.
Sain is falling.

/ f t s /wa, rise: Anwu awagwo.
The sun has risen.

gbuke, shine brightly: Kpakpando la egbuke.
Stars are shining brightly.

tu, feel (cold): Oyi la atu kala.
— r  s

It is cold here.

(10) In some dialects, verbs such as igwu - to be finished, 
may follow cognates for emphasis.



ti, shine: Onwa la eti (echi)

mu, shine;
The moon is shining. 
Anvm la amu.
The sun is shining.

( +
There are verbs of the contextual entry* (

< +

NP)
)

which may be used transitively or intransitively. Such verbs 
include:

chiwa, break:

gbawa, split:

hapu, leave:

(a) Nwata a ga echiwa afere.
This child will break the plate.

(b) Afere a ga echiwa.
This plate will break.

(c) Gbawa ya iboo.
* C ft

Break it into two.
(d) Akpaka ahu agbawagwo.

The pod of the oil bean tree has 
split into two.

(e) Hapu Eze ka o laba.¥■ &
Leave Eze to go.

(f) 0 ga ahapu echi.
He will leave tomorrow.

In sentences (a), (c) and (e), the verbs have been used transitively, 
while in sentences (b), (d) and (f), they have been used as 
intransitive verbs.
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Verbs are also categorized into motive and locative verbs.

Motive Verbs

These are the verbs that express movement from one place to
another. In deep structure they have prepositions which follow them,
but which are not necessarily manifested in surface structure. The 
nouns which follow such verbs are not governed by the verbs, and the 
sentence in which they occur cannot be turned into the Igbo agentless 
passive voice.

One can say, for instance,
/ V ^ /"Egburu m agwo”. (I killed a snake),

and then transform it into the agentless passive,
s \ /"E gburu agwo”,

but it is not possible to similarly transform
■** ' s tuEjegwo m Enugu51 (I have been to Enugu) , into
j'\  \* ,!E jegwo Enugu5’.

(11)These motive verbs (as V.N. Smith calls them) are preposition- 
embedded. They are intransitive verbs in deep structure, but in the 
surface structure, because of the absence of the preposition, and 
because they are often followed by nouns, they appear to be transitive 
verbs. The motive verbs are subject to certain limitations with regard 
to the syntactic structures into which they can enter; they are not 
followed by a pronominal complement; the complement must be the name 
of a place, not a person. The chief verbs that fall into this 
category are:

(11) Smith, N.V., The Nupe Verb, African Language Studies, X, 
S.O.A.S. University of London, 19&9-
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bia - come;
ga "" go;
Je go;

sru » reach;
gba . “ run;
la"" - go home;
lata return.

In the illustrative examples which follow, the symbols, s p c a, 
will be used, (s stands for subject, p for predicator, c for complement 
and a for adjunct.)

psc (a) Ejere m Onicha.* c
I went to Onicha.

spc (b) 0 latagwo afia.
I C

He has come back from the market, 
sp (c) M ma agaha.

I am not going, 
spca (d) Ha" latara Enugu nnyaa.

They returned from Enugu yesterday.
BUT

spc 0 jebegwo la Enugu.
He has left for Enugu

This sentence is anomalous structurally, because of the presence 
of the preposition la which precedes the noun, Enugu.

But when be forms part of the complement, the preposition la can 
optionally be used.
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i) pspc Ala m ej/ (la) be* ulu*
I,m going to your house,

ii) spc 0 la agaf (la) be Njoku.
He is going to Nioku's house.K *

iii) spc Ulu la eje (la) be onye?
To whose house are you going?

Exceptions

In some rare cases, however, the agentless passive form of the 
verb can be used with these verbs of motion, but the prepositional 
phrase that goes with such forms in the active voice is obligatorily 
deleted. One can say, for example,

(a) nE jegwo”
in reply to an angry questioner who asks,

(b) nE jegwo ihu onye biara?u« c »
(Has someone gone to see the visitor?)

and
(c) "E rugwo" (we have reached), 

in answer to the question,
(d) tlE rubegwo?" (Are we nearly there?)

But, as already pointed out, these constructions are very rarely 
used; (d) is mostly used by children going to hunt or fetch firewood 
or on an errand whatsoever to a place, the location of which only one
or a few of them know.

There are therefore two implications in such usage:
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(a) Not all the children know exactly where they are going.
(b) The place they are going to must be somewhat far; 

otherwise they would all know it. The question suggests 
that, at least, the questioner is getting tired due to a 
long walk. In the case of the complements,

ulo akwukwo - school:* 9 • *
/ s / ̂ulo uka - church;* * #
/ \ / S /ulo nzuko - meeting house;6> 9 * '
/ Nv / \ulo akwa - a house in which someone has died.t I

the use of the preposition is obligatory.
y' N x \ /Compare 0 la aga l'ulo akwukwo.
He is going to the school (he is not a schoolboy),

and 0 la aga akwukwo.» » 6
He goes to school (he is a schoolboy).

Compare also
0 la aga"1 'ulo akwa. * ♦ .
He is going to the bereaved house (which is 
known to both the speaker and the hearer)

and 0 la aga* ulo akwa.» l e
He is going to a bereaved house (which may not 
be known to the speaker and his interlocutor).

Restricted Verbal Features

These features identify a verb as a member of a class of verb 
that can occur in a given construction. Thus, there are verbs:
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(a) which can take an NP and a prepositional phrase 
(PP), eg.

tinye, put: "Tinye ya na ime ulo."* ♦
Put it in the house.

(b) which take sentential objects, eg.
lo, think: "Bio m na o' ga abia.11» 0

I think that he will come.
(c) which take manner adverbials, eg.

me, make, . "Me-kwa ha^ofuma."
treat: Treat them well.

(The rewriting rule for the VP can therefore be recast as:
VP ----> V + (NP) + (PP) + (Adverbs))

(d) which must have as their subjects and objects human 
items, eg.

ju(o), ask/ Polis la aju ha ajuju.
interrogate: They are being interrogated by the police.

(e) which must never have human items as subjects and objects, 
eg.

da, sound ”0 na ada ka mgbirimgba."
9 6 *

(intr.): It sounds like a bell.
^ \ ^ j*Eze na ada ka udu.
Eze sounds like udu.

The verbs in sentences (d) and (e) have, therefore, the lexical entry:
/7+ V, + ---------- NP, + (Human) J  and

V, 4-----------  NP, - (Human) J  respectively.



The two entries indicate
NP -------------- > Inanim / ------ VP Inanim
NP -------------- ^ Anim / ----  V Anim

that is, an inanimate verb requires an inanimate noun phrase.

The Igbo verbs are further sub-categorised into causative and 
stative verbs.

Causative Verbs

The classification of verbs into causatives and non-causatives 
seems to be still an unsettled issue in Linguistics. Whereas, for 
instance, Webster1s Third New International Dictionary (unabridged) 
defines causative verbs as verbs "indicating that the subject of a 
verb causes an act to be performed or a condition to come into being", 
Mario Pei and Prank Gaynor (1958) in their Dictionary of Linguistics 
(Peter Owen Limited, London) define them as verbs "expressing or 
indicating that the subject causes an agent to perform the action".
The discrepancy between the two definitions lies in the role of the 
subject of the verb. The Webster*s notion of causatives can be 
formulated as follows:

Subj. Clause  ------ ^ ACT

in which the subject which may be agentive or instrumental causes 
directly the act or state which has resulted from the action described 
by the verb. The definition of Pei et al, can be formulated as 

Subj. Cause Agent Cause  --- >• ACT

in which there must, of necessity, be two causative verbs, and in 
which the subject has no direct bearing on the outcome of the action 
described by the verb of the subject. The only verb in Igbo which can 
be described as causative, according to this formula, is
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me - make, cause. But there are other verbs of the language 
which should be regarded as causative as will be shown later.
Pei’s et al. notion of causative can only be regarded as partially 
correct, as it does justice only to the verb me as can be seen in

Subject
\

Caus-V Agent Caus-V —  
s

ACT
sUgo mere ka Oko'’” chiwa ite.

Ugo made that Oko break pot.
(= Ugo made Oko break the pot.)

Other difficulties confronted in the classification of verbs 
into causatives and non-causatives include the fact that Msome 
linguists have been tempted to analyse transitive sentences as 
essentially causative ones’* (Palmer* 1976), and the uncertainty 
as to whether “creative*1 verbs are causative or not as pointed out 
by Bolinger (1971) in. his The Phrasal Verb in English (footnote),
”A point that needs investigating is v/hether of the causative verbs 
those which ’create* the object are excluded.1*

In the present study, the notion of causativity adopted is that 
of Webster’s, as it encompasses all the causative verbs in Igbo which 
occur as follows:

1. When the subject of the intransitive verb becomes the object 
of the transitive verb derived from the intransitive one.
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i)

ii)

iii)

It should be observed that the causative verbs above are derived 
from the corresponding intransitive verbs by the morphological process 
of "zero modification1'. This means that the intransitive verbs, 
though modified by becoming causative, have the same phonological 
form as the derived causative verbs.

2 . V/hen there are pairs of different verbs between which the same 
syntactic and semantic relationship holds in corresponding 
intransitive and transitive sentences as exemplified by:

\ ✓ Niv) Aha jiwuru.    ̂ Okpu gburu Aha.
. Aha died. Okpu killed Aha.

v) Mgbirimgba la ada. ------ > Aku la alaf mgbirimgba.• O *  ̂ fc 6
The bell rings. Aku is ringing the bell.

. ^  ̂ y* J **''** \ / \  ̂ \vi) Aka riri elu.   > Uchenna weliri aka elu.*
An arm rose. Uchenna raised an arm.

Intransitive Verbs Causative Verbs
^ \Uzo meghere.
The door opened,
Mo to kwusiri,

Cr e C

The car stopped

N \ / N-> Oko meghere uzo.
Oko opened the door, 
bkeke kwusiri moto.* « c
Okeke stopped the car.

/ v, ^ i \ / 1Eriri gbaburu iboo. -----> Eze gbaburu eriri iboo.• t- < ’ * 0 t
The rope broke into two. Eze cut the rope into two,
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3* When certain transitive verbs express or indicate that the 
subject causes an agent to perform the action. (See Pei's 
et al. definition above.)

vii) Emere m la o biara.
Made I that he came. (= I made him come.)

v m )  0 manyere mu me ya.
He forced me do it. (= He forced me to do it.)

ix) Aga m afu la e mere yal*
I shall see that someone do it. (- I shall get it done.)

Stative and Non-Stative Verbs

Stative verbs "refer to a state of affairs* rather than to an
(12)action, event or process". Lyons states further that stative

verbs do not combine with the progressive since "the implication of 
duration is already contained in the general meaning of these verbs". 
In Igbo, stative verbs are exemplified by the following verbs;

yi - resemble;
/•nwe - own;

du - be.

These verbs are distinct from non-stative verbs which, like 
causative verbs, initiate activity, in three respects:

(12) Lyons, J. Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics, 
. Cambridge at the University Press, 1969*
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1. Non-stative verbs can be used in imperative sentences; 
stative verbs cannot be so used, eg.

Non-stative verbs:
/ru0 work: Ruo oru!ft P ¥ * Work!
s

yi put on: Yie afel Put on clothes!
gba kick: Gbaa bol!

V
Kick the ball!

me do: Mee ya! Do it!

Stative verbs:

yi resemble: *Yie nna i!
4

Resemble your father!
nwe" own: *"Nwee ego! Own money!
f uft see: *Fu ya!ft See it!

BUT Lee j k l  

*Di ogonogo!
See or look at it! 
Be tall!

2. Stative verbs cannot be used in the progressive; non-stative
verbs can be so used. In connection with these verbs, Joos (196*0 
quoting Allen, states, "Of all the books that have come to my 
attention, W. Stannard Allen in his Living English Structure, 
pp.78f. does the best job with such verbs:
■Certain verbs are practically never used in the Present 
Continuous (present temporary aspect), even when describing the
real present. ---  These are mainly verbs of condition or
behaviour not strictly under human control; consequently, they go 
on (their referents occur) whether we like it or not. Take an 
obvious example: "I see a man outside; he is looking at me."
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Although these are both "real" present, the verb *see* in this 
sense is never used in the continuous form. I have no control 
over v/hat I see; I see all the time my eyes are open; but I 
can decide what to look at . ..,f) The follov/ing examples show 
that the stative verbs in Igbo cannot be used in the progressive:

Non-stative verbs:
/ l  N f (ru, oru, work: 0 la aru oru. He*s working f-

3- Non-stative verbs can occur in embedded sentences: stative verbs 
do not appear as embedded sentences, eg.

kick:
put on:

do:

0 la eyi afe. He*s putting on clothes.
0 la agba bol. He*s kicking the ball.
s \» / i0 la erne ihe. He*s doing something.

Stative verbs:

0 la eyx nna ya.
He is resembling his father.
\ / ^

*0 la enwe moto.
He's owning a car.
s \  S 

*0 la adi ogonogo.
He's being tall.

*0 la ahif ya.o S

He's seeing her.

Non-stative verbs:
Agv/ara mu ya ka o ruo oru.
I told him that he work work. (I told him tovork.)
^ ' / \  / A

0 siri la ya ga agba bol.
* t 9 *

He said that he will kick the ball.



Stative verbs:
 ̂ \  , N /♦Agwara m ya ka o yie nna ya.

^ \ y \ \
*0 gwara m ka m hu akwukwo togboro na ala.£ * 6 * fc* % I

He told me that I see the book lying on the ground.



CHAPTER V

The Structure of the Verb Phrase

In this chapter, the study is concerned with the verb phrase, 
that is, the constituent(s) of an expression which contains only 
(a) verbal element(s). The structure of a verb phrase is determined 
by the type of clause in î hich it occurs because "... the nature of 
a verb phrase is bound up with the particular type of subordinate 
clause it belongs to." (Quirk et al. (1972)). The chapter, will, 
therefore, concentrate on the study of the main sentence-types of 
the language in which occur the different structures realising the 
verb phrase.

The verb phrase can be finite or non-finite (as has been seen 
in Chapter II). It can also be simple or complex. It is simple 
if it consists of one word, and complex, if it consists of two or 
more words, in which case it consists of a nucleus and one or more 
auxiliaries.

Simple Verb Phrase

A simple verb phrase consists of one word as exemplified by
0 bu kala
He lives here.
^  *v ^  (Eze sxri ike.
Eze is strong.
A  S' 10 du mma.
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Complex Verb Phrase

A complex verb phrase consists of two or more words made up of 
one or more auxiliaries and a nucleus. In this study, complex verb 
phrases will be subclassified into those with one auxiliary (referred 
to henceforth simply as CVP1), and those with more than one auxiliary, 
which will be designated as CVP2. The auxiliaries (which have already 
been studied in Chapter III) comprise: (a)ga, (a)ka, (a)la, (e)ji and
(a)chd".

The following sentences illustrate the CVP1:

0 jga abia.* (r
He will come.
0 la ebo akwa.
She is crying (cry).
Nya mere mu Ji_ bia.

v *•
It made me hold come. (= That is why I have come.)
Mu aka abia nnyaa
1 would have come yesterday.

Observe that cho cannot occur in CVP1 as it occurs as an «*
auxiliary only in a positive sentence in which la or o r both 
can combine with it. This has been explained in Chapter III.

In the CVP2, the verbal elements consist of three items, two of 
which are auxiliary to the nucleus. The five auxiliaries can occur 
here as shown in the sentenceswhich follow;
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^  abia kwada.
He will be coming every day.
X / ' S. /Mmiri la_ acho ijo.4
Rain is wanting to fall.
(= Rain is going (= is about) to fall.)
X 1  ̂ y ^ ^Gini mere ha la e.ji abia kala?

What made them are holding come here?
(= Why do they come here?)

Complex Verb Phrases in Negative Sentences

In the CVP1, except for the imperative, the negative is formed by 
attaching the negative particle (-ha) to the nucleus.

6 la abia.O %
He is coming.

0 la abiaha.

He is not coming.
N ^ / iAnyi la aru oru.
We are working.
 ̂ s 1 ✓ 1Anyi ala aruho oru.
We are not working.
Ha aka abia rinyaa.
They would have come yesterday.

^  abiaha nnyaa.
They would not have come yesterday.
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In the negative imperative where vowel length and tone constitute 
the negative marker, the auxiliary la disappears, and the resultant

T f N. / 1 ILa erne ya ngwa ngwa.
Keep doing it quickly.

t *Eme-els ya ngwa ngwa.
Stop doing it quickly.
(= Do it slowly.)
La aru oru ofuma.e i o f t
Keep doing the work well.
Aru-ele oru 'ofuma.£ O « O W
Stop doing the work well.
(= Do it badly.)

If the auxiliary is either jga, jjL or cho, the negative particle 
is attached to the auxiliary, not to the nucleus as is the case with 
la or ka above.

0 ga abia.
He will come.
0 gaha abia.
He will not come.
Eji m ya eme ihe.
Hold I it doing something-
(= I am doing something with it.)
E.jiho m y eme ihela
Hold not I it doing anything at all.
(- I am not doing anything with it.)

construction is as follows: 

Positive Imperative:

Negative Imperative:

Positive Imperative:

Negative Imperative:
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In the CVP2, in which there are two auxiliaries, the negative 
particle is attached to _ga (when ga and la are juxtaposed), and to 
ji (when and la are used). But, in the case of ka, when juxtaposed
with la, the negative particle is attached to the nucleus.

0 ga la abia kwada.ft ft
He will be coming every day. 
b gaha la abia kwada.
He will not be coming every day.
\  /  ' \  f NMtniri la acho ijo.
Rain is wanting to fall.
(= It is threatening to rain.)
\  /  * v  /Mmiri ala achoho ijoft 6

Rain is wanting not to fall.
(= It is not threatening to rain.)
Anyi la eji ya eme ihe.
We are holding it doing something.
(= We are doing something with it.)
Anyi aka la abia kwada.* c i
We would have been coming every day.
Anyt la 'abiaha kwada.
We would not have been coming every day.

The example sentences above are simple sentences in the sense 
that they each contain one verb phrase. But verb phrases as pointed
out above are also used in complex sentences as will be shown later.
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Verb Phrases in Complex Sentences

Complex sentences have other sentences inside them in deep 
structure. For instance, the following relative constructions.

1. NwdJke nwere ego.
(The) man has got some money.

* \ \ / "V2. Nwoke biara kala.■
(The) man came here.

Nwoke, hke biara kala, nwere ego.
The man who came here has money.

if. Nwata a siri ike.
This child is strong.

5- Nwata a la eje akwukwo.
This child goes to school.

> y* t ‘9  ̂ I
6. Nwata a la eje akwukwo siri ike.* *

Child this is going to school is strong.
(= This child who goes to school is strong.)

Observe that in the deep structure of the above sentences the 
noun phrases are identical. The relative pronoun nke which joins 
the two sentences is moved to the front of the relative clause if it 
is not already there.

The deep structure of the complex sentence (j) can be represented 
in the tree diagram which follows:
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NP VP Aux VP

nwoke nwoke past bia past 
(nke)

nwe ego

+ man + past + bia + past 
(who)

man + nwe + ego

Some of the complex sentences are constructed with the aid of 
conjunctions and conjunctional phrases. The table which follows 
contains such conjunctions and conjunctional phrases as well as the 
types of clause which they introduce.

Clause - type Conjunctions and Conjunctional Phrases

1 * Relative like ( which, who ).
2. Time kh, oge/^gbe (time, when).
3- Cause maka (because); maka la (because that);

maka ifi (la) (because (that));
• ere/etu (as, since);, tumadu ebe o bu* « * t

(especially that); buho la (it is not that);
bido (since).
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Clause - type Conjunctions and Conjunctional Phrases

Result 
5- Conditional

6. Reason

7.. Concession

8 . Comparison

la, ka (that) nya bu (that is, therefore).
/ /
0 buru/agarasi (if it is/was/would it be

v  ̂" y /said - if); dika aga asi, ka aga asi 
(as if); beruso ma (unless).* D
ka (so that); so (so) ka (only that)C

(= simply for); maka ka (because that); 
ka/la (that).
o bu ezie ... ma (although ... yet);
kama (but, although); mala (but);
o bugoduru (even if it were = even though).
ka (same as); karia (more than); bu ofu (same) * *\ / ^udi (such); kwazi (also).a * »

In some cases, two statements juxtaposed can be subordinated in 
deep structure without a conjunction or words that function as 
conjunctions to show the subordination as in (a) and (b) below.

(a) relation from cause to result:
0 dara iwu; o ga ahariri nha.
He fell foul of the law; he must pay a fine.

^  1The main proposition is: 0 dara iwu; what follows is
&

dependent upon it.
0 la atu ajo egwu; o’ la afutaha la anyasi.
He is very cowardly; he does not go out at night.

What follows as a result of his cowardice is his inability 
to go out at night.
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(b) simultaneous relation:
0 bu erele oge liile; mu la afu o la_ abata.
It is always like this; while I am going away,
he will be coming in.

In other instances* conjunctions or conjunctional phrases are 
used to construct complex sentences as will be shown in the following 
different types of dependent clauses which are met in the language.

Relative Clauses

Two types of relative clauses can be distinguished according 
to whether the conjunction is attached to the subject of the 
proposition or not.

Relative clauses without antecedent in the sentences:

In the above sentences, the conjunction nke functions not only as 
a relative pronoun that joins tv/o sentences together but also as the 
subject of the sentences. .,h . I b. v .. >. .

, ,*,v / *Nke mma.
Who came is good. 
Nke ,.;furu joro njo.■ ~Avr. *

,v / *

That lost was bad.
(- That which was lost was bad.)
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Relative clauses with antecedents:

The relative clause which functions like an adjective can take
on two different values according to whether it defines or supplements
the antecedent. In the sentence, for instance,

1. Nwoke nke mu la akoro wu maka ya abiakwa ozo.o 1 — , , e c o o

(The man about whom I spoke to you has come again.)
the clause - nke mu la akoro wu maka ya - (about whom I spoke to you)

f , 6 »
is the determiner of the noun nwoke (man), and cannot be deleted 
without nw6*ke losing one of the essential elements of its meaning 
in the sentence.

On the other hand, in the sentence
s i \ t \  ̂% / t ,

2 . Qfu nwoke, nke biara kala nnyaa, zuri osi.
9

(A certain man, who came here yesterday, stole something.) 
the relative clause separated by commas is related to nwoke simply 
as an explanatory supplement which could easily be done away with 
without doing harm semantically to the main clause.

Differences between Restrictive and Non-Restrictive Clauses

The relative clause in (1) is restrictive, while that in (2) 
is non-restrictive. The two types of relative clause differ 
phonologically and semantically.
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Phonological Difference

(a) There are pauses in non-restrictive relative clauses; 
there are no pauses in restrictive relative clauses.

Semantic Difference

(h) The sentence which contains a non-restrictive relative 
clause contains double assertion as in (2), that is,
nwoke biara; nwoke zuru osi (a man came and (a man)  0 ”
stole something.) The sentence containing a restrictive 
relative clause makes a single assertion as exemplified by 
(1) in which the function of the relative clause is to 
determine unambiguously the thief.

The restrictive relative clause only can begin a whole 
sentence with nke.

s  lNke du du mraa.* tT ri"T &
Which i© is good.
(= The one that is available is good).

Only the non-restrictive relative clause can modify an 
entire proposition.

Nke ka nke, ha abiaha a.
Which surpasses which, they did not come.
(= They did not come, which was the worst of all.)
/ \ ** l X / s / I

0 zuru osi, bu nke iogburu onwe ya.
    * *

He stole theft, is which was very bad.
(= He stole something, which was very bad.)
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Verb Phrases in Adverbial Clauses

Adverbial clauses function like adverbs, that is, their function 
is analogous to that of simple adverbs. They indicate a "circumstance” 
which, in spite of its effective importance, can be considered as 
secondary with regard to the principal verbal idea in a construction.
The circumstance indicates either the moment when the action is 
produced, its cause, its aim, its consequence, the condition under 
which it is subordinated, or an opposition, a concession given to 
it which restrains its meaning. All this will be exemplified in what 
follows.

Time Adverbial Clause

Adverbial clauses of time indicate the time when the principal 
action took place in relation to another action expressed in the time 
clause. It is thus less an indication of a time absolutely determined 
than a relation of anteriority, posteriority or simultaneity between 
two actions. Simultaneity is marked by either ka (as) or mgbe/oge 
(when)/(as).

Ala m afu afu oge o la abata.t c • v -1 11
I was going out as he was coming in.
0 la abia ka mu la_ afu.
6 0 e
He was coming as I was going out.

In general, ka and mgbe/oge introduce a given action as near as
a

possible in time to the principal action (but in fact posterior 
to it):
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Afuru m ogh mu rusiri oru.„ , 0 t _ .— _ „ ,

Went out I when X finished the work.
(= I went away when I finished the work.)

S\ / \  / I
0 biara ka mu rusiri oru
(He came when (after) I had finished the work), 

or an action intervening as another is still going on, but not in a 
way that their respective moments of occurrence are confused.

S'* / N / / S . /Ala m ede leta mgbe/ka o la aku mgbirimgba.
(I was writing a letter as he was ringing the bell.)

The language possesses a certain number of conjunctional elements 
destined to bring about relation of cause as exemplified by the following 
sentences:

(a) 0 la abiaha maka la ahu aduho ya.p —    ...     , # *
He is not coming because he is unwell.

(b) 0 la abiaha maka ifi la ahu aduho ya.     , v

He is not coming (simply) because he is unwell.

Sentence (a) indicates that, although he is not coming because, 
of his sickness, he could as well be prevented to come by some other 
cause*. Sentence (b) indicates that the only reason why he is not 
coming is his sickness; if he were not sick, he would certainly come.

(c) 0 Ji_ onwe ya la aka I'ifi la o nw'ere ego.
He holds himself in hand because he has got some money.
(= He is confident because he is rich.)
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, N  ̂ VLike maka ifi la in (b), la ifi la in (c) indicates that the
sole cause of his confidence is the fact that he is rich.

Sometimes, maka la is used in the sense of nihka gird? (why?)
as

(d) Mma enwehe ike (i)bia.
I will not be able to come.
Maka la? Because?

La is lengthened, and the questioner expresses in a way less brusque
/ 5than in demanding maka gini? (why?). He introduces a causal clause 

in which there is no preceding affirmative sentence. Maka la obliges 
the speaker of (d) to consider it as suspended, and to finish the 
statement by giving the cause (why he won’t be able to come).

Maka is sometimes followed by an infinitive without a finite verb,
or followed by a nominal as in:

n / s rAnyi biara maka irou ihe.
We have come because to study something.
(= We have come to study.)
Anyi biara maka ilutara ya nwanyi.
We have.come because to marry him a wife.
(= V/e have come to marry him a wife.)
&  nwehe ebe mu nwere ike ije maka ike ogwugwu.

* It C «

It has not place I have ability to go because power finishing 
(= I cannot go anywhere because of tiredness.)

\ /Ere/5tu whose sense connotes both limit of time and cause, has 
a temporal nuance.

Ere o nwehe ike ibia, o dere m leta.
As he could not come, he wrote me a letter.



In this example, the sense of cause predominates, but it retains 
a certain indication of simultaneity of the two actions.

Bido (begin) followed by either oge, eri oge or mgbe ahu& * t

indicates time and cause, and marks very weakly the point of 
departure of an action.

Bido eri oge ahu o biara ka ahu gbudidere ya, o wee nwuo.9 ft # 0 i 0ft
Beginning from that time he came that body kept killing 
him until he died.
(= From the time he came, he became sick until he died.)

Kita o bu/ebe o bu (now it is = now that/since) indicates causej - . ..

as in
v / \ / | jEbe o bu la o loho, anyi ala agaha be ya.* * - T T  • .

Since it is that he is not, we shall go not to his house.

(- Since he is not in, we shall not go to his house.)

\ /* ' N,Tumadu ebe o bu la (especially where it is that = especially that). 
This conjunctional phrase presents the cause of the principal action 
as if having that value, it could produce still other effects, than
those announced. Tumadu suggests that other reasons exist, but thati" t
the one given is the principal one.

^  / I v / V / (
0 ka eje ebe ahu tumadu ebe o bu la o nwehe ihem * * I- % * # -----
o la eme mgbe ahu.ft ft
He should have gone there, especially now it was 
that he had nothing he was doing then.

He should have gone there then especially because 
he was doing nothing then.)
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* i \6 buho la (it is not that) denies that the announced cause is
true.

N / J  \ / ! . **» / ' s / ' s  / J0 buho la o buho ezigbo mmadu, karna o la ejiaga ugwo.
* t t c 9 v & Cl

It is not that he is not a good person, but he is 
holding debt.
( = It is not doubted that he is a good man, the only 
stain on his character is that he owes a lot.)

QXbu so ka (it is only that) indicates cause.& C- 6
0 bu so ka o biara ka mmadu 1i nwee anuri.

% £ 0 Ml M« ■■ ••■*■« fr ft ^

It was only that he came that people held got happiness.
(=: It was only when he came that people began to be happy.)

Nke (that, which) sometimes takes on a causal status in interrogative
or exclamatory affectionate sentences.

 ̂ f \ y i \  / \  ^ /Ahu o la egbuya nke la anyi afubehe ya anya eri abali ito?
Body it is killing him that that we saw never him eyes 
since night three? (= Is he sick that we have not seen 
him for three days?)
I fubekwara ajo ngala nke la o nwehe ike ije lata ego
« fc S { 1 u

N  /ezitere ya!
You see ever very bad laziness that that he has not 
power to go receive money sent to him!
(= Have you ever seen such laziness that he cannot go to 
receive the money sent to him!)
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Sometimes nke is used after certain imperatives to indicate 
some personal interest:

Gwakele mu, k^du enyi oke wu, nke la mu afubehe ya• 1
• 1 Jteri aro gara aga.

Tell therefore me, where is friend, man your that that
I saw never him since year passed passing.
(= Tell me now, where is your friend? I am asking
because I have not seen him since last year.)

The above examples indicate that nke is par excellence a 
conjunction that can be used with different verb phrases. It has 
not a precise meaning as in the case of other temporal conjunctions 
discussed above. In the sentences, the speaker formulates an 
interrogative or an exclamation and attaches to it, through the 
intermediary of nke, another notion which justifies the first 
proposition. J

Clauses of Reason

The verb phrases used here give reasons for the occurrence of 
the actions in the main propositions. They are introduced by the 
following conjunctions.

Ka (so that). This is a purpose conjunction. It is sometimes 
reinforced by the word so (only). So ka/soso ka (only that) indicates* £ ft £ —
that the objective stated is pursued to the exclusion of any other 
by the principal action.
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Compare 0 biara ka o fu wu.
« « *  c *

He came that he sees you.
(= He came to see you). If he saw or did not see you, 
he might as well see (an)other person(s).

'''v / n / iwith 0 biara soso ka o fu wu.O * fc. * f * a

He came only that he sees you.
C — He came purposely to see you.) If he did not see 
you, it availed him nothing that he saw someone else.

Maka ka (because that). This is used to indicate the main 
object pursued by the author of the action.

Maka ka gini wee mee?
Because that what then be done?
(= So that what v/ill happen?i For what purpose?)
B- kwuru ihe ndi a maka ka ndi biara wee auo ike. 

■* o c

Said things these because that those came then rest power.
(= These things are said so that the visitors may have a rest.) 
Maka ka ihe du erele ghara ime ojo, ag*a m ejisi ike jee be ha. 
Because that things are like this leave off to do again will 
I hold power going to them.

In order that such a thing will not happen again, X 
will try to go to them.)
"Arum mu oru a maka ka mu wee nwee ego.
Bid I work this because that I then have money.
(= I did this work so that I would get some money.)
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* 1La (that), when preceded by the nominal bound verb itu egwu
t t

(to be afraid), indicates the consequence which the author of the
main action wants to avoid.

/ \ • \ /  \ *Ala m atu egwu la o la_ abiaha.
I am afraid that he will not come.

V/hen ka/la (that) is followed by inwe + Neg., the objective 
or the consequence stated has no influence on the main action.

0 mere ya la enwehe enyemu aka obula.* • 1 « b 0

He did it that has not giving hand whatsoever.
(= He did it without help.)
* \  /  \ \ \0 la aru oru ka o nwehe onye la enyere ya aka.t » # t » ————
He is working work that he has not who that giving him hand. 

He is working, and he has nobody helping him.)

Ka (that)
Lodu* ala ka anyi kpaa nkata.

b t a — ..

Sit down that we chat a chat. 
(= Sit down so that we chat.)

This construction is especially used after the verbs in the 
imperative. It contains the idea that a certain objective should be 
attained. The ka here is not the same as the purpose ka already 
discussed in the preceding paragraphs. The construction occurs also
when the verb is in the interrogative.

/ i \ / \ s \ /I la aloduho ala ka anyi kpaa nkata?
You are sitting hot down that we chat a chat?
(= Wonft you sit down so that we chat?)
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"'Glauses*1 of Reason introduced by the Infinitive

With the verbs of movement, the infinitive without a conjunction 
is used to mark the objective pursued:

(a) 0 la abia ileta umuaka.
0 C — — —  t t

He is coming to see the children.
(b) 0 la aga Enugu isuta moto.

He will go to Enugu to buy a car.

In some cases, the relation of finality or objectivity can be
indicated when the motive verbs are,used with maka.
Compare

CcJ 0 la abia maka ileta umuaka.0 » « 9
He is coming to see the children.

with
/ X  S  \ S ' V s- i \ \td; 0 la abia maka ileta umuaka.9 0 ™rfl v C

He will come to see the children.
where the change of the tone on abia brings about a change of tense.0
The sense in these sentences is not the same as in the (a) and (b) 
examples. The objective indicated by maka is not given as having 
been.attained. He comes to see the children, he has the intention 
of seeing them, but, perhaps they may not be there. But (a) does 
not, on the contrary, suppose that the speaker has any shadow of 
doubt that the objective of his visit will be achieved.
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Clauses of Result

Clauses of result are introduced by the conjunctions la and nke 
followed by bu + la.

0 la aghd" oke ugha la o nwehezi onye la ekwe ihe o la ekwu.
He is lying male lies that no-one who is believing what he 
is saying.
(= He lies so much that no-one believes anything he says.)
/ N  / l N /• V / . t0 nwere ego smne la o nwere ike xkwu ndu Achi liile ugwo.

t » c
He has money so much that he has power to pay people 
Achi all payment.
(-He has so much money that he can pay salary to all
Achi-people.)*•

^^er3L bu is used to introduce a clause of result, it lays more
emphasis on the noun or adjective preceding it than the noun or verb
corresponding to it.

y  \  y i >v, / i s / ^ / l I0 nwere ego sinne nke bu la o nwere ike ikwu ndu Achi lile ugwo.5       „ a
He has money so much that is that he has power to pay people 
Achi all payment.
(= He is so rich that he can pay a salary to all Achi people.)

B

Compare
*"'■ ^  .  i  v  ^  t t1. 0 bere akwa sinne la o nv/ehezi ike ikwu okwu.t    ----
She cried cry so much that she has not power to talk talk.
(= She cried so much that she cannot talk.)

with
^ v \ y I \ t I2. 0 bere akwa nke bu la o nwehezi ike ikwu okwu.a j t) c.

She cried cry that is that she has not power to talk talk.
(= She cried so much (to such an extent) that she can no 
longer talk.)
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Sentence (1) simply indicates the logical sequence and result of 
her crying much; in (2) the result is heightened to the extent that 
it is accompanied by astonishment. The degree of the effect, in the 
latter case, surpasses all expectations.

Nŷ T bu. (that is; therefore) is frequently used to show theO
result of a state as can be seen in the sentences which follow:

X/ { X  X  / \  ̂ |Enwehe mu ego; nya bu la m ma akwuho wu ugwo wu.* , ( f c o f c c a * '

Have not I money that is that I not paying not you debt 
your.
( -  I have not got any money; therefore, I will not pay 
you your money.)
Nwoke a ji ugwo tupu b nwuo; nya bu la nwa ya ga akwu ya.* * * < e 4
Man this holds debt before he died that is that son 
will pay it.
(= This man owed some money before he died; therefore, 
his son will repay the debt.)

The relation of result is sometimes marked with the aid of 
the infinitive. The result is then indicated as probable or expected. 

Kedu nice o la echi mkpu; ikpote ndu mmadu la ura?
. . *  1 * *  t * p o

■ V/hat that he is hitting noise to wake up these people 
from sleep?

Why is he shouting to wake people from sleep?)
 ̂ * \ s‘Mmadu ila la iyi!
Person to go to ruin!
(= A person going to ruin!)



This expression is derived from
X / i \ s i *■*I fukwora nice bu mmadu ila la iyi!
You see therefore which is a man to go to ruins!
(= You see how a person can ruin himself!)

Conditional Clauses

Conditional clauses may be introduced either by tone or by the
\ / /conjunction, agarasi, or the juxtaposed expression, o buru.

t O & p
Agarasi is a dialectal variant of o buru, and both are translated

• t c 4

into English by the v/ord, if.

Conditional Clauses with Tone

conditional 
can be seen

i)

ii)

iii)

Conditional Present
/0 bia
He comes

\m

(= If he comes, I go.)
Eze bia
bze comes
(= If Eze comes, see him.)
'  tI ree ya
You sell it

iwe
anger

je/.
go.

fu ya. 
see him.

\ / iewee rau.*
angers me,

(= If you sell it, you make me angry.

Tone marks, with a greater expressive force, the 
tense of the action than either o buru or agarasi as 
in the following sentences:



Conditional + Future
iv)

v)

vi)

Future_________  +_ Present
s * 1 ivii) 0 ga abia nya kute mmiri.

He will come, he brings water.
(- If he w i l l  come, let him bring water.)

viii) 0 la abia nya vute ji.
6 o' '

He is coming, he brings yams.
( -  If he will be coming, let him bring yams.)

Conditional________+______ Future Perfect in the Past
Hal?iara anyi ejee".“ '~<T" 9

They came we went.
(= If they had come, we would have gone.)
/  n .  ̂ i0 rere ya lwe aka ewe mu.
He sold it anger would anger me.
(= If he sold it, I would be angry.)
Anyi _ gara, o' ka afu anyi.

C t. c *

V/e went, he would see us.
(= If we went (there), he would see us.)

x)

/ t \ /
0 bia aga m eje.*• l
He comes shall I go.
(- If he comes, I shall go.)
x , v ✓ . V j , / i■̂ze ^ia 1 ga afu ya.

Eze comes you will see him.
(= If Eze comes, you will see him.)
/  5 • \  / \0 ree ya lwe ga ewe mu.
He sells it anger will anger me.
(- If he sells it, I shall be angry.)
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In careful speech, the phrase, 6 bu la, (it is that),
» o

generally precedes (ix), (x) and (xi). 

xii) 0 bu la o biara, anyi ejee.« “T  e — c--- ---
It is that he came, we went.
( = If (it happened that) he came, we would go.)

xiii) 0 bu la o rere ya iwe aka ewe mu.v v * •
It is that he sold it anger would anger me.
(~ If (it happened that) he sold it, I would be angry.)

xfiv) 0 bu la anyi gara, o' ka afu anyi.
It is that we went, he would see us.
(= If (it happened that) we went (there) he would see us.)

Conditional Clauses with o buru/agarasi
■** ft £

/0 buru -f- Present + Present
° 0 I

xv) 0 buru la i bia, me/ ka mu mara.* c- * C> o 0
It was that you come, make that I know.
(= If you come, let me know.) 

xvi) 0 buru la ov bu ogirinya, nya mee ka mmadu ncha nwee ego.
It was that he is a rich man, he makes that people all
have money.
(= If he is a rich man, let him make everybody have money.) 

s0 buru + Present + Past Perfect* * 6

xvii) 0 buru la / bu onye amuma, & ka amarugwo la onye a bu onye
*  *  4 *  f  » o  *s 01ome njo.*
It was that he is person knowing he would know already that 
person this is person doing badness.
(= If he had been a prophet, he would have known that this 
man is a sinner.)
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xviii) Agarasi la o bu ajo mmadu, anyi aka agbalarigwo ya.
» ** p  • |p

Said (it) that he is bad person, we would run away from him. 
(= If he is a bad person, we would have left his company.)

xix)

xx)

Agarasi/o buru + Past + Past Perfect
\Agarasi la 'o biara, mu aka .afu ya.+ « * ' » 4
Said (it) that he came, I would see him.
(= Had he come, I would have seen him.)
0 buru la iwe were ya o' ka ala.
•  a „ . p

It was that anger angered him he would go.
(= If he had been angered, he would have gone.)

/Agarasi/o* buru +. Past + Past
. \ > N A  ^ )xxx) Agarasi la o biara m gara ifu ya.a * q

If he came, I would see him. 
xxii) 0 buru la mu furu ya o gara inyere mu aka.

C is C  * * i t, w  o

If I saw him, he would help me.

6 buru is the conjunctional phrase which introduces the
'o' h O

conditional sentence, being itself the conditional tense of the verb 
bu. When it is not used to introduce a whole proposition, it is

D
preceded by the conjunction, ma.

Aga m abia, ma o buru la o ga alo ya.
a a ft q *

I will come, if he will be in.
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Unlike conditional sentences introduced with the aid of tone, o burut j o
is used to refer to all the tense forms of the language. It is an 
indicator, showing the stated fact as a hypothesis, but it does not 
always establish a clear relation of subordination with regard to 
the principal verbal phrase.

0 buru la im/ rotere ofuma, ihe o kwuru bu ...
If I remember well, what he said was ...

Here the condition has no relation to the proposition which follows, 
but indicates a reservation on the part of the speaker.

Pika aga asi/ka aga asi. These two juxtaposed expressions area
synonymous and they translate the English expressions: as if, as though, 
pretend.

f  \ /  \ \ ^ \  ̂ y }Ike gwuru m loo, dika aga asi.la mu ruru oru rinne.
Power finished me so much as saying that I worked work
very much.
(= I am so tired ds though I had worked so hard.)
f J S  ^  y ' '  ^  V  ✓  s.  / \1 fuho ka o si eme ka aga asi la o nwere ego.* * • • to
You see not that he follows doing as going saying that 
he has got money.
(~ Don't you see how he behaves as if he has got some money.) 

s' \  ^(Di)ka aga asi introduces a hypothesis as a term of comparison in* to
order to clarify the principal idea. It is often used in an ellipsis 
which has an affectionate value, and marks a protestation against the
suggested hypothesis as in:

/ \  / V /  \  /  \  '  \Ha gbara oso ka aga asi la o nwere ihe ha mere.
* < 4 «

They ran away as if that it had something they did.
(= They ran away as if they had committed some offence.)
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Beruso ma (unless) indicates that the principal action would be
Lti n

produced only when the action expressed in the subordinate clause 
happens.

0 l4 abiaha, beruso ma i jere kpo' ya.
He is coming not unless but you went calling him.
( = He will not come unless you go and call him.)

0 buhara la (if indeed) presents the action in the subordinate
& if

clause as the minimum exigency imposed.as the condition for the 
occurrence of the principal action.

0 buhara la o kwuo ezi okwu, aga m agbaghara ya.
It is indeed that he speaks truth will I forgive him.
(= Provided that he will tell the truth, I will forgive him.)
0 buhara la b bia, ag^ m afu ya.«s * t * 7 ° <*
Provided he comes, I will see him.
(On no account will I fail to see him if indeed he comes.)

The conjunctional phrase - o buhara la - indicates that the accomplish-.yr,-.

ment of what is desired is considered by the speaker as absolutely 
necessary for his satisfaction; but the accomplishment is doubtful.
The sentence containing o buh¥ra la contains a nuance of an 
anticipated regret.

(Mk) eweruka (but leaving aside - but for) introduces a , ...".^
circumstance which is added to the principal proposition, and which 
could prevent the occurrence of the action.
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Nya kachasi ndi bzo rama, ma eweruka a jo bmume ya.0 « c, L* (L (>
She surpasses the others in goodness, but-taking aside 
bad behaviour her.
( -  She is the most beautiful of all, but for her bad manners.) 
Eweruka la o la ezu osi mmadu, ncha aka afu ya la anya.
Taking aside that he is stealing theft people all would 
see him with the eye.

But for the fact that he is a thief, everybody would 
have loved him.)

^ en eweruka is followed by an infinitive, it indicates that •)
account should be taken of a certain risk inherent in the principal 
action. The notions of a hypothesis and consequence are almost 
intertwined, but the hypothetical one predominates.

Eweruka igwu egwu ya, o la eje hloo ozu.
Taking aside to play play his, he is running indeed errands.
(= Apart from (= but for) his playing too much, he runs 
errands for people.)

This implies that he is ready to go on a message for anybody provided
he is not occupied with his play.

hT A ■ t ! . \Eweruka iwa ajo anya, o ka enwegwo 31.
Taking aside breaking bad eyes, she would have had a husband. 
(- But for her being too sophisticated, she would have had 
a husband.)

Her having no husband, in spite of her beauty, is dependent upon her 
sophistication.
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Clauses of Concession

Concession is expressed in Igbo by the juxtaposed words -
o bu ezie ... ma (la), (it is true —  but = although).*

A  /  I \  \  \ / } s> / t
0 bu ezie la o bu nwata, mala o gafe-re ule ya.
« o I. o V

It is true that he is a child but he went across
f examination his.

( - Although he is very young, he passed his examination.)
"o' bu ezie na imelime nime fa melu njo mana Chukwu melu ♦ * * *
ebele o gbanariro fa."^^
"It is true that many among them made sins but God made 
mercy he ran away not them."
(=: Although many of them sinned, God had mercy on them,
and did not run away from them.)

Kama (but, although) indicates that, although the principal verbal
idea will be realised or has been realised, the subordinate notion
in the kama - clause will not be, or has not been, realised either
because of the unwillingness or inability on the part of the subject.

0 mara mma kama la mu ala aluho ya.<» * 0 _ • w
She knew beauty but that I am marrying not her.
(= Although she is beautiful, I will not marry her.)
Aruhoru m ya\;oru kama la o' kwuho m ugwo.t h e  ♦ fr * * * 4 o
Worked I for him work but that he paid not me pay.
(= He did not pay me as I worked for him gratis.)

(5) Ndo Dinwenu anye, Holy Ghost Fathers, Onitsha, 1920?
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The hypothetic opposition in the construction is not as strong as 
that in a sentence in which mala replaces kama*

Aruoru mu ya oru mala o kwuho m ugwo./\' r*■ ? 6

I worked for him but he paid not me pay.
(= Although I worked for him, he did not pay me.)

(He did not pay me (and I am bitter about it) even though X worked 
for him.)

0 bugoduru la (even if it were that) is derived from the verbal « &
phrase - o buru - which has already been discussed. It indicates that 
the condition will be realised only contrarily to what is expected.
It is a more emphatic form of o buru.C 0 £

0 bugoduru la o kasi mmadu liile sie ike, o k^ agba nkichi.C , c. /  * ° c «.
It is even then that he surpasses people all being strong 
he would kick silence.
(= Even though he was the strongest person (among them) 
he would have kept silent.) (He did not keep silent; 
he talked, and this was not expected of him.)

The notion of concession is sometimes rendered by a verbal phrase,
followed by the adverbial phrase - la nkichi (in vain).

"_1 • " >
1 la ekwu la nkichi, afubagwo mri.t * 6 * u O
You are speaking in vain going already I really.
(= You oppose my going away in vain, I am already on my 
way out.) (Although you don't want me to go out, I am, 
in spite of that opposition, going out.)
0 la aru oru a la nkichi, o* nwehe ego aga akwu ya.
d C 4f- o  ̂ ey

He is working work this in vain; it has not money going 
to pay him.
(= Although he is doing the v/ork, he will be paid no money.)
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Clauses of Comparison

Clauses of comparison are of the structure 
du + Adj. + ka + Nom. 
bu + ofu + (ihe). 
du + Adj. + karia.* ft
clause + clause + kwuazi.

Q

'ft s(Where du and bu_ are equivalent to English "is" or "are", Adj. stands & *
for adjective, ka is "same as", karia is "surpass", ofu - the same 
and Nom. is for nominal.)

A comparison may mark a relation of equality or inequality.
0 du ogologo ka osisi ojx. .
It is tall like tree iroko.
(= It Is as tall as the iroko tree.)

(Here, the thing compared to the iroko tree is equal in height to
the latter.)

S' N S
0 du mkpumkpu karia nna ya. .41 «, y 4 *

He is short surpassing father his.
(= He is shorter than his father.)

(Here, it is a question of inequality, the son being unequal to 
his father in height.)

Ije be ya la ilodu kala bu ofu (ihe).
To go to his house and to stay here are one thing.
(~ Going to his place and staying here are the same.)
Anyi kwere, anyi ekwehe bu ofu (ihe).
We agree we agree not is one thing.
(= Whether we agree, or we don*t agree, to what is said, 
is the same.)
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Ha ere and (di)ka indicate a relation of conformity and equality
0

as can be seen in the sentences that follow:
{  > . t *Emere mu ya ere 1 sin mse ya.* C

Did I it as you followed doing it.
(- I did it as you (did it)).

! / N  / \  /Emere m ya dika o gwara mu.
Did I it like he told me.
( - 1  did it as he told me to (do it).)
0 ha ere l choro.1 * » *•
It is as you want.

. Udi (such) introduces a clause of comparison when it is used * £
as an adjective qualifying a following nominal.

Afubehe ra udi ihe ahu du erele. ■* » 0 « *
Saw not I such thing that is like this.
(= I have never seen such a thing.)

From this sentence can be derived
V/f I \ ^ >, A  «■* XAfubehe m udi ihe du erele• *■ * *■
Saw not I such thing is like this.
(= I have never seen such a thing (that is) like this.)

Observe that the clauses of equality or inequality, and conformity 
give rise to "identical verb phrase deletion", or a whole identical 
clause deletion.
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Identical Verb Phrase Deletion

0 ha ka mu ha.
He is as tall as I am.
0 ha ka mu.a a
He is as I,

in which the verb phrase ha is redundant and is therefore deleted.
0 la ekwu okwu ere(ka) i si ekwu okwu. ------ -— ►• o
He talks as you talk.
'O' la ekwu okwu ka wu.« *
He talks as you,

. . f ' / ' /xn whxch x ---wu, and the verb phrase si ekwu, which is equivalent
to the principal verb phrase, are deleted.

Emere m ya .ere i choro ka mu mee ya. ---------->!» 0 ft
Did I it as you wnated that I do it.
(= I did it as you wanted me to do it.)
A  ^  ^Emere mu ya ere i choro.*■ • # 4,
Did I it as you wanted.
( = 1  did it as you wanted me to.) 

in which a whole clause, which is equivalent to the principal clause, 
is deleted.

The phenomenon of identical verb phrase or clause deletion in 
Igbo can be illustrated in tree-diagrams as follows:
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0 ha ka mu ha.4 *

S

NP Aux

Conj AuxNP

ha ka hapres mu pres

*-

NP
Aux

ha ka mupres
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/\ / N s v /
0 la ekwu ka i si ekwu.1 P

NP
Aux

Corij NP VP
Aux

ekwula ka si.ekwu
He is talking as you follow talking.

NP

Aux
PP

la ekwu ka wu.
He talking like youis
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Cmu) (e) mere mu ya ere i choro ka mu mee ya.* * £ o >4 u

NP

Aux

Conj NP

Cong NP Au x

past. me ya ere i past cho ya ka mu past me
past + do it a© you + past'+ want it that I + past + do it.

mu

I +

■>-

Aux

Conj

past i past chomu me e reya ya
I past do it as you + past + want it+
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Verb Phrases in Miscellaneous Constructions

Verb Phrases in Idioms

In this study, an idiom is used in the sense of a group of 
words having an opaque meaning; that is, the meaning of the 
combination cannot be related to the basic meanings of the items

/ l s Ithat constitute it. In ipata ukwa la oso akpaka - bringingX * '
(= finding) breadfruit under an oil-bean tree (instead of under a
breadfruit tree) ( = finding fortune where it is most unexpected),
there is the collocation of ipata and ukwa whose meaning has nothing 

s \ y \to do with either ipata or ukwa. Palmer (1976) said that an idiom% *
can be defined in terms of non-equivalence in other languages.
The Igbo idiom,

s  ^ ^ s IEjile ulo la adu. nsi.w if t <

Snails house contain faeces,
(- Snails found around the compound (hence without difficulty) are 
full of faeces) (= MNo prophet is without hono.ur save in his own town.’1) 
cannot be translated directly into another language, and still convey 
the same meaning which it has for an Igbo speaker. Idioms are neither 
phonetically motivated (where sounds are direct imitation of sense), 
nor morphologically motivated (where the components suggest the 
meaning) nor yet semantically motivated (where the components are 
derived from transparent metaphor). Idioms are used to convey 
more vividly and emphatically what the speaker means to say.
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Verb Phrases in Depejorativization

There are other related ways of rendering meaning in Igbo 
more emphatically. One of these ways has been called, for the 
purposes of this work, depejorativization, a term suggested by 
Bazell. Depejorativization is the phenomenon by which a pejorative 
word in a syntactic environment is rendered semantically non- 
pejorative. Such pejorative words that will be studied here include:

idu egwu
{  \ \  < myu nsi «. 0 *■

to be dangerous
- to "deposit" faeces

S \ita amosu to practise witchcraft
idu ajo hjo - to be bad; to be wicked

iibu ozu to be a corpse
igbu ochuA “ - to commit murder
s 1igba oku% t 4 - to burn, to destroy with fire.

When these words are used in a depejorative sentence, they intensify 
the positive meaning of the verbs.

Nwoke a du egwu la oru ya.t t» <■
Man this is dangerous to work his.

This man excels in his work; he has extraordinary skills.) 
Ji nyuru nsi la afia taa.f, <. * S
Yams ’'deposited” faeces in market today.
(There were plenty of yams in the market today; 
so much that they were cheaply sold.)
Onye nkusi "a tara amosu.
Person teacher this bit witchcraft.
(= This person excels in his profession; he is one of the 
best teachers one can think of..)
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Nwanyi a du a jo mma.
Woman this is bad beauty.
(= This woman is terribly beautiful.)
Nna ya bu oke ozu.
Father his is male corpse.
(= His father is awfully rich.)
Nwoke a egbue ochu la nkuzi.* *
Man this has killed murder in teaching.
(= This man is extremely good at teaching.)
'  ̂   ̂ •. v ̂Ede gbara oku la afia nnyaa a.ft ft

. Cocoyams burnt fire in market yesterday.
(= Cocoyams sold like hot cakes yesterday.)

f  tThe above examples are semantically motivated. Igba oku, for instance, 
suggests that the cocoyams which gbara oku la afia (which burnt in the

H if ft
market) sold as rapidly as a fire destroys an object. The rapidity'
with which the cocoyams were sold is derived, by transparent metaphor,
from the rapidity with which a fire can burn a combustible object. 

s l \  SSimilarly, inyu nsi (to "deposit" faeces). Excrement is alwaysft « b
regarded, because of its bad odour, as being plentiful in the sense 
that, no matter how small the quantity may be, it is capable of, 
without arms, scattering a crowd, making them run. The abundance 
of yams in the above example sentence is derived from the apparent 
"immensity" of faeces.
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A third way in which Igbo intensifies the meanings of verb
phrases is by the process of suffixation. This consists in the use

(of the suffix - gbu(ru) which can be attached to any Igbo 
verb root to emphasise the semantic content of the verb.

Compare the following two sets of sentences in which .
-gbu(ru) is used to lay a greater emphasis in the B set.

(2) Egudu in his Negative Expression for Positive Attribute in (the) 
Igbo Language: An Aspect of Igbo Idiom in Ogbalu, F.C. and 
Emenanjo, E.N. (eds.) Igbo Language and Culture (O.U.P. Ibadan* 
1973)t mistook this suffix for the verb root gbu - kill. The 
suffix - gbMru) means ncompletely" and not "kill" as Egudu 
suggested as can be seen in:

Ha biagbuo, gwo m.
They come completely tell me.
(=; When they have completely ( -  all) come, tell me.)

Or, compare
6  begwo akwa.
He has cried (cry).

with r
0 begbugwo akwa
He cries completely has cry.
( = He has completely (= finished crying) cried.)

Another argument against regarding -gbu(ru) as an off-shoot
of jfou (kill) is that even gbu (kill) can have gbu(ru) (completely)
as a suffix as exemplified in:

\ \
0 gbugburu onwe ya la ochu.
He kills completely himself in murder.

He commits a lot of murders.)
s  ̂ 1

0 gbugburu onwe ya la alu.
He kills completely himself in animals.
(= He kills lots and lots of animals.)

There is no verb in the language which reduplicates its root 
and uses the reduplicated root as its suffix.
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1. Nwata a mara inma.
Child this knov;s beauty.
(= This child is 
beautiful.)

/ I  ̂ / t2. Nwoke a nwere ego.
Man this has money.
(= This man has got 
money.)

3. Nwa ya la ama akwukwo.
.Child his knows books.
(= His child is good at 
his studies.)

k, 0 la eme^ ngareT.
He is doing pride.
(- He is proud.)

5 * $  la ekwu okwu sinne.
C

He is talking talk 
plentifully.
(= He talks a lot.)

r <  ̂ s6 . Ndi ebe a la egbu ochu.‘ y
.People here are killing 
murders.
(= People of this area are 
murderers.)

B

Nwata a amagbugwo onwe ya la mma.
Child this knows completely already 
himself in beauty.
(= This child in indescribably 
beautiful.)

Nwoke a nwegburu onwe ya la ego.
Man this has completely himself in 
money.

This man is awfully rich.)

Nwa ya la amagbu onwe ya la akwukwo.
Child his knows completely himself 
his books.
(= His child is a most clever child 
at his studies.)

s /  \
0 la emegbu onwe ya la ngara.
He is doing completely himself in pride, 
(= He is very proud.)

*'r N  f I
0 la ekwugbu onwe ya la okwu.
He is talking completely himself 
in talk.
(= He talks to the extent that he 
bores his listeners.)

Ndi ebe a egbugbu-gwo onwe ha la ochu, .* * •
People here kill completely already 
themselves in murders.
(= People of this area are so 
murderous that murder means nothing 
to. them.)
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The use of suffixation to intensify assertions in Igbo as shown 
in the above examples (1) - (6) produces sentences which are 
morphologically motivated. This means that the knowledge of the 
individual words that constitute the constructions is a key to 
understanding the constructions. In (6) anybody who understands 
the meanings of gbu (kill) and ochu (murder) will know the meaning

V 4,

of the whole sentence.

It should be noted that not all the verbs in the depejorativized 
sentences can be used in all tenses. The following table indicates 
the tenses in which certain of the verbs can be used.

Example Sentencef Main Tense Forms

1. Nwoke a du egwu la oru ya.* 0 c
This man excels in his 
v/ork.

* s ■»
2 . Ji nyuru nsi la afia taa.t <■ * v.

There were plenty of yams 
in the market today.

S V s i3. Onye nkuzi a tara amosu.
This teacher excels in his 
profession.

xs x (4. Nwanyi a du a jo mma.
This woman is very 
beautiful.

Present Future Past
La-Forni Habitual

- + + -

- - + +

- + -

- + + +
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Present Future Past
La-ForffP ‘ Habitual

5 . / S /  '•> /  \Nna ya bu oke oau.%
His father is awfully rich.

- + 4~ +

6 . Nwoke a egbue ochu laft- ft
nkuzi. + + 4* +
This man is extremely good
at teaching.

7. Ede gbara oku la afia * * »
s /•nnyaa a. + + + +
Cocoyams sold like hot
cakes yesterday.

8 , Nwata a amagbugwo onwe
ya la mma. - + 4* 4*
This child is indescribably
beautiful.

9- Nwoke 'a nwegburu onwe ya la
ego. - + 4- -

This man is terribly rich.

(3) The "la-fom" is used to indicate continuity of action. V/here 
it appears in the structure but does not indicate semantically 
some progressive action, the structure implies habitual activity 
or a regular state. This is illustrated in (10) - (11). The In 
in these sentences is in terms of continuity empty- semantically.
If (~ru) is added to amdgbu without the vowel prefix, the la can be 
done away with, and the sentence will give the same meaning.

Nwa ya la amagbu onwe ya la akwukwo.
Nwa ya magburu onwe' ya la akwukwo.

To any speaker of the language, these two sentences are semantically 
the same.
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Example Sentences. Main Tense Forms

Present Future Past
La-Form Habitual

1 0. Nwa ya^la amagbu onwe ya ■
la akwukwo. + + + • +
His child is very good
at his studies.

*  ̂ / t
1 1. 0 la emegbu onwe ya lae

N. fngara. + + + +
He is very proud.

/ S / j
1 2. 0 la ekwugbu onwe ya la

okwu. + + + +
He is a chatterbox.

....

Verb Phrases in Negative Irony

A negative ironical verb phrase in Igbo is of the structure 
Neg. Imperative + Suffix (b^) + (kwala). The use of this structure 
renders a positive imperative less brutal; that is the verb phrase 
is structurally negative but semantically positive.



The use of negative irony is confined to family or friendly 
circles. It is reminiscent of a situation where a father or mother 
reminds their children of what they ought to do; or what a ’’superior" 
friend tells the other he should do. The intimacy and superior, 
but affectionate, relation implied in the use of the negative 
ironical expression can be seen more clearly when such an expression 
is compared with a corresponding positive, and negative imperative 
sentences as shown below.

Positive Imperative Negative Imperative Negative Irony

i) Bia fu m.* c
Come see me.

ii) Mee* ihe agwara wu.

Do what is told you 
(-Do what you are 
told.)

iii) Kwusi izu ori.
Stop to steal theft,

( = Stop stealing.)

* iAbiala ifu m.* * 1

Come not to see me.

i S /Emele ihe agwara wu.

* . * \  ̂iAbiabekwala ifu m.
 6 ' 1 "11 "o’ ' T
Come never then to 
see me. (= Well, 
you don't care to 
come and see me;
I would ask you to.

t \Emekwala ihe agwara
wu.

Do not what is told you. Do then not what is 
(--= Don't do what you told you, (= Do what
are told (to do)). you are told; I would

like it if you did it)

Akwusila izu ori. Akwusibekwala izu ori.* 0

Stop not to steal theft. Stop never then to

steal theft.
(= Don't stop stealing.) (= Stop stealing; it

is high time you did
so; we are all 
ashamed of it.)
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Positive Imperative Negative Imperative Negative Irony

iv) Biabekwaalu be anyi Abiabekwala be anyi Abiabekwala be anyi« f, o t t,  "p* ■ ■ "■ 1 - ' e

Gome ever then to us. Come never then to us. Come never then to us.
(Gome even once to Never come to our (- Never come to our
our house.) house.) house; I am indirectly

reminding you that it
is high time you
visited us.)

It should be noted that in (iv) the structure of Neg.Imp. and 
Neg. Irony are the same. In a situation like that, it is difficult 
to discern unambiguously what the speaker means. But in an actual 
linguistic situation, it is not difficult to disambiguate the 
sentence; it is the relationship between the speaker and the hearer 
that determines what the speaker means to say.

Verb Expansion

Ihe expansion of the verbs occurs in either of two ways.'

*1. The- first way is by the addition, to the radical, of a vov/el
suffix which is different from the vowel of the radical as can 
be seen in the table which follows:



Verb Roots English Expanded Form

gbu kill gbue^o)
chi break (kernels)  ̂✓chie

s * *chi shout, hit chie
\

chiI laugh chia♦
chu"• pursue chuo^
\ \ x-di endure die
du lead duo(e)
du4 plant, advise duo*t- >.
/ . /f i rub fie
✓ „ /fic> squeeze fia
\ \ ^fuu go out fuo • %
fu sprout fuo"
fu be lost fuo"*

gu count
ghu take a bath ghu/
ghu cook ghuo7

gwu dig IgWUO

hu» roast huo/
hu bend hucf
s . . /spit Dia
/

Di scratch (with nails) .. /Oie

ti ask Duo
ku breathe, fan kuo
ka plant kuo" * **V
kpi be stingy kpi a
kpu enter by bending forward kpud*



Verb Roots English Expanded Form

kpu cover; be blind kpuo
kpu build with clay; kpuo* c1

pull by the rope 
kpu shave kpuo
kwu talk kwuo'
kwu pay a debt kwuc^C C « V *
S S ,li bury lie
\  ̂/li endure lia* e
lu push . luo/
lu offend luo
lu rob luo4 ft 0
l/ marry luo

smi draw (eg, a sword)

mif bear (child)

mia
mi bear fruit; weep mia

/muo
mu flash a light; learn mucT
nyu fart
nwu die nv/uo* i'* Q
hu drink nuo& t> i .»

■f' /px sharpen pi a
pi press pia

f  4- • yrx eat rxe
\ v ✓ri think ria* «

ru reach rucf
ru steal; work ru6* 1 we
v  ̂✓ru poxnt ruo
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Verb Roots English Expand e<

.✓su grind suo
✓suo pound suoC i.
\su9 breathe with a sound, 

in pain

\ /•suo

/si cook ssie
x /si«> say siae\si smell Nsie

tu trace tucT
tu boast tuo
tue throw, contribute tuo

-P burrow tuo0
Svu carry vuo

vu grow fat \ ✓vuo
/vu scramble vuob C'
\wu be famous ^ /wuo
✓wui pour (a liquid) ✓wuo• e

wy jump \ sv/uo ► *•
s

yi lay eggs; resemble yie
syi (oyi) make friends yia
zi (i) teach; show ✓zie
\si show signs of happiness 

through movement and gestures

s /zie

/su steal zucf (e)
\zu be enough zuo  ̂e;
zui train s szuo> I

/zu£ buy /zuo
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The verbs that expand as illustrated above have as thier 
root vowels either /i/, /i/f /u/ or /u/.

*  a

2, The second way is illustrated by the following verbs that 
expand by reduplicating the vowel of the radical:

Verb Roots English Expanded Form

bef scold, increase baa
ba enter \>ka

bef cry bed'
be cut b̂ e"
bo" clean with a hoe bod"V t
bo cut (meat) booV * C>
gba" run gba;f
gbd" crawl (a child) gbed
Sbo separate (fighters) gbbcf* t

vomit t bark gbod* jr
cha shine chaa
cha give way chaa
che think chee"
cho* grow chod"
cho" want chocfA <*
da" warm daa
da fall, fail daa
dd" write dee
do build (wall) doo
do recover dbo

do" pull doo& e



Verb Roots English Expanded Forms

fe cross fee"
/ga go gaa
\ge listen g^e

go" reward goo" ■

g<f deny

go be in-law
gho transfigure ghoo * *
gho' catch (a thrown object) ghoo/ 6 «
gwa mix gwaa
ha leave haa
ho tell (folklore) hoo^
■ho uproot hoc/
ho» wash (bitter leaves) hoo * £
# / la praise ■ jaa
. /3© ga 3e®
30 rain 300

. /
3° be bad; scramble for joo ̂O c
ka say mass; reveal kaa*
ke tie kee
k^ create kee"
ko'0 tell koo
ko4 cultivate kooC'
kptf be warm kpooa V
kPf call; play a . rpercussion 

instrument
kpoo^t C

kpo be dwarfish kpoc/
la go home laa



Verb Roots English Expanded Forms

la
id
lo
lom
md
ma

/me
mb
nya
nyo
nwa

snwe
nwo"

fna
— xne
✓Pa

pe
sra

re
\re
\ro

ro.<r
rd*
sâ
sa
sse

se

shake hands 
look at 
swallow 
stay 
stab
think of (evil) 
do
germinate
warm (oneself)
peep
try
own
wear a necklace
listen
cross
"operate** by magic
be small
mate
sell
be efficacious 
think
offer sacrifices 
think of (evil) 
wash
altercate
choose
draw

laa
lee
lod
loo« t
maa
s. /maa
me(
\ /moo
nyaa
X /nyoo
X /nwaa

rnv/ee
nwod
naa
ned
paa
pee
raa
ree
\ /ree
X froo
rod"• ft
rod*
saa
x /saa
see
see.



Verb Roots English Expanded Form

so’ plant crops (yams, cocoyams) sod*
so queue up \ /soo
so'* taboo socTA
so
4
(usoro) * : regret \soo

t i bite, chew taa
ta reveal (a secret) taa
te cook, dance tee
to grow up to<£
to praise too
sVOr (amu)* reach maturity; steal (yams) 

cocoyams) from the farm',
voo ** <

\VOV open eyes with fingers (as 
a sign of a curse) or to 
remove dirt from eyes

s /voo6 f

/wa break v/aa
swa wear loin cloth; 

cut with a knife

s. /waa

we” be angry; shed scales /wee
j*wo push a stick into a burrow wod"
\wo* (awo)4 not to be generous X /*woo

C e

*»ya be sick \ /■yaa
/yo beg for; ask for yobe r
Xyo play "uyb" by shaking them* t

X /yoo
4 C

za sweep V  /zaa
zb v/atch out for, defend oneself \ i'zee
zo hide (oneself) 7,06

zo rain \  szoo
20*b cure zoo» C
S
ZO boast,, forget \zoop 0
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It should be observed that the reduplicated vowels are 
/a/, /e/, /o/ and /o/.

Effect ofuVowel^Expansion

Some of the verbs that expand, it should be noted, are 
polysemic, that is they can be used in two or more distinct meanings. 
As Ullman (1963) in his Semantic Universals noted, polysemy is a 
fertile source of ambiguity in language. He held that formal means 
are used in a limited number of cases to disambiguate the ambiguous 
meanings of the same word, and the examples he gave to support this 
view included German "worte ?connected speech* - worter 1words*", 
English word order 11 ambassador extraordinary - extraordinary 
ambassador", flection, "Brothers - brethren", and spelling 
"draft - draught, discrete - discreet". He observed, however, that 
in the vast majority of cases, it is the context that resolves all 
semantic problems which arise from ambiguity.

In Igbo, ambiguity resulting from vowel expansion can be 
resolved-in either of two ways:

i) Vowel Expansion
Vowel expansion has the effect of making two or more 
meanings of polysemic items collapse into one single meaning. 
This means that one of the meanings of the item cannot be 
stretched into the expanded form of the item.



Compare, for instance,

cook
sie

go from

a • 1 •>1 0 sie nn.
She has cooked food

0 sie ebe a«

in which the meaning of si as *go fromT cannot be transferred to
. /•the 'expanded* form of the same word, sie

Similarly, the following examples:

hu
see

^roast

0 huo akwa

• I
0 huo akwa.
s £  ,»She has roasted some eggs.

kpu
2jPull

^build 
a wall

kpuo
0 kpuo eghu

^6 kpuo aja.
He has built a wall,

be worth

■̂ go out*

X* 0 fuo ego iri.

0 fuo.P e *He has gone out.

gWE

^tell

'mix
gwaa?

f*Gwaa mu

Gwaa ya. 
Mix it.
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ii) In the majority of cases, only the context can suffice to
exclude all irrelevant senses. The following examples indicate 
instances in v/hich there is no semantic loss in the verbs after 
"expansion", and in which the only indicator as to the meaning 
is the context.

work-
-ruoi 4

A 5 10 ruo oru.* « G CHe has done some work.
ru.

0 ruo ala. 
»  0 0He has ruined the land
(and has, therefore, lost
all respect due to him.)

< plan ;* 0  duo osisi.* *■ ■*He has planted some trees.
du-

advise- \  s *
0 duo mu odu.* »' o a * •He has advised me

< dance. 0 tee egwu.
He has danced.

cook-—  
(soup)

6 tee ohe.
She has cooked some soup.

n i " '0 kpoo mu.
He has called me.

kp.
0 kpoo nkî
It has dried.

The examples in (ii) indicate that the context alone can 
exclude all irrelevant senses.



Non-expandable Verbs

It is not all the Igbo verbs that 'expand'. The following 
verbs do not 'expand*.

Verbs English

bd*
bu.
gbl
gbu (rapa) 
gbo
cha
che
fu
sgu
ghe* (onu)
gwa

/gwu
ha
ho
hu

help (someone) to carry something
lend
melt
take by 'the leg (in wrestling)
shout
ripen
wait
be woi’th 
catch 
talk to 
tell 
finish 
be equal 
choose 
see

01
. /ou
ka
ko
kpu
kwu
lu

hold 
be full 
surpass 
hang 
pull
stop, to be standing 
hear

pa carry
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Verbs English

re rot
tq hate
ru wear (beads, necklaces)
su (uwe) to put on, wear (clothes)
so follow
si go from .
se take
syi be with, be accompanied by
za answer
zu ' meet

Verb Phrases in Commencement and Continuity in Igbo

Commencement cum continuity is expressed in Igbo with the 
verb bido - begin, followed by (an)other verb phrase(s). The overall 
verb phrase is one of the structure (bido + verb root + suff. be) 
which harmonizes with the vowel of the verb root as follows:

Vowel of the verb root Vowel of the suffix

/i/---— ------------ !------- v /e/
as in ribs, sibe

/%/ ------------------------ -> / V
as d*1 ^dba, gbiba* C

/e/  -------------------------- > /e/
as ■̂rL £®be, chebe

/o/  : ^ /a/
as in roba, chioba



Vowel of the verb root Vowel of the suffix

------  >/a/
as in ruba, chuba

V G

/.e/
as in rube, vube

The structure of the verb phrase and the suffixial vowel 
harmony involved in the expression of commencement and continuity 
in the language are exemplified by the following sentences:

x I
1. 0 bido biaba.

He begins coming.
(= He has set off coming; and it is known when he started 
to come.)

s jThis is an alternative for 0 biaba.
♦ tp

\ s <r t
2 . Anyi Qbido kv/ube okwu «

We start talking talk.
(= We have started talking. V/e have just begun to say it.)

Compare (1) and (2) with (3) and (**).

s * }
3 * 0 bidogwo biaba.' i

He begins has coming.
(= He has started to come (coming).)
N  •''* S. ,4. Anyi ebidogwo kwube okwu.
We begin have talking talk.
( - We have begun to talk (talking).)

/V-*

/u/
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It should be observed that whereas (1) and (2) are unambiguously 
clear in their meanings, (3) and (h) are ambiguous. (3) may indicate 
a habitual action; that is, he has begun to come here nowadays, 
although he is not coming now; or it may mean that the person 
referred to has, at the time of his (speaker*s) speaking, started 
coming; he is on his way to the place. Similarly, (4) has two 
readings: we now have the habit of talking even though we are not 
talking at this moment; or we have started talking, and we are still 
talking, though we do not talk as a habit.

The form of the verb phrase in the commencement cum continuity
construction can be used in any tense except the la-form. The la-form 
meaning is partially implied in the present form of the verb phrase. 
The paz'tial semantic implication can be seen in:

✓ 5 j
3 - 0 bido ribe ihe.

He begins eating food.
( = He has just now begun to eat, and he is still eating;
it is known when he started eating.)
But *0 la ebido ribe ihe.

Progressive La-Form:

6. 0 lc* eri ihe.
He is eating something (but it is not known when he started 
to eat).
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(3) and (6) are semantically partially identical in the sense that 
the action in both is still going on, but they differ in that in 
(5) > the moment at which the action begins is known to the speaker, 
while the moment for the commencement of the act of eating in (6) 
is unknown.

In the past and the future tenses, the verb phrases used in 
the commencement and continuity constructions refer only to commence
ment of habitual actions.

Future Tense:
s  s  x

7 * 0 ga ebido biaba kala.
He will start coming here.
(= He will start to come here; he will make it a 
habit to come here at intervals.)

Aga mu agwa*ya ka o bido biaba kala.*■ *■ ~
Will I tell him that he begins coming here.
(= I will tell him to begin to come here, as often 
as he can.)

Past Tense:
' >■ ■" \

9 . 0 bidoru biaba kala.
He started coming here.
(= He started to come here, when and if he wanted to.)
/■  ̂ x i j10. Ha bidoru josaba onwe ha njo.

They started being bad selves them bad.
(= They began to hate each other, and the mutual hatred 
continued.)



It should be observed that bido cannot be used with only 
a verb root, that is a verb root without the suffix -be. 
Consider, for instance:

1 1. 0 bido biaba.
He starts coming.

But *0 bido bia.

Future:

* \ f  .11 2. 0 ga ebido biaba.
0 ' —z
He will start coming.

But *0 ga ebido bia.
* . *

Past:

^ N /
1 3- 0 bidoru biaba.

He started oming.
But *0 bidoru bia.
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CHAPTER VI 

Lexical Structure

In this chapter, the study will be centred on the meanings 
of the verbs from the point of view of polysemy and homonymy.

Polysemy and Homonymy of Igbo Verbs
v

Polysemy is defined by Palmer (1976) as the phenomenon by 
which a word may have a set of different meanings and homonymy as 
the phenomenon by which several words may have the same shape.

For Igbo, tone and vowel harmony (which is a feature relating 
to sounds in the same word) help to differentiate one word shape 
from another. But it often happens that verbs may have the same 
harmonizing vowels and tone pattern and still differ in meaning. 
Differences of meaning of such verbs are determined by the subject, 
object and adverbial segments which co-occur with the verbs, and 
by the total context.

For the classification of the verbs into polysemy and homonymy,
all the verbs met in the present study have been examined. The verbs
that lend themselves more readily to semantic ramifications than any
other are xgba and igba.« t

•* I ^ sA research into igba and igba has shown that they have 105 * «
different meanings according to "the company they keep". Each of 
the linguistic units is considered a homonym, and from each homonym 
can emerge a number of polysemic units.



A polysemic unit may have two different nominals as in 
igba mraonwu - to make a new masquerade, and igba ngu (akwa) - to
V  *. *  ** ■

tmake a new bed with palm fronds. The lexical meaning of igba - -
i sto cause to exist, is retained in both cases. And whereas igba oke -

4
^  t s.to show a boundary by drawing a line of demarcation, and igba oke -
d

to share food among people, are polysemic because the lexical meaning
of igba in both cases - to share - is present, igba oke - to shoot a £ <*
rat, is homonymous in comparison with them as the object nominal ok/
has given the expression a different planeof meaning. Similarly,
^  t \  I \igba ose - to plant pepper seeds, and igba ose - (food), to contain 
too much pepper are homonymous as the expressions have the.same shape 
but different meanings.

In the examples which follow, the inflected forms of the verb
are not included. The examples numbered(1) - (90) are derived from
/• j s \igba, while (9 1) - (105) are derived from igba.

The verbs igba and igba and their semantic ramifications 
Igba
1.
2.
3-

if.

3.

igba (HH) 
igba
igba - (to kick)

igba
(afia) igba(1)

to be too much (eg. salt, pepper), 
to break open with 
violence and sudden noise; 
to explode, 
to sting.
to be unable to sell one's 
commodities without reason.

(1) In (3) ihe subject precedes the verb.
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6.
7-
8.

9*

10.

11 -

12.
13.
1 .̂

15*
16.

17.
18.

19.
20. 
21. 
22. 
23.

2k. 

2 5-

igba
igba abuba < 0
igba agaaba

igba agadaft

igba ahaC
Nigba aho

igba aja
igba aka 0

igba aka ebe «
igba akpiri
igba akwukwo * » «

igba akwura •
igba alat

igba ama
C

igba araurutuft «, 4 ft
igba anya mmiri
igba asiric *
igba avaft

igba avuvu* * o
igba (. chi)

- to germinate.
~ to grow feathers.
- . to take, for consumption,

any farm crop (save yam?) 
from any farm in one’s 
mother’s village or town, 
to sit with legs wide open; 
to stand astride.

- to divine.
- to fart with or without noise.
- to offer a sacrifice.
- to be empty-handed.
- to be a witness.
- to be greedy.
- to take out a summons .in court 

against someone.
to be a prostitute.

- to reclaim one’s land by 
paying back the mortgage.

- to reveal a secret.
(of ground) to be slippery.

- to shed tears, 
to gossip.

- to kick (of animals) with one 
of the hind legs in defence, 
to walk away in anger.
to be mid-day.
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2 6. igba Christmas (2)to celebrate Christmas.
2 7. igba ebeje

C
- to put on leg ornaments.

2 8. igba ede (aia) 0 - to remake cocoyam heaps after 
they may have been reduced by 
erosion.

2 9. igba egbe to shoot a gun.
30. igba ege

Q
to imitate.

3 1. igba ego - to contribute money for each 
member of. a group by turns.

3 2. igba egwu - to dance.

3 3. igba ekwekelu (yams) - to grow not straight.
3̂ - \igba ekworo - to try to do what someone has 

done or is doing; to engage in 
an unhealthy competition.

35- igba ghari —  to be confused, to fail to 
understand.

36. igba idere -  to rain sufficiently so as 
to produce water flowing on 
the ground.

37* igba igbea -  to beat someone in a game of
draughts without him (the opponent) 
getting home a single draughtsman.

COK\ igba ike * - to throw a missile at someone.

39. igba ikpa
a  ft

to cross a desert; (fig<) to come

(2) Igba is used for all foreign feasts, such^as Christmas, Easter 
and the New Year*s Day (Aho ohuru) while iri is used for native 
feasts. * a " '



igba ikpuru 
igba iyi

igba izu

igba lea taa 
igba kiri kiri 
igba la anwu

igba la otu la.otu
r

igba mbalaka
. v ' \igba mbaraomaV o
igba mboV ft
igba mbubo

igba mbubu
t

igba mgbcfC
igba mgbaru

v /igba mgbere
igba mia

to contain maggots.
(a) to bring an oath for people 
to take so as to exonerate them
selves from a certain crime.
(b) to clean a stream.
to whisper to someone; to have 
a tete-a-tete with someone, 
to be in two equal parts, 
to be as minute as specks of sand 
to spread something in the sun; 
(fig) to expose someone by 
revealing their secrets, 
to stay according to prearranged 
groups.
to branch off. 
to perspire, 
to endeavour.
(women) to have one's chest and 
stomach artistically decorated 
with markings made with a sharp 
knife.
to look for a loan, 
to wrestle, 
to go to a funeral, 
to trade, 
to produce wine.
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56.

57.

5 8.

59.

6 0.
61.
6 2.

63*

6'+.
65.
66.

67*

68.

69.
70,

igba miri mirit » • it

igba mkporogwu0 » «• e

igba mkpu

igba mkpuru

igba mkpuru aka* V %
igba mrriiri <
igba- mmonwu*■ « p\igba ncha

igba nchara
igba nchi

\ /igba ngho

igba nkichi

igba nwamiri » * *

igba nro
igba obo

(eg. fresh fish) to be slippery 
to the touch.

- to take root; (fig) to occupy
a place or position on a permanent 
basis.

- to answer a hue and cry in order 
to help.
(pounded food) to contain little 
balls - an indication that it was 
not well pounded, 
to crack the fingers.

- to water.
to make a new masquerade.

/  S.to prepare the food of ,,ncha1'/ 
jigboo (tapioca?) in a big way.ft f C
to rust.

- to refuse to answer a call.
- to intervene in a quarrel with

a view to taking sides.
« to be silent, not to talk when 

expected to do so. 
to urinate in an unusual place, 
eg. in a living room, in bed, etc.

- to be soft.
- to cause to exist a prohibition

of contact of any degree between 
two families.
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71.

72.

igba ogwu4 e c
igba oji ala

73.
74. 

75- 
76. 

77-

78.

79.

8 0.
8 1.

8 2.

83.
84.

8 5-
86.

8 7.
88.

8 9.
90.

igba ojibo (odibo)*■ * » f
igba oke
igba oko (trees)
igba oku
igba onwo 
igba orio( < c

igba oso
C * 0

igba oto^
C * ^

igba otoro

igba ugbo

igba uchuI * «
igba ugwo* t o

igba ube"
9
igba uhie «>

igba uji
igba uka 
igba uluV * O
igba 'uzo 
0 °  e *

- to give or receive an injection.
- to give money to a land owner so

as to make use of his land oh a 
temporary basis (see 18 above), 
to be a servant.
to set up a boundary.

- to be not erect,
to burn down.

- to exchange.
- to snap the fingers.
- to run.
- to be naked
- to have a voilent attack of 

cholera.
- to ride in a car, to travel by 

car, by train or by sea.
- to have a breakfast.
- to go for one's credits from 

one's debtors.
to produce sperms.

- to seize a person's property 
(in default of money payment) 
until it is redeemed with money.

- (of trees) to be hollow inside.
- to be sour.
- to repeat a visit.
- to be early.
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r tThe above are the homonyms derived from igba. The following
*are the homonymous meanings of igba (HL)..

91. igba to reckon, to calculate the 
the number of occurrences of 
an event.

92. igba (of animals) - to mate.
93. igba agbata obu

C
- to be a neighbour.

9k. igba aho - to be a year.

93. igba aka me ~ to do something in a group.
96. igba akwa - to repair clothes.

97- igba akwukwo
0 0  ' 9 C

- to marry in a church or court.
98. igba la ala to flog a person on the buttocks 

when he has been made to lie 
prostrate.

99. igba mgbugbaC 4 to carry tales here and there 
so as to cause misunderstanding 
between people.

100. igba mmadu mmiri 0  v to immerse a person in water for 
some time w'ith a view to punishing 
him.

101. igba ndu % • to enter into a covenant, the 
infringement of which will result 
in the death of one of the parties.

102.
^ jigba ochichi - to be dark.

1 0 3. /■ \igba okorobia * *■ <. - to be in one's prime of life.
10*K igba okpukpu V  *  • t, - to ioin broken bones.
1 0 5. igba ute - to spread a mat on the floor for



There are other verbs in the language which extend their 
semantic 1 field* by collocating with other words. Such verbs include:

a) Iba (H-H)*
1. iba

C
-

2. iba* ede (ji )■ -

3. iba
C

mb a
k. iba• uba

0
-

b) Iba
'i " (H-L)

1. ibac ~
2. Siba mmonwu9 B Cl

-

3- iba uru
k

-

c) Ibe (H-H)

1. ibe akwa -
2. ibe mvo -

d) Ibe (H-L)

1. ibe akwa
2. ibe ego -

3* ibe (la + NP) -
k.

✓ vibe ugwu

to increase (see (*f) below), 
to peel cocoyams (yams, etc), 
to scold.
to be many (of people, animals); 
to be rich, to increase in wealth.

to enter.
to be initiated into the masquerade 
society.
to be profitable, 

to cry.
to pare the nails.

to cut cloth. ' 
to reduce the price, 
to perch (on ...) 
to circumcise.



1. ichi - to rub against; break by
striking.

The present research has not been able to discover words 
(if any) that can collocate with this verb. It has only one 
meaning, to rub one body against another as in:

Ghie ya la aja.
s s ’s> s l 
0 la echi aku-

Rub it against the wall.
He is breaking the kernels.
(By striking a heavy stone or a 
piece of iron on them.)

Ichi (H~H) on the other hand has several homonymous items, 
which are:

1 . ichi (aka)
2. ichi aka ebe
3 . ichi echimechi

b. ichi iwu
5 . ichi nchi9
6. ichi nkwa

_ . , . N /
7. ichi mmonwu

8 . ichi okorobia

- to beat (with hand), 
to bet.

- to take a title; to undergo an 
initiation.
to make lav;.

- to be headstrong, obstinate.
- to play music by beating some 

musical instruments.
(a) to bring out a masquerade.
(b) to lead a masquerade from one 
place to another.

- to enjoy one*s youth.



to be headman; to rule, 
to curse with usually two out
stretched fingers indicating that 
the person cursing wishes the mother 
of the accursed to give birth to twins.

Ichi (H-L)* c>
This is a nominal-bound verb which requires a cognate object 
to bring out its meaning. It is used only in the restricted 
collocation.

y» '"s1. ichi ochi - to laugh (a laugh)

Ide (H-H)

When used with akwukwo, ude and uri, ide gives the following 
meanings:

1. ide akwukwo - to write a book; to write a letter.
2. ide udef - to be famous.

ide "uri - to decorate the body ; , .. \
with indigo.

Ide (H-L)

1. ichi (isi)ft 6
\2. ichi ibo

1. ide to melt in a liquid.



1. idu - to lead; to show somebody out.
The verb can only be used in combination with an object of 
the structure (+ Anim) and the core of its meaning is 
"to lead".

can be used with both animate 
in:

to give advice to. 
to plant trees, to sow.

When idu is said on a (H-H) tone, it takes on the meaning* Q
to push as exemplified in:

1. xdu aka - to push with hands.* 9

Apart from some other words which have the same semantic
s s ^ \features as aka, such as osisi (idu osisi - to push with a stick)," V * .

idu cannot be used with any other object segments. This 
restriction accounts for the unlikeliness of expressions such
as *idu (ya) "okwute - to push (it) with a stone; andV Ct . . \ / N*idu (ya) mmadu - to push it with a person.

V t v

Iha (H-H)-r~------

Iha has the core meaning of "to be equal", but when combined
s S Iwith the nominal object isi as in iha isi, it means to comb 

(one's hair).

Idu (H-L)0 O
On the contrary, idu (H-L),

0 e
and inanimate object NPs as

1. idu odu
« t « e 

/2. idu osisi* Q
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°) Iha (H-L)T rr,r"T
Iha which collocates with such parts of the body as nchi - ears
t, — •- «■%and inanimate objects such as oja - a flute, has the central
meaning of "to pierce with a sharp pointed instrument" (usually
made red in a fire). When used otherwise, iha means to leave

¥

something behind.

p) Ikwa (H-H)*Y
The final verb that must be included in this study because 
of its capacity to combine different semantic "fields", by 
collocating with various items, is ikwa (H-H) and its various
combinations are as follows

1. ikwa« akwa - to cry.
2. ikwa6 akwa - to sew clothes.

3- ikwa0 akwa. - to crow (cocks, snakes?)
*f. ikwa amalif* - to regret.

5. ikwaU
V s \emen - to regret.

6. ikwab ozu - to make funeral ceremonies.
7. ikwat ugwu - to hold in high esteem.

q) Ikwa (H-L)t
This is used with other verbs as follows:

(3)1. ikwa aka - to push with the hand
2. ikwa akwukwa - to sv/ear

(3) It should be observed that the expression differs from idu aka 
which has been seen above ^m)(l) in that one does not s&y*
*ikwa osisi, but one says idu osisi. This indicates that 
ikwa aka is more restricted than idu aka, osisi, etc. in their 
capacity to collocate with words of similar semantic features.
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S' 13. ikwa iyi - to enter into a covenant by6 / \ \taking an oath (c/f igba ndu).

/\  ̂>*t. ikwa (mmiri, malu, - to pour a liquid (water, oil, etc.)f £

etc.) on.

There are many other verbs in the language which collocate with a
whole set of words to expand their semantic "fields". The verbs studied

1in this chapter have been deliberately selected. Igba, for instance, 
which, in this work, is regarded as a representative verb, has been 
dealt with first because its range of collocations by far exceeds that 
of any other verb in Igbo. Its range extends from collocations based 
entirely on the meaning of the item as igba bol - to kick a ball; on 
its capacity to occur with a whole set of words which have similar
semantic features so that one says: igba aji ~ to grow hair on the body;
/  1 s  ■x' t \  \igba nku - to grow wings; igba abuba - to grow feathers;!igba akwara -
to grow roots (the semantic features these items have in common being
(a) parts of a whole, and (b) development of natural growths), while one 

s ;cannot say "igba nwoke"; and to collocational restrictions'in which no
s' \ s' Imeaning is involved as igba - Christmas, rather than iri - Christmas,

^ t  ̂\which is the normal usage, with regard to native feasts - iri Nnekeeji - 
to celebrate (the feast of) Nnekeeji.

The Formation of the Monosyllabic Verbs

It is not, however, every verb of the language that is subject 
to these collocations. There are verbs which have only one meaning, 
and which are, therefore, neither polysemic nor homonymous. Such 
verbs are listed below in the following tables (b - y).

The tables show the tonal and consonantal combinations in the 
formation of monosyllabic verbs (the syllabic infinitival marker 
i„/l„ not being counted). Not all possible formations are in use

S \ s' \
eg. ibi and ibi. ̂ \ y *
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KEY

C J

+

(+)

H-H English H-L English

iba% to scold; to peel; 
to increase.

iba(uru)& (to be profitable) 
to enter.

ibe to cry; to pare 
(the nails).

ibe to perch on; to cut; 
to reduce; to end.

+ibi to live in a place} 
to cut vegetables 
into pieces.

(+)ibi (to borrow); 
to place hands on.

ibo to help to put a 
load on another*s 
head; to accuse.

ibo * £ to chat; to give a 
present to an actor.

ibo« c to cut into pieces; 
to revenge.

+ibu (to carry); to live 
in a place; to exist

ibu to lend, or borrow 
from.

ibu 6 0 to be, to boast. +ibu1 ft 9 to sing.

(to the Tables)

These enclose the phonetic transcriptions of the consonantal 
letters.

Non-Achi formations which exist in the language.

Formations with Achi and non-Achi meanings.
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H~H English H-L English •

gt> £  g J

igba to run; to shoot; 
germinate; to be 
unable to sleep

igba to mate (animals); 
to calculate.

igbe to go on all fours. igbe to mix a soluble 
solid with water*to 
melt.

+gbo to farm. igbo to part two quarrelling 
parties; to prevent.

igbofr to vomit; to remove 
palm nuts from the 
bunch with a big knife

igbu to kill; to lie on 
one's side.

igbu& c to slip; to split. igbu
ft V

to endure emotional 
upset without showing 
signs of it.

oh C  V  - 7
icha to ripen; to be 

free of bitterness 
(of bitter leaves 
etc.); to be bright.

ichat to give way; to behead.



H-H English. H-L English

iche to guard; to wait for. iche to think

ichi to hit; to take a 
title.

ichi to rub two bodies 
together; to break 
kernels.

ichi« to rule; to collect. ichi * * to laugh.

icho to grow (+)icho • to backbite; to give 
a girl away in marriage; 
to clip a tree.

icho- * * to want; to.be older 
than.

ichu to work for wealth; 
to fetch (eg. water); 
betray

ichu * 0
to dismiss; to 
sacrifice; to pursue.

d C  d J

ida to warm something on 
the fire; to hurt 
with fire or a hot 
object.

idaV to lie on the back; 
to fall; to press gently 
(with cloth etc.).

ide to be famous; 
to write.

ide to melt
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H-H English H~L English

+idi to endure.

+idi to be in a state or 
place.

ido to place one thing 
upon another; to 
place on the ground.

ido to put.on weight after 
(eg. an illness);'to 
stalk (an animal).

(+)ido« a (to struggle for); 
to pull; to plant 
such useful trees as 
palm trees and bananas]

+ido* V
to plant (very useful 
trees).

idu to lead; to give a 
final treat to visitors 
so that they can go.

idu. V I to push; to sew 
clothes.

idu» <t to plant, to sow; to 
advise.

f Z~ f -7
ife to fly; to wave -fife to worship; to pass 

somebody.

if i to rub

ifi* to twist

(-i')ifo (to uproot); to break 
(day).

+ifo to narrate a folk tale.



H-H English ; H-L English

ifo % -i to remain +ifo* k
to wash (bitter leaves 
or herbs).

ifu to last; to develop 
(hair shoots, horns, 
etc).

ifu to be lost.

ifu • 0 to see; to love ifu* ft to go out; to be able 
to; to blow with the 
mouth.

g ZTs-7.
iga to go

ige to pour out 
the dregs.

ige to listen; to tie a rope 
around a piece of land to 
keep off transgressors, 
to wear a rope.

igo to buy; to offer 
a reward.

igo(ihu) to make a face.

igo(ofcf)ft ft ft 4 to deny; to call on 
"ofo" to act.« ft

igo
1 ft to be an in-law; to give 

a domestic animal to some
one with a view to sharing 
the young ones when produced.

igu * » to count; to be 
hungry; to read

igu* c to give a name to; 
to catch.
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H-H

ighat

ighe

English

to tell a lie; 
to sow seeds.

to fry; to yawn.

igho * *

ighu

ignu
# 4

to pick (fruit); 
to catch a falling 
object.

to cook.

to take a bath; to wine 
a stick (or a similar 
object), in a bone or 
hole to foi-ce out the 
marrow, or the animal 
respectively.

gw £ ~  gw J

H-L

igha

ighe

igho

xgwa

lgwe

lgwo« 4

xgwu

to tell; to mix; 
to revenge.

to grind.

to prepare (medicine 
’’tapioca" - jigbo).

C *

to dig up

lgwe

igwo

igwu

English

to fail to do; 
to overtake.

to be done to a turn; 
to cut slightly with a 
knife.

to transfigure; 
to play tricks.

to shake (waste), 

to bend.

to swim; to put something 
in a parcel.
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H-H English H-L 1English
igwu► c to be finished. igwu

* 4
to collect dung or human 
wastes with paper to throw 
them away.

h 1

iha to pay a fine; 
to be equal.

ihat to pierce; to leave out.

ihe to fly; to fan. ihe to worship, to pass 
someone.

+ihi(ura)
*

to sleep; to rub;

iho to uproot. iho to tell a folk tale; to slap.

iho * 0
to bring down a pot 
from the fire.

iho
C 0

to select; to wash (bitter 
leaves, etc).

ihu to rub gently; 
to bend forward.

ihu to be lost; to give a present.

ihu
4  C

to roast; to see. ihu * * (child) not to allow strangers 
to carry him; to recognise; 
to bargain.

a L &3-7
ija to praise. ija

%■
to open (the teeth, etc);

ije to go

iji to hold; to be dark; 
to lie down.

. ..,V.ijiCnjiji, to endure; to be patient.
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H-H English H-L English

iji(aso) to spit. iji« c

ijo

to try to force out 
something from the body 
by groaning.
to rain; to bloom (crops).

ijo*' O
to struggle for 
the possession of; 
to cure.

iju to be full.

iju % & to refuse; to ask. iju(anya)* C (to take no notice of 
somebody); to throw.

k / T k j 1

ika* to surpass; to grow 
old.

ika« to narrate; to officiate ir̂ 
church services.

ike to tie; to be heady. ike

iko

to create; to divide.

to comb; to be hung; 
to be bumptious.

ikot * to tell; to altercate; 
to scratch (the body 
when it itches).

iko6 C to make ridges or heaps 
with a hoe.

iku to collect water in 
a vessel.

iku to fan; to breathe; 
to hire (a troupe, etc).

iku• C to plant; to beat a 
musical instrument 
or someone.

iku(oku)* a * « to work for wealth; to run 
to for protection.
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H-H English English

kP Z T  kP _7
ikpa to backbite; to ikpa to shave hair with a

fetch (eg. fire wood); 
to trade in oil; to be

pair of scissors; to
make a basket, a net.

povert y~stricken

ikpe ikpe(ikpe) to curse while singing.to judge; to report.

to be stingy.

ikpo to collect ikpo to be hot.
(eg. refuse)

ikpo to call; to hate; ikpo to be diminutive.
to get dry.

(hens) to sit on eggs;to get into a low ikpu
building by bending to cover; to be blind.
the body forward.

ikpu to pull by the rope; ikpu to have something in
to have a hair cut; the mouth.
to eat the head of
(an animal)

ikwa to carry out a funeral to push; to pour water
ceremony; to behave on someone.
in a cowardly manner.

ikwe to agree; to make a bow.
to set a trap
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H-H English H-L English

ikwo to remove a body from 
another body (eg. head 
from the body, gourd 
for collecting palm 
wine from the palm 
tree.)

ikwo
(ekworo)

to snore; to breathe 
one's last;(to compete)

ikwo« c to wash hands; 
to grind cereals.

ikwo <*> 0 to carry a child on the

ikwu to speak. ikwu to kidnap.

ikwu< i to stand by; 
to repay a debt.

i C , i J 7

(+)ila to go home; (to drink) 
to receive.

ila(aka)
(uga)

to shake hands with; 

to play a game in which 
girls clap hands.

lie to look at; to take 
an examination.

+ile to be efficacious. 
i»

+ili to eat. ili
ili* t

to bury.
to endure; to be stingy

(+)ilo to swallow; (to 
nurse enmity).

+ilo to think.

+ilo to return. ilo% C to be in a place; 
to incarnate.

ilu to push; to be bitter. ilu to offend; to slap.
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H-H
......  ............
English H-L English

ilu* 4 to marry; to hear. ilu * * to rob; to burn clay
pots so as to harden them.

m Z ~ m  _77

ima< to know; to he ima(oke) to demarcate; to think
beautiful. (of evil).

ime (to be arrogant);
(ngara)

to do.

imi(alu) » ■* 1
to withdraw (an imi« f to bear fruit; to weep
object); (to dry
meat). imo to develop shoots; to hit

(a target) with an arrow.

imu(mvo)# to hurt v/ith the finger nails

imu» i to bear the young ■ imu* i to study; to look for
ones; to sharpen a snails at night with light.
knife on an anvil.

n C  * l i 7

+ina• to go home; to
receive.

+ine to look at.
+ini to bury.

+ino to swallow.

- •f-ino * ^ to be in a place ( + Anim).

+inu to be bitter; +inu to offend.
to push.
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+mu* t

English

to marry; to hear.

n r j ) j

m a
tnchi)

m e

m u

(to listen); to place 
near a fire so as to 
warm (it).

to cross with the legs

to drink; to take an 
oath.

ny ZJi_7
mya

•mye

+ m y i

to stay by the fire 
to warm oneself; to 
be sticky; to stick.

to give; to help.

to climb up

myu4 V to fart; to rub 
(obara - a nativeft
pomade) on the skin.

H-L

+inu(ogu)

ina(isi)

m u

W a
(isi)

myi«■ f

myo

English

to fight.

to shake; (to be 
headstrong).

to rejoice; to borrow.

(to be heady); to drive,

to be beyond one*s 
control; to be heavy.

to peep.
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H~H English% —  —  ,
H-L English

nw £_ [3 w
'inwa© to try; (dog) to vomit.

inv/e to own.

inwo to wear (necklaces, 
ear-rings and the like

inwo
>.

to change colours.

inwu to catch fire.

inwu■ t
to die; to invite a 
person from a group 
so as to entertain him 
to try to befriend.

!

p Zjp-7
ipa
(apupa)*

(to remove surplus fat 
from the body); to 
carry.

*

ipe to be small. ipe to cut with a knife.

ipi» t to sharpen (eg. 
a pencil).

ipi« t to press in order to 
squeeze out some liquid.

+ipo to collect in order 
to discard.

+ipu to develop a shoot.
ipu to seize; to go out.
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H-H

r IT *  J
(+)iira

ire

iri
(amosu)

i n♦ Q

iro(iro)

xro*■ c

iru

irui t

English

(to drink); to make 
love.

to sell, to rot.

to eat; (to be versed 
in); to take a bribe.

to climb up; to crawl,

to nurse enmity

to offer food to the 
gods.

to reach.

to be defiled; to 
work; to argue.

C bJ

isa to wash.

H-L

+ira

ire

i n  
f  c

iro

iro

iru

iru* e

isa

English

to leave off; to be 
equal; to lure.

to be efficacious.

to think deeply.

to think; to give out 
(yams, cocoyams) to someone 
to cook.

to dream; to think of 
(evil).

to wear beads; to put.on 
beads; to throw sand or 
ashes to people.

to point a finger at;
to peg long sticks to support
shoots.

to open (eg. a book, the 
mouth, etc.); to contend 
in words. ■
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English

to take out a share 
for oneself; 
to float.

to cook; to be strong, 

to say.

to sow (yams, coco
yams) ; (hens) to be

full of eggs.

to abst'ain from; 
to be sweet; 
to like.

to grind; to kiss.

to pound; to speak 
a language; to wash.

t /  t j

H-L

xse

+XSX

, xso

xso
i t

1 S UI (

!takpiri)

to chew; to blame.

to cook soup; to dance,,

to beat; to shout.

to desire what one 
does not possess.

to grow.

+ita

+ito

English

to draw; to quarrel.

to smell; to pass by; 
to come from.

to follow; to be 
excellent - to belong to

a high class.

to express a regret that 
one cannot offer anything 
to a visitor.

to heave in pain;
to groan; to stoop;- to wear.

to reveal a secret.

to praise.
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H-H

ito4 «

itu

itue *>

English

to be unable to get 
out of a difficulty,

to trace

to throw; to con
tribute; to place an 
order for.

V C v J
(+)ivo
(is i y

1VU

1VUb *

(to comb hair); to 
steal yams from the 
farm.

to carry; to be sick.

to curse; to scramble 
for.

w r » J .

iwa

lwe

1WO

-t-iwo » £

to break; to name; 
to teethe.

to be angry; to.shed 
scales.

to push a stick ' 
into a hole.

to pick fruit.

H-L

ito

itu

itu
* c

1VO

1VU

ivu(ede)

iwa

lwe

+1W1I 4T
1WO

(+)iv/o5 «

English

to last; to kidnap.

to boast; to heap.

to climb down; to bore 
(a hole).

to open with fingers,

to grow fat.

to harvest cocoyam; 
•" \Mighun and cassava.

to cut (yams, cocoyams); 
to put on or wear loin cloth.

to take.

to be mad. 

to take.

(to play tricks); 
to refuse to give.



\
H - H English. H - L English

+iwu to build (a house). iwu to be famous, be all the 
rage.

+iwu to be (people); iwu to jump.» c

i  / r  2 o

to take a bath.

7

« c

+iya to warm. iya to be sick.-

+iye ✓ tto give (see inye). iye to be done to a turn; 
to cut slightly.

iyi to resemble; to put 
on.

(+)iyi (to bury); to lose 
heavily.

iyi ' « to be with; to indulge 
in friendship.

iyo
l  c

iyu

to beg

I(see inyu).

iyo ( <
to sift by using a sieve 

✓ \to play the uyo.* C

4 C

2 £ ~  k  Z j

e *

7

izab to answer; to swell. izai to sweep.

ize to sneeze. ize to fend off.

izi to teach; to direct; 
to help to bring down 
a load from the head.

izi to send on an errand; 
to blow the nose.

izo to hit +izo to rain.
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English English

to struggle for; to forget; to boast;izo izo
to heal; to free. to prepare mud for

building walls.

to steal to meet by chance;
to be complete.

izu to buy. to rear; to train;xzu
to make a noise

Monosemic Verbs

The tables illustrate that the verbs listed below are neither 
polysemic nor homonymous; each has one and only one central meaning 
and shape and, therefore, one dictionary entry.

✓ iibi
ibu
* XI

)xgoe
/ \igbe
igbo
< \igbu

to live in a place, 
to sing.
to go on all fours, 
to dissolve a soluble solid in wate3 

to farm, 
to endure.

\iche
/- \ichi
*  i

icho

to think, 
to laugh, 
to grow,.
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\ide
idi
idi
«■ 4

'  Iido

to melt, 
to endure*
to be in a state; (objects) to be in a place, 
to place things or a thing in an orderly manner; 
to place in a state of grace.

i
ifi

iifi
4
\ifo* i^ \

ifo

ifu
ifu

to rub.
to tv/ist.
to be left over.
to wash (herbs or leaves) by pressing hard 
in water.
to develop (hair, horns, shoots, teeth), 
to be lost.

^ \ige
-«* s.igo

to go.
to pour out the dregs, 
to make a face.

\ighe
^ lighu

to fry. 
to cook.

igwe
V*- S
igwe
^ •'»
igwo

iigwu
tigwu

c t ✓ \
igvm

to grind.
to shake (waste).
to bend (body or anything).
to dig up.
to be finished.
to collect in order to discard.
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iiho - to uproot.
/ tiho - to put down a pot from the fire,

ija - to praise.
8

ija » to open (teeth, etc).0
s \ s' t
ije - (see iga)
y* ̂iji - to be patient.
^ i
iji - to spit with the teeth quite visible,
iji } to groan-
ijo - to rain,

1iju - to be full.

/• \iko - to cultivate (a piece of land).
Iiku - to draw water.

^  s
ikpi - to be frugal.
-y iikpo - to collect in order to discard,
ikpo - to be hot (when felt).
f  *ikpu « to enter by bending forward.
y* \
ikpu - to have something in the mouth,

ikwo - to carry on the back,* .
f  *ikwu - to speak,
ikwu - to kidnap.

y v ^ \
ile - see ire
V  N
ili - to bury,
y s
ilo - to think.
^ iilo - to return.



imuCmvo) 
*■

to hurt with the finger nail.

m e
Nini
:ino

^ \ ino » * sinu• c
\ine

to look at.
N(see ili) 

to swallow, 
to be in a place, 
to fight, 
to cross.

+xnyi
^ \inyo

to climb up. 
to peep.

Jinv/e
^ tinwo
mwo

linwu

to own.
to wear (beads, ear-rings, necklaces) 
to change colours, 
to catch fire.

iipe
\ice

ipi* 4 ^ \ipi
^ \ipu

to be very small, 
to cut with a knife.
to sharpen a stick at one end with a knife 
to press hard to extract a liquid.

"N(see ifu)% t

ire
^ Niri
iro * *

to be efficacious.
to think deeply.
to offer food to the gods.
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y' tisak to wash.
"Niso * * - to regret that one is unable

situation.
isi - to say.* 4

Nita - to reveal a secret.
/ !iti (akpiri)4 * 4 Q
S I

- to be greedy.
+ito - to grow.
y \
ito - to praise.
^ iitoA tf - to be unable to help oneself.
> situ - to trace.

^ sivo

^ s 
ivii 
^ \ 
ivut 6

to open (part of the body, eg. eyes) with the
fingers.
to grow fat.
to harvest (all the farm crops owned exclusively 
by women).

iwe
+iwi* a

iiwo

to take, 
to be mad.
to push a stick successively into an
opening so as to disturb whatever may inhabit it.

iwo - to take.
^ I+iwo« 4 - to pick fruit.
S I+iwu - to build (a house).
x' \iwu -* to be famous.
^ s ' ■
iwui « - to jump.
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iya
^ iiyo

to be sick, 
to beg.

siza
ize
^ s.
ize

iizo
+izo
^ lizu
i

izu  ̂ (

to sweep, 
to sneeze, 
to fend off, 
to hide, 
to rain, 
to steal, 
to buy.

Glass Verbs of "Breaking*1

So far in this chapter * the study has been on verbs which 
have several meanings and also those with one meaning. There still 
exist'...' in the language verbs which express the meaning which may be 
expressed in English by a single verb. Such verbs divide up a whole 
semantic field and they are typified by the several verbs of breaking 
which exist in Igbo.

These are:

1. ichi akij - to break kernels.
2.

i xichiwa ite - to break a pot accidentally.
^ i \ikuwa ite* C to break a pot on purpose.

k. iwa nku* C - to chop firewood.

5. ^ 1lgbaji
(inyaji)
osisi

- to break a stick with the hands.

6. r N ^ . .1ZOJ1 0S1S1* t - to break a stick with the feet.
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7- ^ * >igbawa ite - to break a pot by kicking it.
8 . <iwa oji * « # - to break kola nuts.

9-
^ \ ^ida iwuC to break the law.

10. / S ^igbuwa ite - to break a pot with a machete.
1 1. S" \izowa ite* c - to break a pot by stamping on it.
1 2. ^ \ipiv/ac e “ to break by pressing between the palms.

13. ^ iikuji« C - to break in two. by falling to the ground.
1 .̂ \ihowa - to break by throwing to the ground.

15- ikuja to break by falling to the ground.
16. * iijiwa (oji) - to break with the finger nails.

Palmer (1976) noted a similar phenomenon in other African 
languages and referred to such verbs as "class verbs" which require 
particular v/ords to collocate with them. Here, for example, one

S *• 'v S \notes that one cannot ichiwa ite and ichiwa nku. Thus, sentences 
with such incompatible terms will contradict each other; they are in 
contrastive relation with each other.

The verbs are also unordered, Palmer further said. There is
no way in which they can be arranged either in ascending or descending
order. By this is meant that it cannot be known that such and such a
"break" word precedes or follows that "break" word. Such sequence can
only be based on alphabetic order, which is not necessary for the
arrangement of the linear measure: inch - foot - yard - furlong - mile,

s  i \  \  s  \  /and the days of the Igbo week: Orio - Afo - Nkwo - Eke. Today cannot« */ \ \be Orio and Afo. The two characteristics of the "class" verbs whichO
divide up a semantic "field" are thus incompatibility and "unorderedness".
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Semantic Ramifications of Ifo
* «

The situation in which an Igbo verb encompasses several
/ isemantic readings can be illustrated with the verb ifo which>* r

literally means to remain. When used with the word nwanchinchi -
11 J ̂  P

a little, however, different meanings occur as can be seen in the 
following illustrative sentences:

1.

2.

k.

s \It is possible, of course, to use the present form of ifo in
c «

such sentences as:
5 * 0 fo nwanchinchi o yeel

* c * »

It remains a little it is done.
(= It will be done to a turn very soon.) 

r  s \ . \  s
6. 0 fo nwanchinchi o bia.* * < <- t «

It remains a little he comes.
(= He will arrive in no time.)

0 foro nwanchinchi o lata.
0 «r t 0 t *

It remains a little he returns
(= He will return very soon.)
0 foro nwanchinchi okochi ebido.
*• C * t p t ' t 1*

It remains a little the dry season sets in.
(= The dry season will set in in no distant future.)
/ \ /* \ /
0 foro nwanchinchi o gwu.
• u C C  * » f

It remains a little it finished.
(= Only a little of it remains, and that .will finish soon.)
/ \ / \ /

0 foro nwanchinchi o nwuo.
c e . t c

He almost died.



In (5) and (6), however, it should be noted that:
(a) the verb refers to a future occurrence, and
(b) the patience of the hearer is implored by the speaker.

In (5) the hearer may be complaining of hunger, and in (6) 
the implication is that he has waited for some time and wants to go 
now. In other words, there is no sense of urgency in (1), (2), (3)
and (*f), while this sense is predominant in (5) and (6).

A Tabular Analysis of the Monosyllabic Verbs

Below is a tabular analysis of all the monosyllabic verbs 
which have been studied in this chapter. In so far as the present 
research is concerned, the list is comprehensive; formations which 
are not included on the list have not been found to exist in the 
Igbo language either in the literature of the language or on the 
lips of native speakers.
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KEY
An English word 
followed by +

T
Loc
M
H
L
AS
GO
NB
P
Ho

This indicates that the Igbo word 
. . 1 in question has more than one meaning. 
Another form with identical meaning has 
been chosen.
Transitive
Locative
Motive
High
Lovtf
Animate Subject 
Concrete Object 
Nominal-Bound 
Polysemic 
Homonymous

TONE
Verbs English T Loc M H L AS CO NB P He

ba + peel + - - + - + + +— +
ba + enter + - - + ± ± + +
be' + cry + - - + - + + +■ + +
be -i- cut - + - + + - +
bi live - + - + - + - - - -
\bi •{* borrow + - - - + + + - + +



V erbs E n g lis h T

bo 4 accuse 4

bo
*

4 c h a t 4

bo» + c u t +

/
bu c a r r y 4

bu*

/
buc + b o a s t _+
bu s in g 4

gba + ru n 4

gba 4 .mate 4

g b / go on 
a l l  fo u r s

4?

gbe m ix , to  
m e lt

4

gbo fa rm 4

gbo 4 p a r t 4

gbo + v o m it +

gbu + k i l l ±
gLu + s l i p i
cha 4 r ip e n -

cha + behead +

che 4 g ua rd +

che th in k +
c h i h i t + +
\

c h i rub+ +

/
c h iI r u le  4 +
\

c h iu la u g h +

S
cho grow -
cho b a c k b i te ! +

TONS
Loc M H L AS

+ _ +

•“ ~ "h “ +
+ +

— + "* +

—  —  +  —  +

-. + +

+ ' — + — -f
*■ *• — + 4*
•t- — + — +

+ +

— “• + •- +

+ ±

— 4- 4~ —» 4-

4 <-* 4- — +

+  “  Hr

± + -* + +
+  +  •- +

— -* — + +
— ~ + — +

+ +

+ - +

— — — + +

“ — 4- «® +

4 +

2 77

CO NB P Ho

4 — 4 4

. £ . + . +  4

_+ - 4- +

4 4 “  —

4 4 4 +

+  “  —

4 4 4 4

+. ~ + +
4

4h +. + +
4 1 4- 4 4

4 4 4 4

4 4 + 4 -

4 4

4 ~ 4 4

HH i  4-

4 — 4 4

4 •“ 4 4

4 — 4 4

4 - 4 4
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TONE
Verbs English T Loc M H L AS CO NB P Ho

cho" want* + - - + - 4 4

chu fetch+ + ‘ ~ 4 - 4 4

chu dismiss+ 4 - - 4 - 4  ±  i  4 4
da" warm4 4 - - + - _+ - 4 4

da fall4 _+_ + i  “ ' i  i  ■ "*
de^ v ; r i t e  4 4  -  ~ 4  -  4  -  4  +

\de melt - - - - 4 - . - - - -
\
di endure ± ~  - - + + - - -
d£ be -
do pack.4 4 + - + - + 4 - 4 4

do conval- h_ +_ .+ *- + + + - 4 4
esce 4

do pull 4 — •*“ + — + 4 — 4 4

do" plant 4 - - . _ ■ +  + .+ + _
du lead+ + +_ - 4 - 4  4 - + +
du push4', 4 - “ + — 4- 4 4_ 4 4

\du plant 4 4  - - - + + 4 - + +
sfe fly 4 ±  ~ + + - ± ±  ±  * +

fe worship-f 4- - i "  + + i  - 4 4
f i rub 4 — - + "• 4* 4" 4" —

'  ' / fi twist 4- - - 4- - 4- 4- - ' _0 
/fo Uproot4- _4 - “ + * - , +  + - 4 4

fo remain - - _ + - - - _1 *—
/fu develop4 4- - _ + _ + + _ + +

(hair)
fu see4- 4- — — 4 •- 4 4- — 4- +
\

f u  go OUt4 4 4 - _ ‘ + + 4- 4 . 4 .
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Verbs English T

ga to go ±?
ge pour out 4

ge listen+ +
/go buy+ 4

\go pull a face 4

/go deny-h i
✓go give+ +

/gu count+ +
\gu« catch+ +
gha lie+ + '
gha fail to do+ +
ghe' fry+ +
ghe cut slightly+
gho pick+ +
gh^ transfigure+ +

ghu cook +
ghu wash+

(body)
+

gwa tell+ - 4

/gwe grind 4

gwe shake 4

gwo prepare 4

gv/o bend 4

gwu dig up 4

sgwu swim+ 4

gwu be finished -
gvm remove 4

TONE
Loc M H L AS

— 4. 4- _ 4-

- 4 - 4

— •— •-• + ')•

— — 4 — 4

— — — 4* 4

— _ 4. „ 4.

— „  _ 4- 4

— — 4 — 4

■— — — 4 4

4- _  +

4- ~  ~  +

4 — 4

—  4 4

+ -  4

4 4

4 - 4  

4- -  4-

4- — 4-

4 - 4

— 4 4

4 -  4

_ 4- 4-

4 — 4

— 4 4

4 — 4

_ 4. 4.

CO NB P Ho

4- -  -  _

4 +_ 4 4

4- — 4 4

4- 4- — —

— 4 4 4

4 4- 4 4

4 — 4 4

4 .4* 4 4

—  + *
4 4 4 4

4 4- — —

+ — 4 4

4 - 4 4

i  i  + +
4- — — —

4 — 4 4

4_ 4 4

4- •- -- —

4- 4- — —

4- - - -

4- 4- — —

4- 4* 4

+  +  -
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TONE

Verbs English T Loc M H L AS CO N3 P Ho

ha pay a fine-b +
ha pierce* +
I’he '
*he

shi rub+ +
*ho uproot
ho narrate* +
hoQ bring down +
ho* select +
hu rub* •b
hu be lost* jb
hu+
\hu»

roast*
recognise

+
+

, ✓3& praise +
.\3a open +
. ✓3©
y
ji

s
3-jr

go
hold* 
spit . 
groan

£?
+
*
+

.N30 rain* -

. y
J? struggle* +
. /3U be full -
. /
W ' refuse* _+
s overlook* +

~ -b - -i-
-  - + +

Hh + - +

1 ki 4* 4“

- + 4-

+ 4.
—  —  +  —  +

4- +

"  —  +  —  +

4~ 4-

+ +

-  - +  +

+ + - +

4* _ «• +

-  -b -  -b

— “ —• + +

—  —  +  “  +

-  +  -  -

— — "b — +
- +  +

+ — *b b

jb + + +

i i  + +
+  +  - -

+ — + +

*b + + +
-j- •- + +

+ — + +

jb^ +  +  *b

+ + — —

+ ±

H- -b +  -b

+ +

-  -  -b +

-b -  +  +

•b —  +  4*

+ + + +



Verbs English. T

ka surpass ±
ka narrate* *

ke tie* +
k^ create* 4-

ko ■behung* + _

ko0 tell* +
ko

a
cultivate +

ku fetch +
ku fan* +

/ku9 plant* +
kpaX backbite* +
kpSa shave* +
kps' judge* *

curse* +
\kpi 1 be stingy *

kpo collect +
kpo be hot +
kpo call* *
kno- f be dwarfish .+
kpu enter -

kpu sit on eggs +

kpuft pull* *
kpu have some +

f thing in the
mouth
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TONE

Verbs English T Loc M H L AS CO . NB P Ho

la go home+ - + + - + + - + +
la shake hands + - - - + + + ± + +
le look at+ + - + - + + -f- +
\

11 bury + ~ - - + + + + — —
Sli endure+ -h - - - + + - + + +

xo1 —I swallown- + - - + - + + ' - - -
lo9 return - - *4- + - + ~ ~ _ -

\io be in a + + mm + + ~h
place-t-

lu be bittern- + - - + - + + + ■b +
lu offend+ + - - - + + + - + +
lu« marry+ + - - .+ + + + + +
\lu* rob+ + - - - ■ + + + + + +
/ma knov/+ + - - + - +_ n_ + +
\ma demarcate + - - - + + + + + +
sme do+ + - + + + + + +
s

mi6 withdrav; + — _ + + + — _ _
\mi« bearn- + - ~ - + + + + +
\mo sproutn- - - - + £ i - + +
mu hurt + - - - + + + + ~ -

/mu« bearn- + - - - + + - + +
Nmud study + - - + + Hh - + +
— /na listens + - - + - + + + + +
na shaken- + “ - - + + + + + +
— ✓ne cross + + + mm + + +
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TONE
Verbs English T Loc M H AS CO NB •' P Ho

—  /nu
nui
nya
nya
nye

nyo
/nyu*

nwa
/nv/e

nwo
\nwo
/nwu
/nwu»

spa

pe
sPe
pit

4
ra
\ra
✓'e

\Y'Cx

ri

drink+
rejoice-f
stick-t*
drive+
give+
be heavy-t-
peep
fart+
try+
own
wear +

neN
ri

change -
catch fire +
die-r +

carry* +
be small +
cut +
sharpen +
press +
make love* +
invite* +
sell+ +

be efficacious -
eat* +
climb up* _+
think +

+?

+ *

+ +

+  —

+
— +
+ +

+ +

+ +

+ +

+ +
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V erbs E n g lis h T

sTO n u rs e  e n m ity 4*

\ro th in k 4 - 4

/
ro o f f e r '  fo o d 4

to  th e  gods

ro« dream4- 4*
/

ru re a c h it
\

r u v/ear4 4*
/r u& w ork4 4

xr u6 p o in t 4 4
/sa v/ash 4
Xsa open4 4
✓

se ta k e  away+ 4
X

se draw 4 4

so* SOW4 4

X
so f o l l o  /4 Hh

/
so a b s ta in 4*£

f  rom4

X
so» r e g r e t 4

/
su g r in d 4 4

/
su pound4 4

' X
su» heave4 4

/
s h i cook4 4*
X

s h i sm ell4- 4
s

s h ib say 4

ta chev/+ 4

X
4-ta re v e a l a 

s e c re t
4-

TONE
Loc M H L

— — — +
+

+ - +

+

— « — +
+

+ — — +
4-

+

— *» + “

*™ ~
— ~ —■ +

+
4-

AS CO NB P Ho

+ — + — —*
4- 4- 4- + +

4- + + — —

4- — 4- 4* 4*

4. 4. _ -j, 4.

4- - 4- + +

+ + + 4* 4-

Hh 4- -

i  + * + +
+ + 4- 4* 4-
4 - 4 -  4- 4- 4.
4- 4. _ 4- 4-

+ i  4 - 4 -

4* 4- 4* 4 4-

-t- ~ 4- ~ -

4- 4- _ 4- 4.

4- 4~ 4- + 4*

4* 4* 4* 4" 4-

4 4- 4* 4* 4*

4 - 4 -  4 - 4 - 4 -

4* — 4- " —

4 - 4 -  4 * 4 - 4 -

4-



V erbs E n g l is h T

te^ cook4 4
\

t i
#

d e s ir e 4

to p ra is e 4

to " be in . —.
•

d i f f i c u l t y

toft l a s t  4 4

t u t r a c e 4

tu b o a s t4 4

tu
e

th ro w 4 4

\
t u• ca rv e 4 4

/
4V0

t
comb 4 4

\
V O

«
open 4

/vu c a r ry 4 4

\
vu grow f a t 4

vuc cu rse 4 4

\
vu

i
h a rv e s t 4

/v/a b re a k 4 4

/
wa CUt4 4

/v.’e be a n g ry4 4

we ta k e 4

4Wiy be mad- 4

/
W O push w i th  

a s t i c k
4

V/C) ta k e 4

\
W O

1
r e fu s e  to  
g iv e 4

4

TONE
Loc M H L AS

- 4 - 4

— ~ 4 — 4

— - 4 4

+ 4 -  4

— -*■ -* -j- 4-

4 4 - 4

- 4 - 4

— "  — 4* 4

- 4 - 4

— ~ — 4' 4-

— — 4* — 4

+ ±
— — 4- — 4*

— — 4- 4-

“  — 4 — 4

— — — 4 4

— — 4 — 4

- - 4 4

4 4

— — 4 — 4

4 4

— — — 4 4

CO NB P Ho

4 4 4 4

4

4- 4 — —

4 — 4 4

4 4 — —

i  i  4 4

4 4 4 4

4 - 4 4  

4 - 4 4  

4 4

4 — 4 4

+• 4 -  -

4 4 4 4

4 4 — —

4 — 4 4

4 -  4 4

4 4 4 4

4_ 4 -  -

4 4 4 4
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V erbs E n g l is h T
/+V/U b u i ld +

\
wu be fam ous -
\wuc jum p +
\ya be s ic k +

y^ be done* +
/

yi .resem b le * +
( 4-) y i  lo s e

h e a v i ly *
+

N
accompany +

Vyo1 beg +
\
y? s i f t +
/za a n sw e r* +
\za sweep +
sze sneeze *

\ze fe n d  o f f +
s

z i te a c h * *
\

z i send a 
m essage*

+

/
zo h id e

szoc s t r u g g le
f o r *

+

\
zo0 f o r g e t * +

/
zu s te a l +
Zlt m e e t* +
zii( buy +
NZUc r e a r * +

TONS
Loc M H L

— — 4- „

+

*— •* 4* “

+

4- -f- —

“ — *h ~

+
” — + —

AS CO NB P Ho

+ + * — —

*. + - - -
+ + * — —
4 — -j- — »

JL + +
+ + — + +
* + - + +

-f- i  i  + *

-i- J- + "

+ + + + *
* * - + +
+ + + —

+ — + ~ —
+ — + — —
-f + + +. +
+ Hh + - * +

+ + + — —

* + _ - *  +

+ + * * *

+ + * —• *t

+ + — + +
+ + 4- — *-
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CHAPTER VII 

Synonymy and Antonymy

Apart from polysemy and honomymy discussed in the last chapter, 
there is a further contrastive verbal category of ‘'relatedness of 
meaning". This category encompasses the semantic relations of 
synonymy and antonymy. In the present chapter, the verbs will be 
studied in terms of these semantic relations.

Synonymy;

In the study of synonymy, it will be shown that two tests are 
essential for the determination of synonyms, that synonymy is context- 
dependent, and that hyponymy is a special case of synonymy. It will .also be 
shown that as far as the Igbo verbs are concerned, synonymy obeys what 
Ullman calls "the law of synonymic attraction".

Synonymy is concerned with sameness of sense of lexical items.
Two lexical items are said to be synonymous if, and only if, one is 
substituted for the other and the resultant sentences have the same 
meaning. This can be illustrated as follows:

If + x ---- -----— > + y» and

then

X -----------y.
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In terms of lexical items, x and y are, therefore, synonymous.
Thus, in (a) and (b) below, the substitution of the VP in (b) for the
VP in (a) leaves the meaning of (a) Unaltered. The VP in (a) and that
in (b) are, as a result, synonymous.

(a) Eze ghara ugĥ f.
a

Eze told a lie.
/, \ x . . <•(d) Eze sxn asi.

* * f

Eze said (= told) a lie.

(a) and (b) indicate (i) that synonymy implies that two or more forms 
may be associated with the same meaning, and (ii) that one of the tests
of synonymy is the substitution of lexical items.

Another test for the determination of synonyms can be found in 
Bebbington*s (1970) definition of the word, synonym, as "the antonym 
of antonym’'. If, for example, the antonym of igha "ugha (to tell a lie)

<t> c

s I , S \ S •is ikwu ezi okwu (to tell the truth) and that of ikwu ezi okwu is isi asi,0 t, 0*" I \ ^ \ ^then 2.gha ugha and isi asi are synonymous.
V * « * •

Synonymy is context-dependent. An item x may have synonyms* V
a, b and c, but the selection of any.of these synonyms to substitute 
for x will depend upon the contextual environment of x. Take, for

 ̂1 - . V -* 'N X \instance, the verb iku (to plant) and its synonyms ima, idu, iso.* * «■ * .
In the sentence: Eze la aku oroma (Eze is planting an ’’orange’1),

S \ S *Nthe only synonym for iku in this sentence is idu. The substitution
* 4  fr <£•✓ \ i S ]of either ima or iso for iku in the sentence will render it semantically

\ ' V v
deviant. So that the synonym for iku here which is idu is contextually

* C  G V

determined.
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Hyponymy is a special case of synonymy. The term, first used 
by Bazell and later by Lyons and Palmer, is used to indicate that a 
number of lexical items derive from a common source. The hyponyms 
so derived are synonyms of the superordinate or the common source. 
This is exemplified by the nominal-bound verb iru oru (to farm)
from which are derived 18 hyponyms as shown below. Each of the 18

s ihyponyms is a synonym for the superordmate iru qru.

Xgbo verbal synonyms obey what Ullman calls nthe law of synonymic 
attraction”. By this ”law”, he means that subjects prominent in the 
interests and activities of a community tend to attract a large number 
of synonyms. It is observed, for instance, that in Beowulf there are 
57 words for "hero” or ”prince” and at least a dozen for ”battle” and 
”fight” to which 15 more may be added from other Old English poems.

This synonymic principle, which Ullman regards as a semantic 
universal, explains why some Igbo verbs have more synonyms than others, 
and why some have none at all as far as the present inquiry has gone.

I / S  vTake, for instance, the verb iru oru (ubi) which can mean any of the
following verbs:

r" i v,
1 . isu ala to clear the bush.

1 \
2. igbo ala* I to do a second clearing ' by 

cutting down some plants left
on purpose during the first clearing
to burn the dead leaves, etc.
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k. ilcpocha (ala) - to remove burnt firewood.

5 . f  ' \xbo ala » * - to do the first softening of the
earth by using the hoe.

6. ^ * \igha ala - to separate the roots from the earth.

7- isu ala - to burn the roots in (6).
8. iko ihe * *. “ to make ridges or mounds.
9. iso (ji) - to plant the yams.
10. -- \ -* ;ikpu jx ubo* 4.

- to cover the young shoots with leaves.
11. ' 1 ^. xma nruru * * « - to peg supporting sticks for the shoots
12. f  1 n> xma olx - to peg supporting (bigger) sticks for

a number of yam-shoots.

13. r ixme jx » to direct the straying shoots.
1*t. iho afifia4 c - to weed the farm.

15- ^ 1igba ji aja - to replace eroded earth. ■
1 6. ( Nwigba ji akpu - to cut the top of the yams so that

they can produce other yams called 
akpu .11-

^ I . ’17- lgwu jx (akpu ji) - to dig up some yams on a small scale.
1 8. itu otutuu (ji) - to harvest all the yams.* 0 « o c 0

Similarly, the following verbal synonyms have been found in the 
language.

Synonyms English

■S \ \ ^ V s* \igba mbo^ inwa oko; ijisi ike, to try
iledo/ileru anya.

s  \ s' 1 ^  ligba oku, xre oku: mwu oku to burn% t * $ 4 0

idu oku; xkpo/ikpe oku to be hot
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Synonyms English
✓  N  ^  N  S i V  ^igho oghoro;^isi asi to tell a lie
igba asiri; irahu mmadu;
'ikwu uka tla) azus o
s i  ✓ ( s Iisi ike; igbasi ike; idu ike to be stronge-- u a

5,nwe ego; izu ezu^la mmadu); to be rich
iba ogirinya; inwe ihe; iba1 uba;
ji. » p oxou oke ozu6 u

S I si  \ s Vizu osi; ime aka n-v/o: iie ekperima;
xje abali du egwu

-'I S l V / ' i \ / .izu afia; itu mgbere; igba mgbere

y i % •>' \ s \iku; ima; idu; isofr c s? a j

/ i s ̂  s s y Is*inwu; ida (odachi); ihapu» * » P t *  *

■f- i  ̂ ! ^ ' \ /  s/O© aghaj xgba ogu egbe;
igba ngho «* 6

/  1 ' s ;  ̂\ ^ sisi; ikv/u; ika uka» t * 4

imechi; iguchi * £.
y \ s ximeghe; igughe

iro(sa)iro; ikpo asi « « 0

r \ ^iru inyi; idu achichi

s \ s t Nirube isi; ime nwayoo

y sibu; inu ’ 0 «•

' N  ̂ \xwu; xde (ude)

to be a thief

to trade 

to plant 

to die 

to fight

to talk

to close (door)

to open

to hate

to be dirty

to be obedient

to borrow, to lend

to be famous; to be all the rage
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Synonyms
•r ‘ ^  ✓ { • v '  1 >*. ,ime .ngara; ime nganga; ime <=bube; ^
ime inyang^; ivuli onwe ya*ikeli ka utu;
ime okoko

Miens
to be proud

iwe (re); ila (ta) to take; to receive

*  \ '  \
i v u ; ipa to carry

ige nchi; ina nchi to listen

m u  anwuru/siga; lse anwuru/siga 8 0 to smoke .

ibili; ikuli to rise

\icha; igbuke to shine

1 . < t S 1.imeria lhe; igo arunsi; igof * c c s? * o <
> ''' v  V* t[mrauo: ihe arunsiOf'. 0 c

to worship the gods

"Antonymy is a regular and very natural feature of language ...
Yet, surprisingly, it is a subject that has often been neglected in books 
on semantics" (Palmer:.1976). Lyons regards antonymy "as one of the 
most important semantic relations". The importance of antonymy in 
Igbo can be illustrated by the fact that

(a) common sayings in the language often consist of 
contrastive words. The meaning of the following 
sayings is made more vivid and striking by the 
contrastive words in them than it would be if the 
words v/ere not used in sharp contrast to each other.



To go to war is not like returning (from war).
Ikute jibe adu ka idu ya.
To send for a (native) doctor is not the
same as (like) to see him off (when one is expected
to pay his fees).
' / \ / \ / \ / \ / 'Ndu afu uz.o, ndu afu mkporo ochichi.* 9 ' * 6 * * ft 0 * *■ ft
Some see light some see'.darkness.
(= Some people are lucky, some are 'unlucky.)
Ndu abia ndu ala.

* C —

Some are coming, others are going.

In the above examples, the contrastive words are underlined.

(b) Antonyms are used to determine synonyms (Palmer: 1976).
This is particularly true of Igbo verbs where a number of
synonyms tend to have a common antonym. So that if the 
antonym of y is ti then x and t will be synonymous. This 
has been illustrated above in BebbingtonJs definition of 
a synonym as ”the antonym of antonym”. (Examples are 
given at the end.)

Antonymy is lexical oppositeness, If is opposite in meaning 
to only in that where one has the lexical item ia the other has b̂,
the a_ and b_ are antonyms. The assertion of is the denial of 
because of the incompatibility between a_ and b. For instance, 
iba ogirinya (to be rich) denies, and is denied by ida ogbenyeft & i fa ft
(to be poor). Antonymy indicates total incompatibility, while
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synonymy implies not necessarily total, but sufficient, sameness
(1)of sense, of lexical items.

In the present study, antonyms will be classified according 
to their (a) verbal (-cum-nominal or~adverbial) constituents, and
(b) meaning.

Classification according to Constituents

1. It has been pointed out in Chapter 1 that one of the functions . 
of suffixes in Igbo is to determine antonyms. The examples given there 
to illustrate this suffixial function included:
(The suffixes are underlined.)

Verbs English Antonyms English

' *idute to lead towards sidufu to lead away from
speaker speaker

^ S iimezi to treat well V to treat badly
^ t I N.iduzi to direct, to lead idufio to mislead

well

(1) Bloomfield insists "that there are no actual synonyms" but some 
lexical items approximate in meaning so closely to others as to 
be regarded as synonymous with them.
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2. There are cases where single uninflected verbal items have 
single uninflected verbal items as their antonyms- A few of such 
verbs are given in the table which follows.

Verbs English Antonyms English

'*■ t ^ iibia « *
to come iga to go

iha to be equal ^ £ika% to surpass
/ £ * \
V C to deny ikive to own
*" £  ̂ Iizuf c to buy ire to sell
£ ^ iiku« e to plant iho to uproot

'  ( »inye to give ilaQ to receive
| ^ \ilo to swallow igboc- to vomit

/ N /  \ili to bury ivof 9 ■ to exhume

3>» The same object nominals used with different verbs can indicate 
antonyms as exemplified by the following:

Verbs English Antonyms English
^  \ ^  imu (mma) * *

to whet (a knife) igbuchr mma
i

to deaden or render 
a knife blunt

irube isi to obey '' i -Vilufu isi to disobey

igba afia9 *
to sell like hot 
cakes

S /isu afia
0 t *

to be incapable of 
being sold

f  X  . *  ido ahu 
>

to put on weight ijo ahu 
* * %

to lose weight
siji ugwo

*  4
to owe a debt ^  iikwu ugwo

4 O  «• »
to pay a debt
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k. In the final category are antonyms which are composed of 
different verbs and different object nominal (adverbial) segments. 
These include:

Verbs English i Antonyms English
f  tinwe ego . to have got money 

( = to be rich)

V \ida ogbenye to be poor

f* tikwu ezi okwii to tell the truth r ! v ^isi asi * ♦, *• to tell a lie
< 1 *ime garagara to be active 

(= to be quick at 
doing things)

iiju oyi to be slow at doing 
things

ikno ukpo» “ * i e to be dwarfish icho ogo to be tall
f  \ikwu okwu to be able to talk ^ ^ ✓ tida ogbi 0 to be deaf and dumb
^ \ima lhe4 to be wise ^ i \idu nzuzu» t to be foolish

tima mma « to be beautiful, f  \ljo njo * % to be ugly

iga la ihu to progress ilaghachi
azu•

, to retrogress

Classification according to meaning

Under this rubric, antonyms are subcategorized according to the 
semantic relationship they exhibit. They can exhibit relational 
’’oppositeness1' (or what Palmer (1976) calls reversal relationship), 
an irreversible relationship and a temporal relationship.
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Relational "Oppositeness11

Antonyms can exhibit relational "oppositeness" between two verbs. 
If, for instance, A sells x to B, and B buys x from A, the act of
selling on the part of A is relationally "opposed" by the act of
buying on the paid; of B. The "oppositeness" can be formulated as
l_ (A-x) < ---1..'..> (B+x)J7 (where the parting of x from A is
equivalent to B being in possession of x, and vice versa). The antonyms

•/ i •'Ithat fall into this category include ire (to sell) / iau (to buy), and
V *

the homonymous verb ibu (to lend) / ibu (to borrow).

Irreversible Relationship

"Some antonyms block reversibility" (Palmer, 1976). The 
irreversibility is triggered off mainly by motive verbs. Bia'(come),r~TVT
for- example, does not reverse jgâ (go). Bia indicates direction towards

“ o ~

the speaker or hearer, while ,ga indicates direction away from the 
speaker or hearer, as illustrated in the following sentences*.

i) Aga m abia~ be wu.ft
I shall come to your house.

. s \  j. t *ii) M ma aga afia echi
I shall go to market tomorrow.

In (i) the direction indicated is towards the hearer, while in (ii) 
it is direction away from the speaker, but not towards the hearer.

/ / /Ga is restricted in a way that bia is not. So that even if ĵ ar ' t
implies direction away from the speaker, it cannot be used in the sense 
that the speaker can ga be (go to the house of the) hearer, while that 
holds with regard to bial But if the speaker and the hearer were at
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\ **the speaker*s, then the speaker could say "Ka anyi ga be wu" (Let usC1
go to your house). In that situation, even the hearer, if he were to 
say the sentence, that is, if they were to go to his house, would not
use bia; he would rather say "Ka anyi ga be mu" (Let us go to my house).~ 3—  « ,
If the hearer were to go to the speaker*s house without the latter, the 
speaker would say:

iii) Gaa be mu fu ya (Go to my house and see it).C
Compare (iii) with (iv).

iv) Bî t be m fu ya (Come to my house and see it).* *
In (iii) the speaker is absent from his house, while in (iv) he is, 
at least, assumed to be present at the time of the visit. Compare also

v) *Ala m abiar be wu, i la afu 'afu.t « c ,

I am coming to your house, and you are going away.
with

vi) Ala m aga be wu, i la* afu afu.a « c
I am going to your house, and you are going away.

The unacceptability of (v) is due to the fact that there is semantic
incompatibility between bia (come) and the absence of the hearer.fr

. ^ N / j \ / |vii) Abiara m be wu, i la arahu ura.* » s t
I came to your house, and (but) you were sleeping.

vinj *Agara m be wu, i la arahu ura.* *
I went to your house, and (but) you were sleeping.

Observe that (vii) is acceptable because, although the speaker 
did not transact any business with the hearer, the hearer was bodily 
present. Compare this with the unacceptable (viii) due to the semantic 
incongruity between ga* and "presence".
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Where bia and absence are found in an acceptable sentence,
%

presence is assumed, and absence is accidental. Compare, for instance, 

ix) Abiara. m la be wu, mala i loho ya.t 4' * C tj)

1 came to your house, but you were not in.
' with

x) Agara m la be wu, mala i loho ya.# c c
I went to your house, but you were not in.

(ix) indicates that the speaker believed the hearer was xmdoubtedly in, 
but, to his disbelief, the latter was absent. The (x) sentence implies 
that the speaker never entertained any hope of meeting the hearer at the 
time of the visit; it would be a surprise if the hearer was in. So that
(x) is'' equivalent to "Agara m be wu mgbe i loho ya"; I went to your• * v
house when you were not in.

The artonyraous pair bia/ga indicates also that the same activity
a

of an individual can be seen as aga/ (going) by one person and as abia 
(coming) by another. If, for instance, A is at X, he can say
"B biara X" (B came to X), but if A is at Y, where B started, A wouldL

say "B gara X" (B went to X). So, antonyms which show irreversible 
relationship have to reckon with the relation of the speaker to what 
is spoken about.

Temporal Relationship

Antonyms which exhibit temporal relation are "permutationally"
(2)related". They expect, but do not imply, each other. The pairs

.ju (ask) / as/ (answer) and nye" (give, offer) / lata (receive, accept)
can be used to illustrate the "expectation". If A, for instance, asks

/ (2) Lyons, J., op. cit.
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B a question, the act of asking expects, but does not imply, that 
B answers,,and if A gives x to B, the act of giving expects, but 
does not imply, that B accepts or refuses. Conversely, zd" (answer, 
reply) and lata (accept) presuppose that there has been an act of iju' * I
(asking) and inye (offering).

By analogy to temporal relation (a term used by Palmer, 1976) 
there is a class of antonyms which can be described as showing 
permanent relationship. In this class, the denial of one lexical 
item implies the other. lake, for instance,

0 nwehe ego (he is not rich) 
which implies

b dara ogbenye (he is poor).

Similarly,
0 loehe (he is no longer - he is dead)

implies
Q nwugwo (he is dead), and 
* « •

0 la ekwuho ezi okwu (he does not tell the truth)1
implies

0 la asi asi (he tells lies).

The Law of Antonymic Contraction

By analogy to Ullman*s nlaw of synonymic attraction", the Igbo 
verbs not only obey UUman*s "law of synonymic attraction" but also 
what is referred to in this study as the "law of antonymic contraction". 
By this is meant that the verbal synonyms tend to converge into a common 
antonym as exemplified by:
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lb a ogirmya
# v * *
/  *%inv/e ihe

s  /iba ubaCl *
/ ;ibu oke ozu

/ \ ^-* to be rich / Ida ogbenye --...> to be poor&

/ t
2. igbasi ike

~s l < f \ \idu ike )  --------- to be strong / idu nro   > to be soft
fr e 
s lisi ike

1 N ,
3- ina nchi ) s \

' s ^  ̂ ^ / ^me mkpatu, -...to make a noise
ige nchi ) ’

*

, siku
\ima
«

s  tiso
✓ S.idu

, / \-> to plant / iho ------------->• to uproot

<  ‘ -V /
5 « ime ngara

✓ l xime nganga
X l 5ime okoko
ime ebube )  -----> to be proud / idu nwayo------ ^ to be humble

a inyangdtime
ivuli
S I „ N / Nikeli ka utu
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